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A NEW p-ADIC MAASS-SHIMURA OPERATOR AND
SUPERSINGULAR RANKIN-SELBERG p-ADIC L-FUNCTIONS
DANIEL J. KRIZ
Abstract. We give a construction of a new p-adic Maass-Shimura operator defined on an
affinoid subdomain of the preperfectoid p-adic universal cover Y of a modular curve Y . We
define a new notion of p-adic modular forms as sections of a certain sheaf O∆ of “nearly rigid
functions” which transform under the action of subgroups of the Galois group Gal(Y/Y )
by O×∆-valued weight characters. This extends Katz’s notion of p-adic modular forms as
functions on the Igusa tower Y Ig; indeed we may recover Katz’s theory by restricting to a
natural Z×
p
-covering YIg of Y Ig, viewing YIg ⊂ Y as a sublocus. Our p-adic Maass-Shimura
operator sends p-adic modular forms of weight k to forms of weight k + 2. Its construction
comes from a relative Hodge decomposition with coefficients in O∆ defined using Hodge-
Tate and Hodge-de Rham periods arising from Scholze’s Hodge-Tate period map and the
relative p-adic de Rham comparison theorem. By studying the effect of powers of the p-adic
Maass-Shimura operator on modular forms, we construct a continuous p-adic L-function
which satisfies an “approximate” interpolation property with respect to the the algebraic
parts of central critical L-values of anticyclotomic Rankin-Selberg families on GL2 × GL1
over imaginary quadratic fields K/Q, including the “supersingular” case where p is not
split in K. Finally we establish a new p-adic Waldspurger formula which, in the case of a
newform, relates the formal logarithm of a Heegner point to a special value of the p-adic
L-function.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Previous constructions and Katz’s theory of p-adic modular forms on the
ordinary locus. Let us start by giving a brief account of Katz and Bertolini-Darmon-
Prasanna/Liu-Zhang-Zhang’s construction of p-adic L-functions over imaginary quadratic
fields K in which p splits in K. The splitting assumption of Katz allows one to make
use of his theory of p-adic modular forms in order to construct his and Bertolini-Darmon-
Prasanna/Liu-Zhang-Zhang’s p-adic L-functions, now colloquially known as the Katz and
BDP/LZZ p-adic L-functions, respectively. Namely, the p-adic L-functions over K which
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Katz, Bertolini-Darmon-Prasanna and Liu-Zhang-Zhang, construct is a linear functional
on the space of (p-adic) modular forms, which is obtained by evaluating p-adic differential
operators applied to modular forms at ordinary CM points associated with K. This means
the CM points belong to the ordinary locus Y ord ⊂ Y , which is the affinoid subdomain of
(the rigid analytification of) Y obtained by removing all points which reduce to supersingular
points on the special fiber (this latter locus being isomorphic to a finite union of rigid analytic
open unit discs). Here, the ordinariness assumption is crucial in order to establish nice
analytic properties of the p-adic L-function, namely that (p-adic) modular forms have local
coordinates in neighborhoods of CM points with respect to which the differential operators
alluded to above have a nice, clearly analytic expression. In Katz’s setting, one views p-adic
modular forms as functions on a proe´tale cover Y Ig → Y ord using an explicit trivialization of
the Hodge bundle. Then on Y Ig, he defines a differential operator θ called the Atkin-Serre
operator, which sends p-adic modular forms of weight k to forms of weight k + 2, and the
nice coordinates are provided by Serre-Tate coordinates. One can express
θ = (1 + T )
d
dT
in terms of the Serre-Tate coordinate T , and using this expression one can show easily that
the family
{θjf}j∈Z≥0
for a given p-adic modular form f gives rise to a “nearly-analytic” function of j: after apply-
ing a certain Hecke operator known as p-stabilization to f (which corresponds to removing
an Euler factor in the p-adic L-function), one can show that
θjf (p),
where f (p) denotes the p-stabilization, is an analytic function (valued in the space of p-adic
modular forms) of j ∈ Z×p .
One could also use coordinates provided by q-expansions, if one compactifies all modular
curves under our consideration; we stick to the open modular curve in this article in order to
avoid boundary issues occurring at cusps, which present bigger technical issues when defining
the proe´tale topology later).
The key property of Y Ig → Y ord which allows one to construct the differential operator θ
is the existence of the unit root splitting of the Hodge filtration on Y Ig. Namely, one can find
sections of the relative de Rham cohomology H1dR(A)|Y Ig which are horizontal with respect
to the algebraic Gauss-Manin connection
∇ : H1dR(A)→H1dR(A)⊗OY Ω1Y
(here a section α being horizontal means that ∇(α) = 0), and which are also eigenvectors
for the canonical (Frobenius-linear) Frobenius endomorphism
F : Y Ig → Y Ig
over W . (The reason for the terminology “unit root” is because one of the eigenvalues for
the F is a p-adic unit, since we restrict to a covering of the ordinary locus Y ord.) The unit
root splitting is a functorial, F -equivariant splitting of the Hodge filtration, which allows
one to then define the differential operator θ. This uses a standard formalism of Katz which
produces such a differential (weight-raising) operator, whenever a splitting of the Hodge
filtration with nice properties (e.g. Gal(Y Ig/Y ord)-equivariance) exists.
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Another key property of the unit root splitting is that for CM elliptic curves A, which by
the theory of complex multiplication always have models over Q, it is induced by the splitting
of H1dR(A) defined over Q given by the eigendecomposition under the CM action. This CM
splitting over Q also gives rise to the real-analytic Hodge decomposition over C from classical
Hodge theory, which in that setting gives rise to the real-analytic Maass-Shimura operator
d sending nearly holomorphic modular forms of weight k to nearly holomorphic forms of
weight k + 2. The consequence is that after normalizing by appropriate “canonical” periods
Ωp and Ω∞, one can show that given an algebraic modular form w of weight k, the values of
θjw(y)/Ωk+2jp and d
jw(y)/Ωk+2j∞ at CM points y belong to Q and coincide. This observation
of Katz is essential to establishing interpolation properties of the Katz and BDP/LZZ p-adic
L-functions, i.e. to relate them to critical values of complex L-functions for fibers Vx where
x ∈ Σ are algebraic points in the interpolation (Panchishkin) range. This is because such
critical L-values can be expressed as period integrals over the CM torus (or finite sums over
orbits of CM points) of djw, and hence by the above discussion these can be related to
such p-adic period sums of θjw over CM points, which themselves give rise to the Katz and
BDP/LZZ p-adic L-functions.
Let us elaborate on Serre-Tate coordinates and Katz’s notion of p-adic modular forms, and
expound on the above discussion. To fix ideas, suppose that a modular curve Y represents
a fine moduli space (for example, if its topological fundamental group as an analytic space
over C is neat in the sense that it has no torsion), and so it admits a universal object
π : A → Y.
The Hodge bundle is then defined as
ω := π∗Ω1A/Y
and weight k modular forms can be identified with sections of ω⊗k. Katz’s theory of modular
forms comes from viewing modular forms as functions on a certain covering of a p-adic rigid
analytic subdomain of Y , by trivializing ω on that cover. Specifically, the rigid analytic
subdomain is the ordinary locus Y ord of the modular curve Y , a p-adic rigid space obtained
from Y by removing all points which under the moduli interpretation of Y correspond to
supersingular elliptic curves, and the cover on which we trivialize ω is the Igusa tower
Y Ig → Y ord, which is a Z×p -cover or in other words,
Gal(Y Ig/Y ord) ∼= Z×p .
To obtain the trivialization of ω, Katz uses the simple structure of the p-divisible groups
of ordinary elliptic curves, namely that they are isomorphic over W = W (Fp) to
µp∞ ×Qp/Zp.
By the Weil pairing (or Cartier duality), such a trivialization for a given p-divisible group
A[p∞] of an ordinary elliptic curve A is determined by fixing an isomorphism
A[p∞]e´t ∼= Qp/Zp.
In fact, Y ord is exactly the cover of Y ord defined over W parametrizing such trivializations
α : Qp/Zp
∼−→ A[p∞]e´t,
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or equivalently (by the previous discussion), trivializations
α : µp∞ ×Qp/Zp ∼−→ A[p∞]
of the entire p-divisible group.
Let A0/Fp be an elliptic curve corresponding to a closed geometric point y0 on the special
fiber Y ord0 = Y
ord ⊗W Fp, and let A/W denote any lift of it (i.e. with A ⊗W Fp ∼= A0),
corresponding to a point y on Y ord. Formally completing Y Ig along y0 hence gives the formal
moduli space Dˆ(y0) of deformations of A0 (with some level structure, which we will suppress
for brevity). Since there is a canonical isomorphism
A[p∞]e´t ∼= A0[p∞](Fp),
then a choice of trivialization
α0 : Qp/Zp
∼−→ A0[p∞](Fp)
fixes A[p∞]e´t in the formal neighborhood D˜(y˜0) of y˜0 = (A0, α0) in Y Ig. Hence D˜(y˜0) is
parametrized exactly by the connected component A[p∞]0 of A[p∞], and so there is an (in
fact, canonical) isomorphism
D˜(y˜0) ∼= Gˆm.
The canonical coordinate T on the torus gives rise to the Serre-Tate coordinate, also denoted
by T , on D˜(y˜0), and on the associated residue disc D˜(y˜0) ⊗W W [1/p] (viewed as the rigid
analytic generic fiber).
Katz also uses the description of formal neighborhoods on Y Ig around closed points of
the special fiber as being canonically isomorphic to Gˆm to construct a global section of the
Hodge bundle on the Igusa tower, which is often called the canonical differential ; in terms of
the Serre-Tate coordinate, the canonical differential is just given by dT/T . Using tensorial
powers of the canonical differential, modular forms, viewed as sections of powers ω⊗k of the
Hodge-bundle ω restricted to Y ord, can be identified as functions on Y Ig. Since the canonical
differential transforms by
a∗ωKatzcan = aω
Katz
can
for a ∈ Z×p ∼= Gal(Y Ig/Y ord), the we can even identify a modular form of weight k, i.e. a
section of w ∈ ω⊗k(Y ord), as a function f of weight k on Y Ig, via
w|Y Ig = f · ωKatz,⊗kcan ,
where weight k ∈ Z means that f transforms as
(1) a∗f = a−kf
for a ∈ Z×p = Gal(Y Ig/Y ord). Katz also uses this viewpoint to generalize modular forms
to p-adic modular forms of weight k ∈ Z×p , which are functions on Y Ig which have weight
k ∈ Z×p in the same way as defined above.
1.2. Outline of our theory of p-adic analysis on the supersingular locus and con-
struction of p-adic L-functions. The key question addressed by this article is that of
developing a satisfactory theory of p-adic analysis of modular forms on the supersingular
locus of modular curves, and subsequently to construct “supersingular” p-adic L-functions
for Rankin-Selberg families V associated to automorphic representations (πw)K × χ−1 for
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anticyclotomic characters χ over an imaginary quadratic field K/Q, where πw is the auto-
morphic representation of GL2(AQ) attached to a normalized new eigenform w (i.e. a new-
form or Eisenstein series), (πw)K denotes its base change to an automorphic representation
of GL2(AK), and χ varies through a family of anticyclotomic Hecke characters over K. Here,
“supersingular” means that we assume that p is inert or ramified in K. This is analogous,
outside the splitting assumption on p, to the “ordinary” setting in which Katz and Bertolini-
Darmon-Prasanna/Liu-Zhang-Zhang construct their one-variable p-adic L-functions. In fact
our theory addresses the ordinary and supersingular settings uniformly by working on an affi-
noid subdomain Yx ⊂ Y of the p-adic universal cover Y (defined below), where Yx contains
a natural cover Y Ig of Y Ig, and so we can recover the aforementioned one-variable p-adic
L-functions in the ordinary case.
One motivation for the construction of supersingular Rankin-Selberg p-adic L-functions is
to develop special value formulas in the same style as those of Katz and BDP, where in the
former case a special value of the Katz p-adic L-function is related to the p-adic logarithm
of elliptic units attached to K, and in the latter case the special value formula is a “p-adic
Waldspurger formula” involving the p-adic formal logarithm of a Heegner point attached to
K (when a Heegner hypothesis holds for K and level N of w). Indeed, we succeed in proving
such a formula in the case p ∤ N in Section 6.2 and either p > 2 or p is not ramified in K,
though in future work we expect to remove both p ∤ N and extend to p = 2 and ramified
in K (as well as relax the Heegner hypothesis on N , which would necessitate considering
more general quaternionic Shimura curves than modular curves). Such formulas apply in
cases not accessible by the previous formulas of Katz and BDP/LZZ, and upon removing the
p ∤ N assumption would apply for example to CM elliptic curves over Q where one considers
p as ramified in the CM field K and one studies Heegner points (or mock Heegner points)
attached to K.
To develop a satisfactory theory of p-adic analysis on the supersingular locus, namely a
notion of p-adic modular forms on the supsersingular locus Y ss which behaves well with
respect to some differential operator d (say, there is a notion of weight which is raised by
d, and given a p-adic modular form f , djf or some stabilization djf gives rise to some
p-adic analytically well-behaved family), there are several technical difficulties which must
be overcome. One of which is that there is no obvious canonical differential with which to
trivialize ω over a cover in order to view modular forms as function on the cover (in the same
way as ωKatzcan does so for ω on Y
Ig → Y ord). It is also a difficulty that there is no “canonical
line” in the p-divisible group of a supersingular curve as there is for µp∞ ⊂ A[p∞] when A
is ordinary. Hence there is no natural splitting of the Hodge filtration with which to define
a differential operator d analogous to the Atkin-Serre operator in the ordinary setting, and
even if one were to construct such an operator, there is no obvious analogue of the Serre-Tate
coordinate under which to locally express p-adic modular forms f and study the analytic
properties of djf .
To overcome these difficulties, we use two key ingredients which in some sense generalize
the strategy of Katz. The lack of unit root splitting, whose construction comes from a
horizontal basis for the Gauss-Manin connection defined as sections of the relative e´tale
cohomology H1e´t(A) over Y Ig which are eigenvectors of the canonical Frobenius. This unit
root splitting gives a splitting of the Hodge filtratration
0→ ω|Y ord →H1dR(A)|Y ord → ω−1|Y ord → 0
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as an exact sequence of OY ord-modules, where OY denote the rigid-analytic structure sheaf
on Y . Note that unlike in the complex-analytic setting, we do not have to extend the sheaf
of rigid functions (the analogue of holomorphic functions) to a large sheaf (of “real analytic
functions”) in order to obtain the Hodge decomposition, as long as we restrict to Y ord ⊂ Y .
As no unit root basis of exists outside of Y ord, we instead consider the moduli space of
all horizontal bases of e´tale cohomology. This moduli space is representable by the p-adic
universal cover Y (which we define more explicitly in the next paragraph), and with universal
object being given by (A, α∞) where α∞ is the universal full p∞-level structure. We then
use a relative p-adic de Rham comparison theorem to view α∞ as a universal horizontal
basis for relative de Rham cohomology; unlike in the ordinary case, this comparison involves
extending the structure sheaf to a certain period sheaf OB+dR,Y (where this is reall a sheaf on
the proe´tale site Yproe´t) first constructed by Scholze in [28]. From this horizontal “framing”
of the relative de-Rham cohomology H1dR(A), we get a “Hodge-de Rham period” measuring
the position of the Hodge filtration and the “Hodge-Tate period” measuring the position
of the Hodge-Tate filtration, as considered by Scholze in loc. cit., and use these periods
to construct a relative Hodge decomposition which we use as a substitute for the unit root
splitting. This splitting is in fact defined over an “intermediate period sheaf”
O∆,Y := OB+dR,Y/(t),
equipped with natural connection
∇ : O∆,Y → O∆,Y ⊗OY Ω1Y
which is B+dR,Y/(t)-linear, induced by the natural connection
∇ : OB+dR,Y → OB+dR,Y ⊗OY Ω1Y
which is B+dR,Y-linear. Moreover, there is a natural map
OY ⊂ OB+dR,Y
mod t
։ O∆,Y
which is in fact an inclusion compatible with connections, and such that its composition
with the natural map
θ : O∆,Y ։ OˆY
where OˆY is the p-adically completed structure sheaf on Y is the natural map
OY → OˆY .
Here θ is induced by the natural relative analogue
θ : OB+dR,Y ։ OˆY
of Fontaine’s map θ : B+dR ։ Cp. Here, t is a global analogue of Fontaine’s “2πi” and is a
global section of a period sheaf B+dR,Y on Y , which is itself a relative version of Fontaine’s
ring of periods B+dR. We call O∆,Y “intermediate” because it, in the sense above, lies in
between OY and OB+dR,Y . In analogy with having to extend from holomorphic to real analytic
functions on the complex universal cover H in order to define the complex-analytic Hodge
decomposition, we view O∆,Y as a sheaf of “p-adic nearly holomorphic (or rigid) functions
on the p-adic universal cover Y”.
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The aforementioned moduli space parametrizing elliptic curves with full p∞-level structure
is represented by a GL2(Zp)-profinite-e´tale cover Y of Y (viewing the latter as an adic space
over Spa(Qp,Zp)) called the (preperfectoid) p-adic universal cover
Y = lim←−
i
Y (pi),
as considered by Scholze in [28] and Scholze-Weinstein in [31]. Here Y (pi) is the modular
curve obtained by adding full pi-level structure to the moduli space represented by Y , and
Y is an adic space over Spa(Qp,Zp) which is an object in the proe´tale site Yproe´t. Here, the
full universal p∞-level structure α∞ is just a trivialization of the Tate module of A
α∞ : Zˆ⊕2p,Y
∼−→ TpA|Y ,
here Zˆp,Y is the “constant sheaf” on Y associated with Zp, except that sections are continuous
functions into Zp where the latter has the p-adic (and not discrete) topology. Now let OY
denote the proe´tale structure sheaf on Yproe´t. Using the Hodge-de Rham comparison theorem
of Scholze ([29]), we then have a natural inclusion
H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y
ιdR⊂ H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y
on Yproe´t compatible with filtrations (on the left, the convolution of the Hodge filtration
on H1dR(A) and the natural filtration on OB+dR,Y , and on the right is just the filtration on
OB+dR,Y ) and connections (on the left, the convolution of the Gauss-Manin connection on
H1dR(A) and the natural connection on OB+dR,Y via the Leibniz rule, and on the right is just
the connection on OB+dR,Y ). Pulling back to Y , we then have
(2) H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y |Y
ιdR→֒ H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y |Y
α−1∞−−→
∼
(OB+dR,Y · t−1)⊕2
where the last isomorphism uses the universal p∞-level structure α∞ and the isomorphism
H1e´t(A) ∼= TpA(−1)
given by the Weil pairing. We also use the fact that there is a natural isomorphism
Zˆp,Y(−1) = Zˆp,Y · t−1,
as t is a period for the cyclotomic character.
We note that there is a natural sublocus Y Ig ⊂ Y which parametrizes unit root splittings
on ordinary elliptic curves, viewed as arithmetic p∞ level structures
α : Zp(1)⊕ Zp ∼−→ TpA,
together with a trivialization
Zp(1) ∼= Zp,
and it is clear that these two data are equivalent to a full p∞-level structure
α : Zp ⊕ Zp ∼−→ TpA.
Thus, it is a natural Z×p -cover of the Igusa tower Y
Ig, and a Z×p × Z×p -cover of Y ord. In
fact, one can show that our theory restricts to Katz’s on Y Ig, that qdR-expansions recover
Serre-Tate expansions, and that the restriction of our canonical differential ωcan|YIg coincides
with ωKatzcan .
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Using (2), one sees that α∞,1 := α∞|Zˆp,Y⊕{0} and α∞,2 := α∞|{0}⊕Zˆp,Y are horizontal sections
for the connection. Moreover, upon making the identification (via the Weil pairing)
TpA ∼= Hom(A[p∞], µp∞),
we get a natural map
HTA : TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OY → ω, α 7→ α∗
dT
T
where dT/T is the canonical invariant differential on µp∞. (It is also sometimes customary
to denote HTA = d log, as d log T = dT/T .) We then define the fake Hasse invariant as
s := HTA(α∞,2),
and in fact we have that on the restriction to Y Ig,
s|YIg = ωKatzcan |YIg.
Consider the affinoid subdomain
Yx = {s 6= 0} ⊂ Y .
We note that s ∈ ω(Yx) is a non-vanishing global section, i.e. a generator. Then let
s−1 ∈ ω−1(Yx) the generator corresponding to s under Poincare´ duality. The trivialization
ω|YIg ∼= OYIg
induced by s|IgY = ωKatzcan , along with the universal unit root splitting on Y Ig given by α∞|YIg ,
gives rise to a p-adic differential operator (the Atkin-Serre operator) θAS : OYIg → OYIg with
nice p-adic analytic properties, seen using Serre-Tate coordinates. The key to these nice
p-adic properties is the identity
σ(ωKatz,⊗2can ) = d log T
where T is the Serre-Tate coordinate, and
(3) σ : ω⊗2 ∼−→ Ω1Y
is the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism.
By the above discussion, s seems like a natural candidate to extend Katz’s idea of viewing
p-adic modular forms (sections of ω) as functions to the (non-Galois) covering Yx → Y .
However, unlike in Katz’s situation on Y Ig, in our situation the splitting of (a lift of) the
Hodge filtration which we define and use will require extending coefficients from OYx to a
larger sheaf O∆,Yx (which can be viewed as “the sheaf of nearly rigid functions”, in analogy
to extending the sheaf of holomorphic functions in order to define the Hodge decomposition
in the complex analytic situation), and with respect to this splitting s will not be the most
convenient choice for trivializing ω⊗OY O∆,Yx. Instead, we will trivialize using the generator
ωcan :=
s
ydR
∈ (ω ⊗OY O∆,Yx)(Yx)
where ydR ∈ O∆,Yx(Yx)× is a certain p-adic period associated with s. Hence this induces a
trivialization
ω ⊗OY O∆,Yx ∼= O∆,Yx.
One can show that ydR = 1 on the sublocus Y Ig ⊂ Y , and so we have
(4) ωcan|YIg = ωKatzcan |YIg .
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In analogy with (3), we also have
(5) σ(ω⊗,2can ) = dzdR
where zdR = zdR (mod t) for the de Rham fundamental period zdR, which we describe in
more detail below. We note that the analogy between (3) and (5), along with (4) suggests
that zdR provides the correct analogue of log T . It is this observation which later leads to
our notion of the qdR = exp(zdR − θ(zdR))-coordinate as an analogue (and extension) for
the Serre-Tate coordinate T , and qdR-expansions as analogues (and extensions) of Serre-Tate
T -expansions.
We can also use ωcan to generalize Katz’s notion of p-adic modular forms. Let U ⊂ Yx
be a subadic space, let λ : Y → Y denote the natural projection, and let λ(U) = U . Then
letting
Γ = Gal(U/U) ⊂ Gal(Y/Y ) = GL2(Zp),
we have a natural map
ω⊗k|U(U) λ
∗
→֒ ω⊗k|U(U) →֒ (ω ⊗OY O∆,Yx|U)⊗k(U) ω
⊗k
can−−→
∼
O∆,Yx |U(U).
In fact, the image under this map consists of sections f ∈ O∆,Yx|U(U) such that
(6)
(
a b
c d
)∗
f = (bc− ad)−k(czdR + a)kf
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ. In this situation, we say that f has weight k for Γ on U . We note
that when U = Y Ig and so U = Y ord, and
Γ = (Z×p )
⊕2 ⊂ GL2(Zp)
the diagonal subgroup, and then (6) becomes
(7)
(
a 0
0 d
)∗
f = (−d)−kf.
In particular, f descends to a section in OY (Y Ig) and we recover Katz’s notion (1) of a
p-adic modular form of weight k. Our main interest, which is defining a satisfactory notion
of p-adic modular form on the supersingular locus, will involve the case U = Y ss, U = Y ss
and Γ = GL2(Zp).
Let us now elaborate on the construction of our splitting of (a lift of) the Hodge filtration
alluded to above, which is crucial to the construction of the p-adic Maass-Shimura operator
and its algebraicity properties. Unlike in Katz’s theory, outside of Y Ig, α∞,1 and α∞,2 do not
generate either the Hodge or Hodge-Tate filtrations, and instead we are led to considering
natural periods
zdR, z ∈ OB+dR,Y (Yx),
where the Hodge-de Rham period zdR ∈ OB+dR,Y (Yx) measures the position of the Hodge
filtration
ω|Yx = s · OYx ⊂ H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Yx
ιdR→֒ H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Yx
α−1∞−−→
∼
(OB+dR,Yx · t−1)⊕2,
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and the Hodge-Tate period z ∈ OY (Yx) ⊂ OB+dR,Y (Yx) measures the position of the Hodge-
Tate filtration
ω−1|Yx = s−1 · OYx ⊂ H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Yx
α−1∞−−→
∼
(OB+dR,Yx · t−1)⊕2.
Using these periods, and recalling our notation O∆,Yx = OB+dR,Yx/(t), one can construct a
Hodge decomposition
(8) TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx
∼−→ (ω ⊗OY O∆,Yx)⊕ (ω−1 ⊗OY O∆,Yx · t)
where the projection onto the first factor is given by HTA (i.e. the inclusion of the first factor
is a section of HTA), and so this gives a splitting of the Hodge-Tate filtration. Unfortunately,
the kernel of this splitting is not horizontal with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection,
which is a crucial property of the unit root splitting in Katz’s theory. Indeed, restricting
to Y Ig to recover Katz’s theory, we that z = ∞ on Y Ig and so in particular is constant and
hence annihilated by ∇. However, in general we have
(9) ω−1 ⊗OY O∆,Yx · t = 〈α∞,1 −
1
z
α∞,2〉O∆,Yx,
and the fact that ∇(z) 6= 0 on Yx means that for any section w ∈ (Ω1Y ⊗OY O1∆,Yx)(Yx) and
f ∈ O∆,Yx(Yx),
∇w(ω−1can · f) = ∇w
(
〈α∞,1 − 1
z
α∞,2〉f
)
= ∇w
(
〈α∞,1 − 1
z
α∞,2〉
)
f + 〈α∞,1 − 1
z
α∞,2〉∇w(f)
= −∇
(
1
z
)
α∞,2 + 〈α∞,1 − 1
z
α∞,2〉∇w(f) 6∈ 〈α∞,1 − 1
z
α∞,2〉O∆,Yx
= ω−1 ⊗OY O∆,Yx · t,
and so (9) (and hence the Hodge decomposition (8)) is not horizontal with respect to ∇. To
remedy this, we instead replace (8) with another splitting
(10) TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx
∼−→ (ω ⊗OY O∆,Yx)⊕L,
where L is a free O∆,Yx-module of rank 1. Now the projection onto the first factor is not
given by HTA, but instead its kernel is horizontal in the sense that
∇w(L) ⊂ L
for any section w of Ω1Y ⊗OY O∆,Yx. Moreover, (10) recovers the usual Hodge-Tate decom-
position upon applying the natural map θ : O∆,Yx ։ OˆYx where OˆYx denotes the p-adically
completed structure sheaf (and θ is analogous to Fontaine’s universal cover θ : B+dR ։ Cp)
(11) TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OˆYx
∼−→ (ω ⊗OY OˆYx)⊕ (ω−1 ⊗OY OˆYx(1)).
Now we can define a p-adic Maass-Shimura operator d with respect to the splitting (10).
Since (11) recovers the relative Hodge-Tate decomposition, it is induced at CM points by the
algebraic CM splitting, and so as in Katz’s theory one can show (using the horizontalness
of (10)) that for an algebraic modular form w ∈ ω⊗k(Y ), writing
w|Yx = f · ω⊗kcan, f ∈ O∆,Yx(Yx), F · (2πidz)⊗k, F ∈ Ohol(H+),
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where Ohol denotes the sheaf of (complex) holomorphic function and H+ → Y the complex
universal cover (i.e. the complex upper half-plane), we have that the value
(θ ◦ dj)f(y)/Ωp(y)k+2j
at a CM point y ∈ Yx is an algebraic number for an appropriate p-adic period Ωp(y) (de-
pending on y), and in fact is equal (in Q) to the algebraic number
djF (y)/Ω∞(y)k+2j
at the same CM point y ∈ Yx for an appropriate complex period Ω∞(y) (only depending on
the image of y under the natural projection Y → Y ):
(12) (θ ◦ dj)f(y)/Ωp(y)k+2j = djF (y)/Ω∞(y)k+2j.
The key fact for proving this algebraicity is that the fiber O∆,Yx(y) contains a unique copy
of Qp by Hensel’s lemma, and so the the composition Qp ⊂ O∆,Yx(y)
θ
։ Cp is the natural
inclusion; then since the specialization z(y) ∈ Qp, we have θ(z(y)) = z(y), and so (θ ◦
dj)f(y) = θ(djf(y)) = djf(y), and this latter value is equal (after normalizing by periods)
to djf(y) since both (10) and the complex analytic Hodge decomposition are both induced
by the CM splitting at y.
It is the algebraicity of θ ◦ dj at CM points, and moreover the fact that it is equal in value
to complex Maass-Shimura derivatives, which makes it applicable to questions regarding
interpolation of critical L-values and hence construction of p-adic L-functions. Ultimately,
for the construction of the latter, it is necessary to understand the analytic behavior of
(θ ◦ dj)f around CM points y, and here the framework for understanding such analytic
properties is provided by qdR-expansions of modular forms, given by a qdR-expansion map
(13) ω⊗k|Yx ω
⊗k
can−−→
∼
ykdROYx
qdR−exp→֒ OˆYxJqdR − 1K ⊂ O∆,Yx ω
⊗k
can−−→
∼
ω⊗k ⊗OY O∆,Yx.
A key fact is that on the supersingular locus Y ss ⊂ Yx, (13) coincides with the natural
inclusion
(14) ω|Yss →֒ ω ⊗OY OB+dR,Yss mod t−−−−→ ω ⊗OY O∆,Yss,
which is induced by the natural inclusion OY ⊂ OB+dR,Y mod t−−−−→ O∆,Y . In fact, recalling that
OˆY denotes the p-adic completion of the structure sheaf OY , we have a natural inclusion
OˆYJqdR − 1K ⊂ O∆,Y
which is compatible with the natural connections on each sheaf, and which is in fact an
equality on Y ss:
OˆYssJqdR − 1K = O∆,Yss.
Hence we see that, at least on the supersingular locus Y ss, qdR provides the correct coordinate
when viewing a rigid modular form
w ∈ ω⊗k(Y ss) ⊂ (ω ⊗OY O∆,Yss)⊗k(Y ss) ω
⊗k
can−−→
∼
O∆,Yss(Y ss)
as a “nearly rigid function”. The coordinate qdR ∈ O∆,Yx(Yx) plays the role analogous to
that of the Serre-Tate coordinate, and in fact the qdR-expansion of a modular form recovers
the Serre-Tate expansion upon restricting to Y Ig.
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In fact, one can write down an explicit formula for θ ◦ dj in terms of qdR-coordinates
(15) θ ◦ dj =
j∑
i=0
(
j
i
)(
j + k − 1
i
)
i!
(
−θ(ydR)
z
)i
θ ◦
(
qdRd
dqdR
)j−i
.
On Y Ig, as we noted before, z =∞ and so we have
(θ ◦ dj)|YIg = θ ◦
(
qdRd
dqdR
)j
|YIg = θ ◦ θjAS = θjAS
where the last equality follows from the fact that
dqdR
qdR
|YIg = dzdR|YIg = dT |YIg
and that
OYx ⊂ O∆,Yx
θ
։ OˆYx
is the natural completion map. Hence, again restricting to Y Ig ⊂ Yx, we recover Katz’s
theory.
In order to construct the p-adic L-function, we consider the image of a modular form
w ∈ ω⊗k(Y ) under the qdR-expansion map (13), and study the growth of the coefficients of
its qdR-expansion around supersingular CM points y:
ω⊗k|Yss qdR−exp−−−−−→ OˆYssJqdR − 1K stalk at y−−−−−→ OˆYss,yJqdR − 1K = OˆYss,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
for any b ∈ Q, where the last equality is just a formal change of variables. By the remarks
above involving (13) and (14), since y ∈ Y ss, we see that the above map coincides with the
natural map
ω⊗k|Yss →֒ ω⊗k ⊗OY O∆,Yss
stalk at y−−−−−→ ω⊗k ⊗OY O∆,Yss,y
and hence is compatible with the natural connections on all sheaves; in particular, this
compatibility shows that the formula (15) gives the action of the p-adic Maass-Shimura
operator θj ◦dj. One of the main results of Section 4 is that for appropriate b ∈ Q (depending
on y, but we later show that b is the same for all y in the same CM orbit), one in fact has
that the above map factors through
(16) ω⊗k|Yss → Oˆ+Yss,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p]
where Oˆ+Y ⊂ OˆY denotes the p-adically completed integral structure structure sheaf. Given
w ∈ ω⊗k(Y ), we can construct the p-adic L-function associated with w by considering sums
of the images w(q
1/pb
dR )y of w under (16) for various orbits of CM points y on Y ss, and then
applying the Maass-Shimura operators pbjθ ◦ dj (normalized by pbj) using the formula (15).
By the formula, we see that as long as p-adic valuations |ydR(y)|, |z(y)| of the specializations
ydR(y), z(y) of the p-adic periods ydR, z satisfy certain bounds, then images in the stalks
pbj(θ ◦ dj)w(q1/pbdR )y
“converge” to some p-adic continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp, in a sense we now
make more precise. Define the p-stabilization by
w♭(q
1/pb
dR )y = w(q
1/pb
dR )y −
1
p
p−1∑
j=0
w(ζjpq
1/pb
dR )y.
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One can show directly from (15) that
pbj(θ ◦ dj)w♭(q1/pbdR )y
is a p-adic continuous function of j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp. Then for any j0 ∈ Z≥0 we have
(17) lim
m→∞
pb(j0+p
m(p−1))(θ ◦ dj0+pm(p−1))w(q1/pbdR )y = pbj0(θ ◦ dj0)w♭(q1/p
b
dR )y.
It is by summing pbj(θ ◦ dj)w♭(q1/pbdR )y against anticyclotomic Hecke characters χ evaluated
at y over appropriate orbits of the CM point y (associated with an order of an imaginary
quadratic field K) that we arrive at the construction of our p-adic continuous L-function.
The expression (17) along with the algebraicity theorem (12) gives rise to an “approximate
interpolation property” which our p-adic L-function satisfies, namely that values of the p-
adic L-function in a certain range are determined by limits of algebraic normalizations of
central critical L-values associated with the Rankin-Selberg family (w, χ).
In fact, we expect in forthcoming work to make the above approximate interpolation
property into an actual interpolation formula, see Remark (6.7).
We end this outline with a few remarks on how we obtain the p-adic Waldspurger formula
in Section 6.2 when k = 2. A key property of the p-adic Maass-Shimura operator dj is that
it sends p-adic modular forms of weight k in the sense of (6) to modular forms of weight
k + 2j. Hence the limit
lim
m→∞
pbp
m(p−1)(θ ◦ dpm(p−1))w♭(qdR)y
converges to a p-adic modular form of weight 0 on some small affinoid neighborhood of y, for
some subgroup Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp). Let Kp denote the p-adic completion of K (with respect to a
fixed embedding Q →֒ Qp) In fact, one can show that for on some affinoid U ⊃ Y Ig⊔C, where
C ⊂ Y is a locus of CM points associated with K such that Gal(C/C) ∼= O×Kp ⊂ GL2(Zp)
(induced by some embedding Kp →֒ M2(Zp); the subadic space C itself does not depend on
this choice of embedding), the limit
(18) G := lim
m→∞
pbp
m(p−1)(θ ◦ dj)w♭(qdR)|U
converges to a p-adic modular form of weight 0 on U for some Γ with (Z×p )⊕2 ⊂ Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp).
In particular, by restriction it induces a rigid function on Y Ig ⊔ U , which is of weight 0 for
(Z×p )
⊕2 on Y Ig and of weight 0 for Γ on U . This means that G descends to a section G
on an affinoid open U ⊂ Y ′ for some finite cover Y ′ → Y ; here we use the fact that while
Y Ig ⊂ Y is not affinoid open, its image on any finite cover is isomorphic to a copy of the
ordinary locus Y ord ⊂ Y , which being the complement of a finite union of residue discs, is an
(admissible) affinoid open. In particular, G is rigid on U , and one can show using Coleman’s
theory of integration that on U ∩ Y ′ord, it is equal to the formal logarithm logw♭ |U∩Y ′ord for
some p-stabilization of the newform w. (Here p-stabilization denotes the image of w under
some explicit Hecke operator at p.) Then the rigidity of G on U implies that dG is a rigid
1-form on U , and so by the theory of Coleman integration the rigid primitive G on U is
unique up constant, which implies
(19) G = logw♭ |U .
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Since the relevant special value of our p-adic L-function corresponds to evaluating (18) on
an orbit of the CM point y, one sees that we arrive at our p-adic Waldspurger formula by
evaluating (19) at an appropriate Heegner point.
1.3. Main Results. We now finally state our main results. We adopt the notation of Section
5.4, and the reader should refer to there for precise definitions and assumptions.
We let p denote a prime which is inert or ramified in K, and let w be a new eigenform (i.e.
a newform or Eisenstein series) of weight k for Γ1(N) and nebentype ǫ, where p ∤ N ≥ 3.
Let A be a fixed elliptic curve with CM by an order Oc ⊂ OK of conductor p ∤ c also with
(c, NdK) = 1, let α : Z
⊕2
p
∼−→ TpA be a choice of full p∞-level structure as in Choice 6.2, let
y = (A, α) ∈ C(Kp,OKp) and let Ωp(y) and Ω∞(y) be the associated periods as in Definition
3.48, and also let
w|H+ = F · (2πidz)⊗k.
Then for Hecke characters χ ∈ Σ, in the notation of Section 6, we have that the values
L(F, χ−1, 0) are central critical. Given an algebraic Hecke character, let χˇ denote its p-adic
avatar, and let NK : A
×
K → C× denote the norm character, which has infinity type (1, 1).
We collect our results into one Main Theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorems 6.5, 6.6, 6.8). We have a p-adic continuous function
Lp,α(w, ·) : Σˇ+ → Cp
such that Lp,α(w, ·) satisfies the following: Suppose {χj} ⊂ Σ+ is a sequence of algebraic
Hecke characters where χj has infinity type (k + j,−j), such that χˇj → χˇ ∈ Σˇ+ \ Σˇ+. Then
when dK is odd, we have the “approximate” interpolation property
Lp,α(w, χˇ)2
= lim
χˇj→χˇ
(
1
pbθ(Ωp)(A, t, α)2
)k+2j
i−1∞
(
C(w, χj, c)σ(w, χj)
−1
Ω∞(A, t)2(k+2j)
· L(F, χ−1j , 0)
)
(20)
where b is as defined in (178) for y = (A, α), C(w, χj, c), σ(w, χj), and the central L-values
L(F, χ−1j , 0) = L((πw)K × χ−1j , 1/2) are as in Theorem 6.1.
Finally, when k = 2, we have our “p-adic Waldspurger formula”: Suppose that either p is
inert or p > 2. For any character χ : Cℓ(Oc)→ Q×p , we have
Lp,α(w, NˇKχ) =
{
1
p2(p2−1) logw♭ PK(χ) p is inert in K
1
p3(p−1) logw♭ PK(χ) p is ramified in K
.
where PK(χ) is the Heegner point as defined in Section 6.2.
In Proposition 6.4, we show that a different choice of α as in Choice 6.2 amounts to
multiplying Lp,α(w, ·) by a O×Kp-valued character.
Again, we stress that in forthcoming work we remove assumptions such as p ∤ N , the
Heegner hypothesis, and prove analogues of the above theorem in greater generality. More-
over, we replace the “approximate” interpolation property in the above theory with an exact
interpolation property. This expectation is based on the following heuristic argument: p-adic
interpolation of L-values is usually achieved upon removing the Euler factors at p from the
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relevant L-values. In the case where p is inert or ramified in K, the Euler factor at p of
L(F, χ−1, 0) is constant :
1− ap(F )χ−1(p) + ǫ(p)pk−1χ−1(p2) = 1− ap(F )ǫ−1(p)p−k + ǫ−1(p)p−k−1,
where ap(F ) denotes the p
th fourier coefficient of F (i.e. the Hecke eigenvalue at p of w), for
any χ ∈ Σ. Hence, removing the Euler factor from the interpolated L-values L(F, χ−1, 0)
amounts to multiplying by a constant (independent of χ ∈ Σ), and so any p-adic continuous
function which interpolates the L-values with Euler factor at p removed L(p)(F, χ−1, 0) must
also be equal to a constant times the limit of the values L(F, χ−1, 0), which implies that by
the approximate interpolation property that the p-adic continuous function interpolating the
L(p)(F, χ−1, 0) should be equal to Lp,α(w, ·) times a constant. This implies that Lp,α(w, ·) is
already continuous itself. We elaborate more on how we might actually prove this continuity
in Remark 6.7. We also expect to remove the assumption “dK odd” assumption in the above
approximate interpolation formula; we only make it here in order to use Theorem 6.1.
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2. Preliminaries for the construction of the p-adic Maass-Shimura
operator
2.1. The preperfectoid infinite level modular curve. Henceforth, fix an algebraic clo-
sureQ ofQ, and view all number fields (finite extensions ofQ) as embedded inQ. Henceforth,
fix embeddings
(21) ip : Q →֒ Qp, i∞ : Q →֒ C
Let Cp denote the p-adic completion of Qp. For every field L ⊂ Qp, let Lp denote the p-adic
completion of L in Qp. Let | · | denote the unique p-adic valuation on Cp normalized with
|p| = 1/p.
Let p be a prime. Fix a positive integer N ≥ 3 which is coprime with p. Let Y1(N) denote
the modular curve associated with Γ1(N). Let
Y := lim←−
n
Y (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ(pn))
denote the infinite level modular curve with Γ1(N) ∩ Γ(p∞) level structure, which can be
viewed as an adic space defined over Spa(Qp,Zp). It is a preperfectoid space, in the sense
that upon base changing to a perfectoid field containing Qp and p-adically completing the
structure sheaf, one obtains the infinite level perfectoid modular curve constructed by Scholze
in [28]. One can view Y naturally as an adic space over Spa(Qp,Zp) ([31]) which is an object
(in fact a profinite e´tale object) of the proe´tale site Yproe´t as defined in [29]. Given any
extension K/Qp, we can form the base change YK := Y ×Spa(Qp,Zp) Spa(K,O+K). Henceforth,
given any separable extension K/Qp, we can define an object also denoted by YK ∈ Yproe´t
via
YK = lim←−
Qp⊂L⊂K, L/Qp finite
YLi.
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If K ⊃ Qp is a perfectoid field, YK is a perfectoid object in Yproe´t. There is a natural
equivalence of sites Yproe´t,K ∼= Yproe´t/YK , where the latter denotes Yproe´t localized at YK .
It is a somewhat subtle point that we work on Y instead of its associated “strong com-
pletion” (in the sense of [31]) Yˆ , which is a true perfectoid space after base change to a
perfectoid field (and also a perfectoid space over Spa(Qp,Zp) in the sense of Kedlaya-Liu,
[22]). The reason for this is that we need to work with differentials in Ω1Y in order to de-
fine our differential operators (which arise from extensions of the Gauss-Manin connection
∇ : H1dR(A) → HdR(A)⊗OY Ω1Y), and it is a fact that Ω1Yˆ = 0, and more generally that all
perfectoid spaces X have ΩiX = 0 for all i ≥ 1 (for example, see [5, Section 4.4]).
The adic space Y has the following moduli-theoretic interpretation: a (Cp,OCp)-point on
Y corresponds to a triple (A, t, α) consisting of an elliptic curve A/Cp, a Γ1(N) level structure
t ∈ A[N ], and a trivialization α : Z⊕2p ∼−→ TpA of its Tate module. (This trivialization is
equivalent to a Γ(p∞) Drinfeld level structure on A.) Then Y represents a (fine) moduli
space with universal object given by A∞ := A×Y1(N) Y , where A → Y1(N) is the universal
elliptic curve with Γ1(N)-level structure. We also will write
A∞ = (A, α∞)
where α∞ denotes the universal Γ(p∞) level structure, which is equivalent to a trivialization
α∞ : Zˆ
⊕2
p,Y
∼−→ TpA
of the universal Tate module TpA (where Zˆp,Y is the “p-adic constant sheaf corresponding
to Zp, to be defined in Section 2.2). From now on, we will often suppress the Γ1(N)-level
structure t in our notation for simplicity (and also because it doesn’t affect any of the
following).
2.2. The proe´tale site, structure sheaves and period sheaves. Let Ye´t denote the small
e´tale site of the adic space Y over Spa(Qp,Zp). Hence, objects of Ye´t are e´tale maps U → Y ,
and coverings are e´tale coverings. The category pro-Ye´t consists of functors F : I → Ye´t from
small cofiltered index categories I in which morphisms are given by
Hompro−Ye´t(F,G) := lim←−
J
lim−→
I
HomYe´t(F (i), G(j)).
Throughout this article, it will be necessary to work on the proe´tale site Yproe´t as defined in
[29], whose objects form a full subcategory of pro-Ye´t. Hence, objects of Yproe´t are pro-e´tale
maps U → Y , which means that U can be written as lim←−i Ui, where Ui are objects of pro-Ye´t
such that each Ui → Y is an e´tale map in pro-Ye´t in the sense of loc. cit., and Ui → Uj
is a finite e´tale map in pro-Ye´t in the sense of loc. cit. for all large i > j. Coverings are
given by proe´tale coverings. Given a U ∈ Yproe´t, a presentation U = lim←−i Ui as above is
called a proe´tale presentation. It is clear that there is hence a natural projection of sites
ν : Yproe´t → Ye´t. Given any object U ∈ Yproe´t, let Yproe´t denote the localized site, consisting
of objects V ∈ Yproe´t with a map V → U . It is shown in [29] that if YK denotes the base
change of Y to Spa(K,OK), then there is a natural equivalence of sites YK,proe´t ∼= Yproe´t/YK .
Let K denote a perfectoid field over Qp. An affinoid perfectoid is an object U ∈ Yproe´t/YK
with a proe´tale presentation lim←−i Ui where Ui = Spa(Ri, R
+
i ) is an affinoid such that if R
+
denotes the p-adic completion of lim−→iR
+
i and R = R
+[1/p], then (R,R+) is a perfectoid
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(K,OK)-algebra. A perfectoid object is one with an open covering by affinoid perfectoids.
We recall the key fact that affinoid perfectoids form a basis of Yproe´t ([29]).
Given any sheaf F on Yproe´t and any object U ∈ Yproe´t, we let FU := F|U denote the
induced sheaf on Yproe´t/U . If the sheaf is written as FY , we will often write FU := FY |U
for brevity. We let OY denote the structure sheaf on Yproe´t (which is defined to be the ν∗O,
where O is the structure sheaf on Ye´t); similarly, let O+Y denote the interal structure sheaf.
Let Oˆ+Y := lim←−nO
+
Y /p
n denote the integral p-adically completed structure sheaf, and let
OˆY := Oˆ+Y [1/p] denote the p-adically completed structure sheaf.
As they will be omnipresent throughout our discussion, we will recall construction of the
period sheaves and OB+dR,Y and OBdR,Y on Yproe´t, defined as in [29, Section 6], as well as
some of their key properties. Let K denote any perfectoid field containing Qp, and let YK
denote the base change Y ×Spa(Qp),Spa(Zp)Spa(K,OK). Since YK,proe´t ∼= Yproe´t/YK , and affinoid
perfectoids form a basis of YK,proe´t, then it suffices to define the sections of the above period
sheaves on affinoid perfectoid in YK,proe´t for any perfectoid field K containing Qp. Recall the
tilted structure sheaf
Oˆ+
Y ♭K
:= lim←−
x 7→xp
O+YK/p = lim←−
x 7→xp
Oˆ+YK
and the period sheaves
Ainf,YK := W (Oˆ+Y ♭K ) Binf,YK := Ainf [p
−1] OBinf,YK := OYK ⊗W (κ) Binf,YK .
which are initially defined naturally on affinoid perfectoids (see [29, Section 6]). We have
the natural projection θ : Binf,YK ։ OˆYK ; ker θ is locally generated by some section ξ. We
let
B+dR,YK = lim←−
i
Binf,YK/(ker θ)
i, BdR,YK := B
+
dR,YK
[1/t]
where t is any generator of ker(θ)B+dR,YK . The projection θ : Binf,YK ։ OˆYK extends OYK -
linearly to a projection θ : OBinf,YK ։ OˆYK . Then
OB+dR,YK := lim←−
n
OBinf,YK/(ker θ)n OBdR,YK := OB+dR,YK [t−1].
It is a fact that the composition
(22) OYK → OB+dR,YK → OB+dR,YK/ ker θ = OˆYK
is the natural inclusion OYK → OˆYK . We recall that OB+dR,YK is equipped with a canonical
integrable B+dR,Y -linear connection
(23) ∇ : OB+dR,YK → OB+dR,Y ⊗OYK Ω1YK
extending the trivial connection d : OYK → Ω1YK . Since the above connection is B+dR,YK -linear,
it extends to a connection
∇ : OBdR,YK → OBdR,YK ⊗OYK Ω1YK .
The sheaf OBdR,YK has a natural filtration given by FiliOB+dR,YK = (ker θ)iOB+dR,YK , and
OBdR,YK has a filtration given by FiliOBdR,YK =
∑
j+j′=i,j,j′∈Z t
j Filj
′ OB+dR,YK . By the pre-
vious discussion, we hence get all the analogous sheaves and maps on Yproe´t.
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Henceforth, given an adic space X with proe´tale site Xproe´t, let
Zˆp,X = lim←−
n
(Z/pn)X
be an inverse limit of the usual constant sheaves (Z/pn)X on Xproe´t (which are equal to
those constant sheaves pulled back from the small e´tale site Xe´t); its sections correspond
to continuous maps from Xproe´t into Zp where Zp is given the p-adic topology (and not the
discrete topology). We also define the Tate twist Zˆp,X(1) by
Zˆp,X(1) = lim←−
n
(µpn)X
where (µpn)X is the usual constant sheaf on Xproe´t. For any non-negative integer n, we let
Zˆp,X(n) = Zˆp,X(1)
⊗n (where⊗ is taken over Zˆp,X), and we let Zˆp,X(−n) = HomZˆp,X (Zˆp,X(n), Zˆp,X).
Given any Zˆp,X-module F and n ∈ Z, we let F(n) := F ⊗Zˆp,X Zˆp,X(n).
2.3. Relative e´tale cohomology and the Weil pairing. Henceforth, we will make free
use of the canonical principal polarization
A ∼= Aˇ
where Aˇ denotes the dual of an abelian variety A.
We have that
H1e´t(A) := R1π∗Zˆp,A
is a Zˆp,Y-local system of rank 2 which gives the relative e´tale cohomology of the family
π : A → Y . We denote
TpA := HomZˆp,Y (H1e´t(A), Zˆp,Y )
which gives the relative Tate module of the same family. Recall the Weil pairings given by,
using the principal polarization A ∼= Aˇ on A
(24) 〈·, ·〉n : A[pn]×A[pn]→ µpn
which, taking the inverse limit over n, form a nondegenerate pairing
(25) 〈·, ·〉 : TpA× TpA → Zˆp,Y (1)
as an inverse limit of constant sheaves on Xproe´t. This induces a canonical isomorphism
(26) TpA ∼= H1e´t(A)(1).
2.4. The GL2(Qp)-action on Y.
Definition 2.1. Henceforth, we denote the canonical homogeneous coordinates on P1 =
P(Q2p) by x, y ∈ OP1(1). Henceforth, let
P1x = {x 6= 0}, P1y = {y 6= 0}
be the standard affine cover of P1.
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Recall the right GL2(Qp)-action on Y , which acts on (Cp,OCp)-points (A, α) in the fol-
lowing way (as recalled in [6, Section 2.2]). Recall GL2(Qp) has a left action on C
⊕2
p in
the standard way (viewing elements of the latter as column vectors), and thus if we denote
the contragredient by g∨ := g−1 det(g), we get a right action L · g = g∨(L) on Z⊕2p . Fix
n ∈ Z such that png ∈ M2(Zp) but pn−1g 6∈ M2(Zp). Then for all m ∈ Z>0 sufficiently
large, the kernel of png∨ (mod pm) stabilizes to some subgroup H of A[pm]. Then we put
(A, α) · g := (A, α′), where α′ is defined as the composition
Z⊕2p
png−−→ Q⊕2p α−→ VpA
(φˇ∗)−1−−−−→ Vp(A/H),
where png acts in the usual way on the left of Z⊕2p (viewing elements of the latter space
as column vectors), where φ : A → A/H is natural isogeny given by projection and φ∗ is
the induced map TpA → Tp(A/H) (extended by linearity to VpA → Vp(A/H)). Note that
if g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp), then (A, α) · g = (A, α′) where α′(e1) = aα(e1) + cα(e2) and
α′(e2) = bα(e1) + dα(e2).
In fact, one can check that the following diagram is commutative:
(27)
Z⊕2p TpA
Z⊕2p Tp(A/H)
α
png∨ φ∗
α′
where in the arrow on the left png∨ acts on Z⊕2p via left multiplication (viewing the latter as
column vectors).
One also has the standard right GL2(Qp)-action on P
1, given by an element g acting on
lines L (viewed as being spanned by column vectors) via L · g = g∨L.
Finally, we remark that given a geometric point y of Y , the automorphism group of the
fiber of y under the natural profinite e´tale map Y → Y is GL2(Zp), since GL2(Zp) acts
simply transitively on this geometric fiber by changing the basis α : Z⊕2p
∼−→ TpA.
2.5. The Hodge-Tate period and the Hodge-Tate period map. In this section, we
define the Hodge-Tate period and Hodge-Tate period map πHT : Y → P1 following [28] and
[4]. However, as those latter works define πHT on the perfectoid space Yˆ associated with Y
(i.e. the strong p-adic completion of Y) rather than on Y itself, it will be necessary for us
later to work on the preperfectoid space Y ∈ Yproe´t (since we will need to consider Ω1Y), we
must define πHT on Y as a map of adic spaces over Spa(Qp,Zp). One can also recover our
definition of πHT from the more general construction of period morphisms on (preperfectoid)
moduli of p-divisible groups given by Scholze-Weinstein [31].
Recall the Hodge bundle defined by
ωA := π∗Ω1A/Y .
Now, we define the Hodge-Tate map
(28) HTA : TpA → ωA
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to be the following: the truncated Weil pairings (24) are compatible in the sense that the
following diagram commutes
(29)
A[pn] × A[pn] µpn
A[pn+1] × A[pn+1] µpn+1,
〈·,·〉n
p
〈·,·〉n+1
and hence they can be put together (taking an inverse limit along the left first vertical arrows,
and a direct limit along the middle and right vertical arrows) to get a pairing
(30) TpA×A[p∞]→ µp∞.
Hence, we have a natural identification TpA ∼= Homp−div(A[p∞], µp∞) (where the Hom is
taken in the category of p-divisible groups over Zp). Using this identification, we define
(31) HTA(α) = α∗
dT
T
∈ π∗Ω1A[p∞]/Y = π∗Ω1A/Y = ωA.
By nondegeneracy of the Weil pairing, we know that HTA is not the zero map. Let H0,1 ⊂
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OY denote its kernel.
Pulling back 31 along the cover Y → Y , we get a section HTA(α∞,2) ∈ ωA(Y). Let
Yx = {HTA(α∞,2) 6= 0} ⊂ Y , Yy := {HTA(α∞,1) 6= 0}.
Denote OY := OY |Y . We now define the Hodge-Tate period z ∈ OY(Yy) via the relation
(32) HTA(α2,∞) = z ·HTA(α1,∞).
Since HTA is not the zero map, we have that Yx ∪ Yy = Y . Using the trivialization α−1∞ :
TpA|Y ∼−→ Zˆ⊕2p,Y , we now see that the line
(33) H0,1|Y ⊂ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OY
α−1∞−−→
∼
O⊕2Y
is the sub-OY -module obtained by gluing together the sheaves H0,1|Yx := (α∞,1 − 1zα∞,2)OY
and H0,1|Yy := (z · α∞,2 − α∞,2)OY along Yx ∩ Yy (on which affinoid subdomain the reader
will easily check that the two sheaves coincide, by the definition of z). The inclusion 33
defines a map of adic spaces over Spa(Qp,Zp)
πHT : Y → P1
which we call the Hodge-Tate period map. It is straightforward to check that πHT is equivari-
ant with respect to the GL2(Qp)-actions defined in Section 2.4. Furthermore, since Y has
the same underlying topological space as its associated perfectoid space (once base-changed
to any perfectoid field), the map πHT is e´tale on the supersingular locus
Y ss := lim←−
n
Y (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ(pn))ss
and maps to the Drinfeld upper half-plane Ω = P1(Cp) \ P1(Qp). (For the e´taleness of
πHT : Y ss → Ω ⊂ P1, see also [31, Remark 7.1.2 and Theorem 7.2.3].) The stratification
Y = Yord ⊔ Y ss is in fact given by
Y ss = π−1HT(Ω), Yord = π−1HT(P1(Qp)).
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Finally, we note that pulling back the coordinate z = −x/y on P1, we also obtain the
Hodge-Tate period via
(34) z = π∗HTz
on Y . Moreover,
HTA(α∞,1) = π∗HTx, HTA(α∞,2) = π
∗
HT(−y).
By (29), z satisfies the transformation property(
a b
c d
)∗
z =
dz+ b
cz+ a
(35)
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Qp).
2.6. The relative Hodge-Tate filtration. By definition, H0,1 is the kernel of the map
(36) HTA : TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OY → ωA ⊗OY OY .
and extending by linearity to ⊗OYOB+dR,Y , then H0,1 ⊗OY OB+dR,Y is the kernel of the map
(37) HTA : TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y → ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y
which reduces modulo ker θ (i.e. after extending by linearity to ⊗OB+dR,Y ,θOˆY) to the map
(38) HTA : TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OˆY → ωA ⊗OY OˆY .
Since the composition OY ⊂ OB+dR,Y θ−→ OˆY is the natural p-adic completion map OY →
OˆY , the map (38) is just the ⊗OY OˆY -linear extension of (36), and its kernel is given by
H0,1 ⊗OY OˆY ; in particular
H0,1 ⊗OY OˆY |Yx = (α∞,1 −
1
zˆ
· α∞,2)OˆY
and
H0,1 ⊗OY OˆY |Yy = (zˆ · α∞,1 − α∞,2)OˆY |Yy ,
where zˆ ∈ OˆY(Y) is the image of z ∈ OY(Y) under the natural map OY(Y) → OˆY(Y). By
construction, zˆ is the (reciprocal of the) fundamental period as defined in [6, Definition 1.2]
(since it is also defined by the relation (32) for the extended Hodge-Tate map (38)). When
no confusion arises, we will also often conflate zˆ and z, as they are the same section under
the natural p-adic completion map O → Oˆ.
Caraiani and Scholze [4] define the relative Hodge filtration
(39) 0→ ω−1A ⊗OY OˆY → H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OˆY → ωA ⊗OY OˆY (−1)→ 0,
or after twisting by (1) and applying the isomorphism H1e´t(A)(1) ∼= TpA given by (26),
equivalently as
(40) 0→ ω−1A ⊗OY OˆY (1)→ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OˆY → ωA ⊗OY OˆY → 0.
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Taking the specialization of (40) at a geometric point Y = (A) ∈ Y (Qp,OQp), we obtain
the usual Hodge-Tate exact sequence
(41) 0→ Lie(A)(1) (HTA)
∨(1)−−−−−−→ TpA⊗Zp Cp HTA−−→ Ω1A/Cp → 0.
We have the following result on the integral Hodge-Tate complex.
Theorem 2.2 ([15], Theorem II.1.1). Suppose p > 2. Taking an integral model A/OCp, we
have a sequence
0→ Lie(A)(1) (HTA)
∨(1)−−−−−−→ TpA⊗Zp OCp HTA−−→ Ω1A/OCp → 0
which is in general not exact, but which is a complex with cohomology groups killed by p1/(p−1).
Proposition 2.3. The penultimate arrow in (39) is given by HTA from (37), and its kernel
is given by the image of
(42) (HTA)
∨(1) : ω−1A ⊗OY OˆY (1) →֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OˆY .
In particular, since H0,1 ⊗OY OˆY is the kernel of (37), we have
(43) (HTA)∨(1)(ω−1A ⊗OY OˆY (1)) = H0,1 ⊗OY OˆY
and
(44) (HTA)∨(1)(ω−1A ⊗OY OB+dRY (1)) = H0,1 ⊗OY OB+dR,Y .
Proof. By (41), the penultimate arrow in (39), which is a map of locally finite free OY -
modules, specializes to HTA on geometric fibers. Hence by Nakayama’s lemma, it specializes
to HTA on geometric stalks, and so the map must be HTA since Yproe´t has enough points
given by profinite covers of geometric points. Since the kernel of HTA in (41) is given by the
image of (HTA)
∨(1), the same stalk-wise argument works to show that the kernel of (37) is
given by the image of (HTA)∨(1). This immediately implies (43). For the final claim, we
again can check on stalks at profinite covers of geometric points: since OB+dR,Y /(ker θ) ∼= OˆY ,
by (43) and Nakayama’s lemma (since the image of ker θ in the stalk is the maximal ideal of
the stalk of OB+dR,Y ) we have (44).

2.7. The fake Hasse invariant. Henceforth, we define the fake Hasse invariant to be
(45) s := HTA(α∞,2) ∈ Γ(Y , ωA),
which is a nonvanishing section in ωA(Yy), and so trivializes ωA on Yy. It is equivalently
obtained by pulling back the global section y of OP1(1) along πHT : Y → P1.
We will briefly address a formal model of Y corresponding to the compactification X of
Y . As per the results of [28], there is a proe´tale cover X → X extending Y → Y , which
also makes X a preperfectoid space over Spa(Qp,Zp) (the fact that the latter map is indeed
defined over Spa(Qp,Zp) is explained in the ensuing remarks after [6, Theorem 2.8]). Let X
be the formal model corresponding to X by applying [28, Lemma II.1.1] to the proper adic
space X . Then there is a line bundle ω+A on X whose generic fiber is ωA. In fact, by the
same lemma in loc. cit., we have that
s ∈ Γ(X, ω+A)
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and in fact trivializes ω+A on the adic-theoretic closure of Yy in X.
2.8. Relative de Rham cohomology and the Hodge-de Rham filtration. Recall the
Poincare´ sequence (of π−1OY -modules)
(46) 0→ OA d−→ Ω1A/Y → 0
where d : OA → Ω1A/Y is the tensorial exterior differential. Taking the first higher direct
image under π : A → Y of this (46), we get the usual de Rham bundle
H1dR(A) := R1πdR,∗OA = R1π∗(0→ OA → Ω1A/Y → 0)
on Yproe´t, which is a rank 2 vector bundle equipped with the usual Hodge-de Rham filtration
(47) 0→ ωA →H1dR(A/Y )→ ω−1A → 0.
and Gauss-Manin connection
(48) ∇ : H1dR(A)→H1dR(A)⊗OY Ω1Y
which satisfies Griffiths transversality with respect to the Hodge-de Rham filtration.
We extend the filtration (47) to H1dR(A) ⊗OY OB+dR,Y by taking the convolution of the
(decreasing) Hodge-de Rham filtration with the natural (decreasing) filtration on OB+dR,Y as
defined in Section 2.2. That is, we define
Fili(H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y ) =
∑
j+j′=i
Filj H1dR(A)⊗OY Filj
′ OB+dR,Y .
Since the natural connection on OB+dR,Y extends d : OY → Ω1Y , we can extend (48) to
H1dR(A) by the Leibniz rule to get a connection
∇ : H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y →H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y ⊗OY Ω1Y
of filtered locally freeOB+dR,Y -modules with integrable connection satisfying Griffiths transver-
sality with respect to the convolution filtration on H1dR(A) ⊗OY OB+dR,Y . Here, recall that
given a locally free O-module with decreasing filtration M and a connection ∇ : M →
M⊗O Ω1, for ∇ to satisfy Griffiths transversality means that
∇(FiliM) ⊂ Fili−1M⊗O Ω1.
2.9. Relative p-adic de Rham comparison theorem. Scholze’s relative de Rham com-
parison theorem ([29, Theorem 8.8]) says that we have an isomorphism
(49) TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OBdR,Y = H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OBdR,Y ∼= H1dR(A)⊗OY OBdR,Y
of sheaves on Yproe´t, compatible with filtrations and connections. The compatibility with
the connections implies that the horizontal sections (i.e. sections f with ∇(f) = 0) of the
Gauss-Manin connection
∇ : H1dR(A)⊗OY OBdR,Y ∼= TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OBdR,Y → TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OBdR,Y ⊗OY Ω1Y
∼= H1dR(A)⊗OY OBdR,Y ⊗OY Ω1Y
(50)
are given by TpA⊗Zˆp,Y BdR,Y .
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2.10. OB+dR-modules and B+dR-local systems. Recall that by [29, Theorem 7.2], there
is an equivalence between the category of B+dR-local systems and OB+dR-modules. By [4,
Proposition 2.2.3] (see also [29, Proposition 7.9]), we have that the B+dR-local systems
M := (H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y )∇=0 = H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y B+dR,Y
and
M0 := (H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y )∇=0
satisfy
(51) M0 ⊂M
and thus, after tensoring with ⊗+BdR,YOB+dR,Y , this induces an inclusion of OB+dR,Y -modules
which we denote by ιdR:
(52) H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y =M0⊗B+dR,Y OB
+
dR,Y
ιdR⊂ M⊗B+dR,Y OB
+
dR,Y = H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y .
Using the isomorphism H1e´t(A) ∼= TpA(−1) furnished by (26), this induces an inclusion
H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y (1) =M0 ⊗B+dR,Y OB
+
dR,Y (1)
ιdR⊂ M⊗B+dR,Y OB
+
dR,Y (1) = TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y ,
(53)
which, upon evaluating on Y → Y and using Zˆp,Y(1) ∼= Zˆp,Y · t, induces
H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y · t =M0 ⊗B+dR,Y OB
+
dR,Y · t
ιdR⊂ M⊗B+dR,Y OB
+
dR,Y · t = TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y
α−1∞−−→ OB+,⊕2dR,Y .
(54)
3. Construction of the p-adic Maass-Shimura operator
3.1. A proe´tale local description of OB(+)dR . Recall that for an affinoid U ⊂ Y ss we have
an e´tale morphism of adic spaces πHT : U → Ω2 ⊂ P1. Using the p-adic exponential, this
adic-locally defines an e´tale morphism
U → T = Spa(Qp〈T, T−1〉,Zp〈T, T−1〉),
and taking finite e´tale covers
T1/p
m
= Spa(Qp〈T 1/pm , T−1/pm〉,Zp〈T 1/pm , T−1/pm〉)
of T to extract pth-power roots of the p-adic exponential, we can extend to this to e´tale
morphisms U → T defined on larger e´tale neighborhoods. In this section, we will deal with
the more general situation where we have an arbitrary adic space U over Spa(Qp,Zp) with
a fixed e´tale-locally defined e´tale morphism π : U → T, and specialize in Section 4.1 to the
situation described above.
Let K/Qp denote a perfectoid field, with ring of integers OK .
(55) T˜ = lim←−
m
T1/p
m ∈ Tproe´t.
Letting T˜K denote the base change to Spa(K,OK), this is an affinoid perfectoid object of
TK,proe´t. Using our given e´tale-locally defined e´tale map U → T, let
U˜ = U ×T T˜ ∈ Uproe´t.
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Let U˜K ∈ UK,proe´t denote the base change to Spa(K,OK), so that U˜K is an affinoid perfectoid
object in U˜K,proe´t. The following proposition and its proof are copied almost verbatim from
[29].
Proposition 3.1 ([29], Proposition 6.10). We have a natural isomorphism of sheaves on the
localized site Uproe´t/U˜
B+
dR,U˜JXK
∼−→ OB+
dR,U˜
sending X 7→ T ⊗ 1− 1⊗ [T ♭]. In particular, we have
B+
dR,U˜JXK[t
−1] ∼−→ OBdR,U˜
Proof. As in loc. cit., the key ingredient of the argument is:
Claim 3.2. There is a unique morphism
OU˜ → B+dR,U˜JXK
sending T 7→ [T ♭] +X and such that the resulting map
OU˜ → B+dR,U˜JXK/ ker θ = OˆU˜
is the natural inclusion.
Once we have shown this claim, we get a natural map
(OU ⊗W (κ) W (Oˆ+U♭))|U˜ → B+dR,U |U˜JXK
which induces the inverse of the map in the statement upon passing to the (ker θ)-adic
completion.
In order to show the claim, we recall the following lemmas from [29].
Lemma 3.3 ([29], Lemma 6.11). Let (R,R+) be a perfectoid affinoid (k,Ok)-algebra, and
let S be a finitely generated OK-algebra. Then any morphism
f : S → B+dR(R,R+)JXK
such that θ(f(S)) ⊂ R+ extends to the p-adic completion of S.
Lemma 3.4 (cf. [29], Lemma 6.12). Let V = Spa(R,R+) be an affinoid adic space of finite
type over Spa(W (κ)[p−1],W (κ)) with an e´tale map V → T. Then there exists a finitely
generated W (κ)[T ]-algebra R+0 , such that R0 = R
+
0 [p
−1] is e´tale over
W (κ)[p−1][T ]
and R+ is the p–adic completion of R+0 .
Proof of Claim 3.2. We again follow the argument in loc. cit. Note that we have a map
(56) W (κ)[p−1][T ]→ B+dR,U |U˜JXK
sending T to [T ♭] +X . Now take any affinoid perfectoid V ∈ Uproe´t/U˜K writing it as a union
of inverse limits of affinoid Vi ∈ Uproe´t. Then OU(V ) = lim−→iOU(Vi). Applying Lemma 3.4 to
Vi = Spa(Ri, R
+
i ) → U → T, we have algebras R+i0 whose generic fibers Ri0 are e´tale over
W (κ)[p−1][T ]. By Hensel’s lemma, the map (56) uniquely lifts to a map Ri0 → B+dR,U(V )JXK
and in particular we get a unique lifting of R+i0. This map in turn extends by Lemma 3.3 to
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the p-adic completion R+i = O+U (Vi), and hence we get a unique lifting OU(Vi)→ B+dR,UJXK.
Taking the direct limit, we get a unique lifting OU(V ) → B+dR,UJXK. Since V was arbitrary
and the affinoid perfectoids form a basis of the proe´tale site, and invoking the fact that OU
is a sheaf on Uproe´t (and so satisfies the gluing axiom), we have proven the claim. 

3.2. The de Rham fundamental periods. Let
(57) t := log[ǫ] ∈ Fil1 B+dR(Y)
and
ǫ := (〈α∞,2, α∞,1〉0, 〈α∞,2, α∞,1〉1, . . .) ∈ Zˆp(1)(Y)
where 〈·, ·〉 is the Weil pairing 25 (viewed as a pairing TpA×TpA → Zˆp,Y(1) via the universal
principal polarization A ∼= Aˇ), and 〈·, ·〉n denotes its image under the projection Zˆp,Y(1)→
µpn. Hence t is a generator (i.e. a non-vanishing global section) of Fil
1 B+dR(Y) over B+dR(Y).
Note also that t gives a natural isomorphism
(58) Zˆp,Y(1) ∼= Zˆp,Y · t : γ 7→ log[γ]
of Zˆp,Y-modules on Yproe´t, and thus by the isomorphism (26) induced by the Weil pairing,
we have a natural isomorphism
(59) H1e´t(A) ∼= TpA(−1) ∼= TpA · t−1 ∼−→
α−1∞
(
Zˆp,Y · t−1
)⊕2
.
Using (58) and (51), we write the global section of ωA given by the fake Hasse invariant
s := HTA(α2) ∈ H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR(Y) ⊂ H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y(Y)
∼−→(OB+dR,Y · t−1)⊕2
as
(60) s = xdRα∞,1/t+ ydRα∞,2/t
where xdR,ydR ∈ OB+dR(Y).
Definition 3.5. We call xdR,ydR ∈ OB+dR(Y) the de Rham fundamental periods.
Remark 3.6. By the proof of Proposition 2.2.5 of [4], we see that the map
ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y → H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y →H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OˆY
HTA−−−→ ωA(−1)⊗OY OB+dR,Y
obtained from reducing the right hand side of (52) modulo ker θ is just the 0 map. Hence
xdR,ydR ∈ ker θ ⊂ OB+dR(Y).
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3.3. GL2(Qp)-transformation properties of the de Rham fundamental periods. For
any γ ∈ GL2(Qp), let
pnγ =
(
a b
c d
)
where n ∈ Z is such that pnγ ∈M2(Zp) but pn−1 6∈M2(Zp). Retain the same notation as in
Section 2.4, so that we have
α∞,1 ·
(
a b
c d
)
= a(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1) + c(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
α∞,2 ·
(
a b
c d
)
= b(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1) + d(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2).
Note that when γ ∈ GL2(Zp), then (φˇ∗)−1 is just the identity. From the calculations
γ∗s =
(
a b
c d
)∗
HTA(α∞,2) = HTA(b(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1) + d(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2))
= (bz−1 + d)HTA((φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2))
= (bz−1 + d)(φˇ−1)∗s
(61)
and
γ∗t =
(
a b
c d
)∗
log[(〈α∞,2, α∞,1〉0, . . .]
= log[(〈a(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1) + c(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2), b(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1) + d(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)〉0, . . .)]
= (bc− ad) log[(〈(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2), (φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)〉0, . . .)]
= (bc− ad) log[(〈α∞,2, α∞,1〉0, . . .)]
= (bc− ad)t,
(62)
where the last equality follows from the functoriality of the Weil pairing, as follows. Given
an isogeny φ : A → A′ with dual isogeny φˇ : Aˇ′ → Aˇ, and the Weil pairings 〈·, ·〉 and 〈·, ·〉′
associated with A and A′, we have
〈φˇ∗(x), y〉 = 〈x, φ∗(y)〉′.
Now by the construction of our φ (using our definition of pnγ), we see that either (φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1) =
φ∗(α∞,1) or (φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2) = φ∗(α∞,2), and hence
〈(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,i), (φˇ∗)−1(α∞,3−i)〉 = 〈φ∗(α∞,i), (φˇ∗)−1(α∞,3−i)〉
= 〈α∞,i, φˇ∗(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,3−i)〉
= 〈α∞,i, α∞,3−i〉
for i = 1 or 2.
We have:
Proposition 3.7. Let γ ∈ GL2(Qp) and
pnγ =
(
a b
c d
)
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where n ∈ Z is such that pnγ ∈ M2(Zp) but pn−1 6∈ M2(Zp).Then xdR/t and ydR/t satisfy
the transformation laws
(63)
γ∗(xdR/t) = (dxdR− bydR)(bz−1+ d)(bc− ad)−1 = (bzdR−1+ d)(bz−1+ d)(bc− ad)−1(xdR/t),
and
(64)
γ∗(ydR/t) = (−cxdR + aydR)(bz−1 + d)(bc− ad)−1 = (czdR + a)(bz−1+ d)(bc− ad)−1(ydR/t),
Proof. Let
X := γ∗xdR, Y := γ∗ydR.
Then by definition,
s = HTA(α∞,2) = xdRα∞,1t−1 + ydRα∞,2t−1
and so
γ∗s
= HTA
(
b
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)
t
+ d
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
t
)
= (bz−1 + d)
(
xdR
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)
t
+ ydR
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
t
)
.
From (61), we have
(bz−1 + d)
(
xdR
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)
t
+ ydR
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
t
)
= γ∗s
= X
(
a
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)
t
+ c
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
t
)
(bc− ad)−1
+ Y
(
b
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)
t
+ d
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
t
)
(bc− ad)−1
= (aX + bY )(bc− ad)−1 (φˇ∗)
−1(α∞,1)
t
+ (cX + dY )(bc− ad)−1 (φˇ∗)
−1(α∞,2)
t
which, by equating the coefficients of
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,1)
t−1
and
(φˇ∗)−1(α∞,2)
t−1
, implies that
X = −(dxdR − bydR)(bz−1 + d), Y = −(−cxdR + aydR)(bz−1 + d)
as desired. 
3.4. The p-adic Legendre relation.
Proposition 3.8. The composition
HTA ◦ ιdR : ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y · t→ ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y .
is the natural inclusion.
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Proof. We are considering the composition
(65) ωA⊗OY OB+dR,Y · t ⊂ H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y · t
ιdR→֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y
HTA
։ ωA⊗OY OB+dR,Y .
Since Yproe´t/Y has enough points given by profinite covers of geometric points, it suffices to
check that the above map is the natural inclusion on stalks at profinite covers of geometric
points. For all sheaves appearing in (65), the stalk at a profinite cover of a geometric point
is just a profinite direct product of stalks at the base geometric point, so we are reduced to
checking that (65) is the natural inclusion on stalks at geometric points. By Proposition 3.1,
the stalk of OB+dR,Y (on Yproe´t/Y) at a geometric point is isomorphic to B+dRJXK for some
indeterminate X , where B+dR is Fontaine’s de Rham period ring. Taking the stalk (in the
proe´tale site) of (65) at a geometric point y = (A, α) ∈ Y(Qp) (which by Proposition 3.1
also gives the data of a choice of embedding Qp →֒ B+dRJXK which modulo X is equal to the
natural embedding Qp ⊂ B+dR), we get
ωA,y ⊗OY,y B+dRJXK · t ⊂ H1dR(A)y ⊗OY,y B+dRJXK · t
ιdR,y→֒ TpA⊗Zp B+dRJXK
HTA
։ ωA,y ⊗OY,y B+dRJXK.
(66)
Taking stalks at y = (A, t) of the inclusion (51), we get that there is a B+dR-lattice
(67) M0 ⊂ H1dR(A)y ⊗OY,y B+dRJXK
of rank 2 such that
(68) M0 ⊗B+dR,i B
+
dRJXK = H1dR(A)y ⊗OY,y B+dRJXK,
where i : B+dR ⊂ B+dRJXK is the natural inclusion, and also by (51) we have
(69) M0 ⊂ TpA⊗Zp B+dR.
Colmez has shown ([8]) that the p-adic de Rham comparison theorem
(70) H1dR(A/Qp)⊗Qp B+dR · t
ι0→֒ TpA⊗Zp B+dR
is induced by the inclusion
H1dR(A/Qp)⊗Qp B+dR ⊂ HomB+dR(TpA⊗Zp B
+
dR, B
+
dR)
∼= H1e´t(A,Zp)⊗Zp B+dR
∼= TpA⊗Zp B+dR · t−1
(where the last isomorphism is given by the Weil pairing (26)) induced by the non-degenerate
B+dR-bilinear “p-adic Poincare´ pairing”
(71) 〈·, ·〉p : (H1dR(A/Qp)⊗Qp B+dR · t)× (TpA⊗Zp B+dR)→ B+dR · t
defined as
〈ω, γ〉p = lim
n→∞
pn
∫
γn
ω
where γ = (γn) ∈ TpA⊗Zp B+dR, and here by definition∫
γn
ω :=
∫ yn
xn
ω
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where (xn), (yn) are any sequences “borne´es” (see [8, ]) of elements of A(B
+
dR) such that
θ(yn − xn) = γn for all n.
We claim that ιdR,y in (66) is given by the ⊗B+dR,iB
+
dRJXK-linear extension of the B
+
dR-linear
map ι0 in (70) restricted to Ω
1
A/Qp
⊗Qp B+dR · t. The claim is verified easily after noting the
following observations: The natural inclusion Zp ⊂ B+dRJXK factors through Zp ⊂ B+dR, and
so
TpA⊗Zp B+dRJXK = TpA⊗Zp B+dR ⊗B+dR,i B
+
dRJXK,
and (69) is given by ι0 (since the relative comparison theorem specializes to the absolute
comparison theorem; in fact, by the description of gr0M0 in [29, p.45], taking the stalk at y
of gr0M0 on Y , we have that M0 = H1dR(A/Qp)⊗Qp B+dR). Now the claim follows from (169).
Using the description of ιdR,y given by our claim, we can now verify that (66) is the natural
inclusion. Let w ∈ ωA,y ⊗OY,y B+dRJXK · t and ιdR,y(w) = xα1 + yα2. Then
HTA(ιdR,y(w)) = xα
∗
1
dT
T
+ yα∗2
dT
T
.
Since the Hodge-Tate exact sequence (41) is self-dual under the Weil pairing (25) (see [30,
Proposition 4.10]), we have the following “pullback formula” : for any γ = (γn) ∈ ω−1A,y⊗OY,y
B+dRJXK · t ⊂ TpA⊗Zp B+dRJXK, and any β = (βn) ∈ TpA ∼= HomZp(TpA,Zp · t) (using (26)),
we have 〈
β∗
dT
T
, γ
〉
p
= lim
n→∞
pn
∫
γn
β∗
dT
T
= lim
n→∞
pn
∫
βn(γn)
dT
T
= 〈β, γ〉
where the last equality holds since
t = lim
n→∞
pn
∫
α1,n
α∗2
dT
T
= log[(〈α2,1, α1,1〉1, 〈α2,2, α1,2〉2, . . .〉)]
by the definition of t (57).
Now by direct calculation, we have
〈HTA(ιdR,y(w)), γ〉p =
〈
xα∗1
dT
T
+ yα∗2
dT
T
, γ
〉
p
= 〈xα1 + yα2, γ〉 = 〈ιdR,y(w), γ〉
= 〈w, γ〉p
(72)
where the last equality again follows from the self-duality of (41) under the Weil pairing
(25). Hence by the nondegeneracy of (71) we have HTA(ιdR, y(w)) = w, as desired. 
We have the following “p-adic Legendre” relation of periods in OB+dR(Yx) associated with
the fake Hasse invariant s.
Corollary 3.9. We have the following identity of sections of OB+dR,Y (Yx):
(73) xdR/z+ ydR = t
where z is the Hodge-Tate period and xdR,ydR, t ∈ OB+dR(Y) are defined in Section 3.2.
Proof. Recall that by definition,
ιdR(t · s) = xdRα∞,1 + ydRα∞,2.
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Applying Proposition 3.8 to s · t ∈ ωA(Yx) · t = ωA · t(Yx) (the last equality following since
t ∈ B+dR(Y) is a global section), we see that
t · s = HTA(ιdR(t · s)) = xdR/z · s+ ydR · s = (xdR/z+ ydR) · s
and the desired identity follows. 
Corollary 3.10. For any section w of ωA|Y and section γ of TpA|Y , we have
〈w, γ〉p = 〈ιdR(w), γ〉.
Proof. By Proposition 3.8, we have HTA◦ιdR(w) = w, and so letting ιdR(w) = xα∞,1t +y α∞,2t ,
we have
〈w, γ〉p
= 〈HTA(ιdR(w)), γ〉p =
〈
HTA
(
x
α∞,1
t
+ y
α∞,2
t
)
, γ
〉
p
= x lim
n→∞
pn
∫
γn
(α∞,1
t
)∗ dT
T
+ y lim
n→∞
pn
∫
γn
(α∞,2
t
)∗ dT
T
= x
〈α∞,1
t
, γ
〉
+ y
〈α∞,2
t
, γ
〉
=
〈
x
α∞,1
t
+ y
α∞,2
t
, γ
〉
= 〈ιdR(w), γ〉.
(74)

Corollary 3.11. The map
(HTA)∨ : ω−1A ⊗OY OB+dR,Y →֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y · t−1
is a section for the natural projection
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y · t−1 ։ (TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y · t−1)/ιdR(ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y).
Proof. First note that we have
(TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y · t−1)/ιdR(ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y)
α−1∞−−→
∼
OB+,⊕2dR,Y/
(
(xdR · α∞,1/t+ ydR · α∞,2/t)OB+dR,Y
)
.
By the p-adic Legendre relation (73), the right-hand side isomorphic to the sub-OB+dR,Y-
module
(α∞,1 − 1/z · α∞,2)OB+dR,Y
of OB+,⊕2dR,Y α∞−−→∼ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB
+
dR,Y on Yx, and is the sub-OB+dR,Y -module
(z · α∞,1 − α∞,2)OB+dR,Y
on Yx. Hence it is isomorphic to H0,1⊗OY OB+dR,Y , by the definition of H0,1 (see Section 2.5)
and the Hodge-Tate period z, and now the Corollary follows from Proposition (2.3). 
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3.5. Relation to classical (Serre-Tate) theory on the ordinary locus. Recall the
ordinary locus Y ord ⊂ Y , with universal ordinary elliptic curve Aord → Y ord; here, Aord can
be thought of as the restriction A|Y ord of the universal elliptic curve A → Y . In particular,
since Y has a formal model Yˆ /Zp with a moduli interpretation, the universal elliptic curve
A → Y and hence Aord → Y ord spread out to formal schemes Aˆ → Yˆ and Aˆord → Yˆ ord over
Zp; let Aˆord0 , Yˆ ord0 denote the special fibers. Now the adic reduction map Aord → Aˆord0 allows
us to make the identifications
Aord[pn](Fp) = Aˆord0 [pn](Fp)
and so
(TpAord)e´t = TpAˆord0 (Fp).
The Igusa tower Y Ig → Y ord is a Z×p -torsor which represents the moduli space classifying
isomorphism classes of triples (A, t, µp∞ →֒ A[p∞]), where A is an ordinary elliptic curve,
t ∈ A[N ] is a generator, and µp∞ →֒ A[p∞] is an embedding of p-divisible groups. By (30), an
equivalent way to define Y Ig is as the solution to the moduli problem classifying isomorphism
classes of triples (A, t, (TpA)
e´t ∼= Zp).
There is an adic e´tale section of the Z×p -torsor Y
Ig → Y ord defined by choosing an embed-
ding µp∞ ⊂ Aord[p∞] (or equivalently Zˆp,Y (1) ⊂ TpAord), or in other words by choosing a
trivialization
(75) Zˆp,Y ord
∼−→ (TpAord)0(−1) ⊂ TpAord(−1)
of the canonical line (TpAord)0 ⊂ TpAord; here (TpAord)0 denotes the connected component
of the universal ordinary Tate module. From (30), we get the isomorphism
(76) (TpAord)e´t ∼= HomZˆ
p,Y ord
(Aord[p∞]0, µp∞),
where (TpAord)e´t = TpAˆord0 (Fp) is the e´tale quotient of TpAord and Aord[p∞]0 is the connected
component of the p-divisible group of the universal ordinary elliptic curve. Hence to have a
trivialization as in (75) is equivalent to having a trivialization
Zˆp,Y ord
∼−→ (TpAord)e´t.
We wish to find a natural cover Y Ig → Y Ig which is an affinoid subdomain of the p-adic
universal cover Y . Let F = W (Fp)[1/p] so that OF = W (Fp). Let Ccan ⊂ Aord denote the
canonical subgroup, defined over OF . Base-changing Aord to Spa(F,OF ), by properties of
the canonical subgroup, the isogeny
π : Aord → Aord/Ccan
over Spa(F,OF ), is a lifting of the relative Frobenius morphism on the special fiber
Aord0 → Aord,(p)0
where
Aord,(p)0 = Aord0 ×Spec(Fp),Frob Spec(Fp)
and Frob : Spec(Fp) → Spec(Fp) is the absolute Frobenius (with Frob∗f = f p). Then let
φ : Y ord → Y ord be the classifying morphism such that
Aord/Ccan = Aord ×Y ord,φ Y ord =: Aord,(φ).
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The map φ : Y ord → Y ord is often known as the canonical lifting of Frobenius or canonical
Frobenius endomorphism. Let φ−1 : Aord,(φ) → Aord denote the natural projection. Re-
call that TpAord,0 ⊂ TpAord is the so-called canonical line is given by the line TpAord,0 =
(TpAord)F (φ)=pφ defined over F on which F (φ) = φ−1 ◦ π acts as multiplication by p. The
anti-canonical line is given by the line (TpAord)F (φ)=φ defined over F on which F (φ) acts as
the identity. A choice of
TpAord,e´t ∼= (TpAord)F (φ)=φ
induces an F (φ)-equivariant splitting defined over F , often called a unit root splitting, of the
Hodge-Tate exact sequence
0→ TpAord,0 → TpAord → TpAord,e´t → 0.
Now we can define the affinoid subdomain of the ordinary locus Y Ig ⊂ Yord defined over
Spa(F,OF ) as the sublocus classifying isomorphism classes of triples (A, t, α : Z⊕2p ∼−→ TpA)
where A is ordinary with the additional condition on the p∞-level structure α : Z⊕2p
∼−→ TpA
that α is a unit root splitting, or explicitly:
(77) α|Zp⊕{0} : Zp ∼−→ (TpA)F (φ)=pφ = (TpA)0 ⊂ TpA
and
(78) α|{0}⊕Zp : Zp ∼−→ (TpA)F (φ)=φ ⊂ TpA.
This gives a Z×p -torsor of Y
Ig. To see this, suppose that we are given a trivialization TpA
e´t ∼=
Zp. Then this induces
(79) Zp ∼= TpAe´t ∼= Hom(A[p∞]0, µp∞)
via (30). Now for each choice of (77), there is a unique choice of (78) which induces via (30),
the identification (79). Since there are Z×p ways to choose (77), this shows that Y Ig → Y Ig
is a Z×p -torsor, and Y Ig → Y ord is a Z×p × Z×p -torsor.
Again, choosing a trivialization
α∞ : Zˆ⊕2p,Y ord
∼−→ TpAord
with
α∞|Zˆ
p,Y ord
⊕{0} : Zˆp,Y ord
∼−→ (TpAord)F (φ)=pφ = (TpAord)0
and
α∞|{0}⊕Zˆ
p,Y ord
: Zˆp,Y ord
∼−→ (TpAord)e´t
defines an adic e´tale section
Y ord →֒ Y Ig
of the Z×p × Z×p -torsor Y Ig → Y ord.
Proposition 3.12. On Y Ig, we have
1/z = 0.
As a consequence, on Y Ig, we have
ydR/t = 1.
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Proof. Since by definition α∞((1, 0)) trivializes the first piece of the Hodge-Tate filtration of
TpAord, then α∞((0, 1)) spans the first piece of the Hodge-Tate filtration. By definition of
the Hodge-Tate period, the first piece of the Hodge-Tate filtration is also spanned by
α∞,1 − 1/z · α∞,2 = α∞((1, 0))− 1/z · α∞((0, 1))
on Y Ig, then we have 1/z = 0 on Y Ig. Hence by the p-adic Legendre relation (73), we have
ydR = t on Y Ig. 
We now recall Serre-Tate coordinates, which are defined naturally on Y Ig, stated for the
proe´tale site Y ordproe´t. (One can check that all the isomorphisms defined below are functorial
for the proe´tale objects, and so induce isomorphisms of sheaves on Y ordproe´t.)
Theorem 3.13 (Corollary 4.1.5., Theorem 4.3.1. quat [20]). We have the following natural
isomorphisms of sheaves on Y ordproe´t:
HTA : (TpAord)e´t ⊗Zˆ
p,Y ord
OY ord ∼−→ ωA|Y ord
(HTA)∨,−1 : (TpAord)0(−1)⊗Zˆ
p,Y ord
OY ord = HomZp((TpAord)e´t, Zˆp,Y ord)⊗Zˆ
p,Y ord
OY ord
∼−→ ω−1A |Y ord .
Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism of formal schemes over OF (viewed as functors of
OF -algebras)
(80) Yˆ ord(·) ∼= HomZp(TpAˆ0(Fp)⊗Zp TpAˆ0(Fp), Gˆm(·))
which on the adic generic fibers induces a natural isomorphism of adic spaces over Spa(F,OF )
(viewed as functors of (F,OF )-algebras)
(81) Y ord(·) ∼= HomZp((TpAord)e´t ⊗Zp (TpAord)e´t, Gˆm(·))⊗Zp Qp.
This defines coordinates on the proe´tale Z×p ×Z×p -cover Y Ig in the following way: let α∞,1, α∞,2
be the basis of (TpAord)|YIg defined in (77) and (78). Then the α∞|{0}⊕Zˆ
p,YIg
: Zˆp,YIg
∼−→
(TpAord)e´t|YIg induces, via (81), a canonical isomorphism of adic spaces
Y Ig(·) ∼= HomZp((TpAord)e´t|YIg ⊗Zp (TpAord)e´t|YIg , Gˆm(·))⊗Zp Qp
α∞|−1
{0}⊕Zˆ
p,YIg−−−−−−−−→ HomZp(Zˆp,YIg, Gˆm(·))⊗Zp Qp
(82)
which is naturally a Z×p × Z×p -proe´tale cover of Y ord. In fact, given a residue disc D ⊂ Y ord
and letting D = Yord ×Y ord D, since (TpAord)e´t|D is constant on each geometric connected
component of D, then by (82) D is a trivial Z×p × Z×p -cover of Gˆm(·) ⊗Zp Qp, i.e. on each
geometric component it is isomorphic to Gˆm(·)⊗Zp Qp.
Definition 3.14. The pullback of the natural coordinate T on
T = Spa(Qp〈T±1〉,Zp〈T±1〉)
is called the Serre-Tate coordinate on Y Ig.
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Definition 3.15. Let
OˆF,Y = Zˆp,Y ⊗Zp OF .
We call the map of OF -modules
(83) T − exp : OYIg ∼−→ OˆF,YJT − 1K⊗Zp Qp,
induced by (82) the Serre-Tate expansion map. Now let y ∈ Y Ig be a geometric point, and let
D(λ(y)) denote the residue disc in Y ord centered around λ(y) (recalling that λ : Y Ig → Y ord
is the natural projection), and let D(y) = D(λ(y)) ×Y ord Y Ig. Using the fact that dT is a
generator of Ω1
Gˆm
, one can show that
(84) T − exp(f) =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
d
dT
)n
f |T=1(y)(T − 1)n
where for a section s of OYIg , s(y) denotes the image of s in the residue field at y. Henceforth,
we adopt the shorthand
f(T ) := T − exp(f).
Definition 3.16. We also have a natural section
HTA(α∞,2) = ωKatzcan = s|YIg ∈ ωA(Y Ig)
which is called Katz’s canonical differential. By [20, Main Theorem 4.4.1], we have
σ(ωKatz,⊗2can ) = d log T.
3.6. The Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism. Recall the Kodaira-Spencer map (known to
be an isomorphism of locally free OY -modules in this setting) which is given by
(85) σ : ω⊗2A
∼−→ Ω1Y , σ(ω1 ⊗ ω2) = 〈ω1,∇(ω2)〉Poin
where
(86) 〈·, ·〉Poin : H1dR(A)×H1dR(A)→ OY
is the alternating, non-degenerate “Poincare´ pairing”, for which ωA is an isotropic subspace,
and which encodes the (Serre) duality between ωA := R0π∗Ω1A/Y and ω
−1
A := R
1π∗OA. We
extend (85) OB+dR,Y -linearly to a map (hence an isomorphism)
σ : ω⊗2A ⊗OY OB+dR,Y ∼−→ Ω1Y ⊗OY OB+dR,Y
σ(ω1 ⊗ ω2 ⊗ f) = 〈ω1,∇(ω2 ⊗ f)〉Poin = 〈ω1,∇(ω2)⊗ f〉Poin
(87)
(where the last equality follows because ωA is an isotropic space under the Poincare´ pairing).
We note that we have the following commutative diagram
(88)
ω⊗2A Ω
1
Y
ω⊗2A ⊗OY OB+dR,Y Ω1Y ⊗OY OB+dR,Y
ω⊗2A ⊗OY OˆY Ω1Y ⊗OY OˆY
∼
σ
∼
σ
θ θ
∼
σ
.
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Proposition 3.17. We have the following commutative diagram
(89)
H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y × H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y OB+dR,Y
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y · t−1 × TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y · t−1 OB+dR,Y · t−2.
ιdR ιdR
〈·,·〉Poin
〈·,·〉·t−1
Proof. Since both 〈·, ·〉Poin and 〈·, ·〉 are alternating on spaces of rank 2, and ωA⊗OY OB+dR,Y
is an isotropic subspace of H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y , by Corollary 3.11 it suffices to check that
〈·, ·〉′Poin = 〈ιdR(·), (HTA)∨(·)〉 · t−1
where here 〈·, ·〉′Poin denotes the pairing induced by the actual Poincare´ pairing 〈·, ·〉Poin (via
the isotropicity of ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y) on the quotient
ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y ×
(
(H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y)/(ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y)
)
= (ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y)× (ω−1A ⊗OY OB+dR,Y).
By Corollary 3.10 we have that on the above subspace,
〈·, (HTA)∨(·)〉p = 〈ιdR(·), (HTA)∨(·)〉,
and so to finish the proof of the Proposition we are reduced to showing
〈·, ·〉Poin = 〈·, (HTA)∨(·)〉p · t−1.
Given any section w of ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y and wˇ of ω−1A ⊗OY OB+dR,Y , we have
〈w, (HTA)∨(wˇ)〉p = lim
n→∞
pn
∫
(HTA)∨(wˇ)n
w
(1)
= (HTA)∨(wˇ)(ιdR(w)) · t
(2)
= wˇ(HTA(ιdR(w))) · t (3)= wˇ(w) · t = 〈w, wˇ〉′Poin · t.
(90)
Here, the equality (1) follows by the “pullback formula” given in the proof of Proposition
3.8, (2) follows since by definition (HTA)∨(wˇ) = wˇ ◦HTA, and (3) follows from Proposition
3.8.

Remark 3.18. Alternatively, one can use [30, Proposition 4.11] to prove Proposition 3.17.
Definition 3.19. We define the de Rham fundamental period as the ratio
zdR := −xdR
ydR
∈ OBdR(Yx).
The identities (63) and (64) imply that
Proposition 3.20. (
a b
c d
)∗
zdR =
dzdR + b
czdR + a
(91)
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Qp).
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Remark 3.21. Note that zdR = −xdR/ydR specializes to values in Q ⊂ Qp at CM points,
since the Hodge-de Rham filtration is canonically split over Q by the CM action (and the
fact that ωA and ω−1A have complex conjugate complex structures). Similarly, z specializes
to values in Qp by [17].
Definition 3.22. Given a section x ∈ OBdR(U) = OB+dR[1/t](U) = OB+dR(U)[1/t] where
U ∈ Yproe´t, we define the denominator i(x) to be the minimal i ∈ Z so that tix ∈ OB+dR(U).
Note that i(xy) = i(x) + i(y), and that if i(x) > i(y), then i(x + y) = i(x). Moreover,
if i(x) < 0, then x ∈ ker θ. Hence, if x ∈ O(U) ⊂ OB+dR(U) \ {0}, then i(x) = 0 since
O ⊂ OB+dR θ−→ Oˆ is the natural p-adic completion map.
Proposition 3.23. Both xdR,ydR ∈ t · OB+dR(Yx), and xdR,ydR 6∈ t2 · OB+dR(Yx). Hence
θ(xdR/t), θ(ydR/t) ∈ Oˆ(Yx).
Defining the following affinoid subdomains
Yx,dR := {z 6= 0, θ(xdR/t) 6= 0} Yy,dR := {z 6= 0, θ(ydR/t) 6= 0}
of Yx, we in fact have
Yy,dR = Yx
as well as
Yx,dR = Yx \ {ydR/t = 1}.
Hence, xdR ∈ OB+dR(Yx,dR)× and ydR ∈ OB+dR(Yx)×. In particular,
zdR ∈ OB+dR(Yx)
and
zdR ∈ OB+dR(Yx,dR)×.
Proof. Recall the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism (85) and its extension (87) to OB+dR,Y-
coefficients. By the definition of σ and Proposition 3.17, on Yx we have
σ(s⊗2)
=
〈
xdRα∞,1t−1 + ydRα∞,2t−1,
d
d(1/z)
xdRα∞,1t−1 +
d
d(1/z)
ydRα∞,2t−1
〉
Poin
⊗ d(1/z)
=
〈
xdRα∞,1t−1 + ydRα∞,2t−1,
d
d(1/z)
xdRα∞,1t−1 +
d
d(1/z)
ydRα∞,2t−1
〉
· t−1 ⊗ d(1/z)
=
(
xdR
d
d(1/z)
ydR − ydR d
d(1/z)
xdR
)
〈α∞,1t−1, α∞,2t−1〉 · t−1 ⊗ d(1/z)
=
(
xdR
t
d
d(1/z)
(ydR
t
)
− ydR
t
d
d(1/z)
(xdR
t
))
⊗ d(1/z)
= −
(ydR
t
)2 d
d(1/z)
zdR ⊗ d(1/z)
= −
(
− 1
z2
(ydR
t
)2
+
1
z2
ydR
t
+ z
d
d(1/z)
(ydR
t
))
⊗ d(1/z).
(92)
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Here the third-to-last equality holds since 〈α∞,2t−1, α−1∞,1〉 · t−1 = t−2 by our definition of t
(57), and the last equality follows from the p-adic Legendre relation (73). Since s⊗2 is a
generator of ω⊗2A over OYx , and d(1/z) is a generator of Ω1Yx over OYx , the commutativity of
the diagram (88) implies that
(93) −
(ydR
t
)2 d
d(1/z)
zdR = − 1
z2
(ydR
t
)2
+
1
z2
ydR
t
+ z
d
d(1/z)
(ydR
t
)
∈ O(Yx)×.
Note that since t ∈ B+dR(Y) is a horizontal section, then t commutes with dd(1/z) , and so
i
(
d
d(1/z)
(ydR/t)
)
≥ i(ydR/t).
Hence on Yx ∩ Yy (where z 6=∞, and so z ∈ O(Yx ∩ Yy)),
i
(
1
z2
ydR/t+ z
d
d(1/z)
(ydR/t)
)
≥ i(ydR/t).
If i > 0, then i ((ydR/t)
2) = 2i(ydR/t) > i(ydR/t), and so
i
(
− 1
z2
(ydR/t)
2 +
1
z2
(ydR/t) + z
d
d(1/z)
(ydR/t)
)
= 2i
(
1
z2
ydR/t
)
> 0,
which contradicts (93) (by the remarks in Definition 3.22). So i(ydR/t) ≤ 0, and now (73)
implies that i(xdR/t) ≤ 0 as well. If z = ∞, i.e. 1/z = 0, then ydR/t = 1 again by (73).
Thus we have the first claim.
For the second claim, note that from (93) above and the fact that O ⊂ OB+dR θ−→ Oˆ is the
natural inclusion, we have
−θ
(ydR
t
)2
θ
(
d
d(1/z)
zdR
)
= −
(ydR
t
)2 d
d(1/z)
zdR ∈ O(Yx)×.
Hence θ
(
ydR
t
) 6= 0 on Yx.
For the third claim, by (73) on Yx we have
zdR = zHT(1− t/ydR).
Since zHT 6= 0, zdR = 0 ⇐⇒ ydR/t = 1.
For the final claim, we must show that i(xdR/t), i(ydR/t) = 0. By the previous paragraph,
we know that i(xdR/t), i(ydR/t) ≥ 0, and so xdR/t,ydR/t ∈ OB+dR(Y). By Proposition 3.12,
on Y Ig ⊂ Y we have ydR/t = 1. (We know that Y Ig 6= ∅ because it surjectively covers
∅ 6= Y ord ⊂ Y .) Hence i(ydR/t) = 0 (on Y). Now by the p-adic Legendre relation (73), we
have
(xdR/t)/z+ ydR/t = 1
which, upon applying θ, implies
θ(xdR/t)/z+ θ(ydR/t) = 1.
And so since i(1/z) = 0, we have i(xdR/t) = 0.
For the final statement, one notes that xdR/t,ydR/t are invertible in OB+dR if and only if
θ(xdR/t), θ(ydR/t) are invertible in Oˆ. 
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Corollary 3.24. The affinoid subdomain
V = Y ss ∩ {θ(zdR) 6∈ Qp}
of Y ss is preserved by the action of GL2(Zp). That is, V ·GL2(Zp) = V.
Proof. From (64), we have(
a b
c d
)∗
(ydR/t) = (bc− ad)−1(czdR + a)(bz−1 + d)ydR/t
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp). Applying θ : OB+dR → Oˆ, we get(
a b
c d
)∗
(θ(ydR/t)) = (bc− ad)−1(cθ(zdR) + a)(bz−1 + d)θ(ydR/t).
Suppose that the above quantity specializes to 0 at some point. Then since z cannot specialize
to −d/b (as we are on the supersingular locus, and z can only be Qp-valued at ordinary
points), and θ(ydR/t) 6= 0 (since Yy,dR = Yx ⊂ Y ss and we are on Y ss by assumption), then
we must have θ(zdR) specializes to the value −a/c ∈ Qp at some point which contradicts our
assumption. 
3.7. The canonical differential.
Definition 3.25. Henceforth, let
ωdR := ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y , ω−1dR := ωA ⊗OY OB+dR,Y .
Note that
ωdR|Y(n) = ωdR|Y · tn, ω−1dR|Y(n) = ω−1dR|Y · tn.
Definition 3.26. We define the canonical differential as
(94) ωcan :=
t
ydR
· s ∈ ωdR(Yx).
By (61) and (64), we have
(95)
(
a b
c d
)∗
ωcan = (bc− ad)(czdR + a)−1 · ωcan
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp).
Note that
(96) ιdR(ωcan) = −zdR · α∞,1 + α∞,2
and (using Corollary 3.17)
σ(ω⊗2can) = 〈ωcan,∇(ωcan)〉Poin = 〈ιdR(ωcan),∇(ιdR(ωcan))〉 · t−1
= 〈−zdR · α∞,1 + α∞,2,∇(−zdR · α∞,1 + α∞,2)〉 · t−1 = −dzdR.
(97)
Proposition 3.27. In fact, ωcan generates ωdR(Yx), and dzdR generates Ω1Y ⊗OY OB+dR,Yx.
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Proof. The fake Hasse invariant s is a generator of ωA(Yx). By Proposition 3.23, ydR/t is
invertible in OB+dR(Yx), so the first claim of the Proposition follows. Now the second claim
follows from (3.27), and the fact that the Kodaira-Spencer map (88) is an isomorphism. 
Proposition 3.28. On Y Ig (see Section 3.5 for a definition), we have
ωKatzcan = s|YIg .
In other words, ωcan ∈ ω∆,Y(Yx) extends Katz’s canonical differential ωKatzcan (see Definition
3.16) from Y Ig ⊂ Yx to all of Yx.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.12 and Definition 3.14. 
Proposition 3.29. The p-adic comparison injection ιdR, restricted to the Hodge filtration
ωdR,Yx ⊂ H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Yx, i.e.
ωdR,Yx
ιdR→֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Yx · t−1,
factors through
ωdR,Yx
ιdR→֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Yx ,
which, reducing modulo t, induces
ω∆,Yx
ιdR→֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx .
Hence we have a natural map
(98) ωA|Yx ⊂ ω∆,Yx
ιdR⊂ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx
θ
։ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OˆYx
HTA−−−→ ωA ⊗OY OˆYx ,
and in fact this map is the natural inclusion.
Proof. This follows from Proposition (3.23): since xdR/t,ydR/t ∈ OB+dR(Yx), then for the
generator s ∈ ω∆,Y(Yx) we have ιdR(s) ∈ OBdR,Y(Yx), from which the first statement follows.
The second statement follows immediately from the first. For the third statement, first note
that
θ ◦HTA = HTA ◦ θ
and so by Proposition 3.8, (98) is just the natural inclusion. 
Lemma 3.30. Consider the derivation
d
dz
: OB+dR,Y → OB+dR,Y .
We have
d
dz
zdR ∈ OB+dR,Y(Yx ∩ Yy)×
is invertible. (Note that we need to restrict to Yx ∩ Yy ⊂ Yx in order to define ddz , since dz
is a regular differential only on Ω1Yx |Yx∩Yy .)
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Proof. By Proposition 3.27, the line
OB+dR(Yx) ∼= ωdR(Yx)
ιdR⊂ (H1e´t(A)⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y)(Yx)
∼−→
α−1∞
(t−1 · OB+dR,Y)⊕2(Yx)
is generated by
(99) ωcan :=
t
ydR
· s.
Then under the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism 85, and using Theorem 3.17 and the equation
(96), we have that
σ(ωcan ⊗OB+dR,Y ωcan) = 〈ωcan,∇(ωcan)〉Poin = 〈ιdR(ωcan),∇(ιωcan)〉 · t
−1
= 〈−zdRα∞,1 + α∞,2,∇(−zdRα∞,1 + α∞,2)〉 · t−1
=
〈
−zdRα∞,1 + α∞,2,− d
dz
zdRα∞,1
〉
· t−1 ⊗ dz = − d
dz
zdR ⊗ dz
(100)
is a generator of (OB+dR,Y ⊗OY Ω1Y )(Yx ∩ Yy) as an OB+dR,Y(Yx ∩ Yy)-module. Hence
d
dz
zdR ∈ OB+dR(Yx ∩ Yy)×
which is what we wanted to show.

Note that by the p-adic Legendre relation (73) and Proposition 3.23,
(101) Yx ∩ Yy ⊂ Yx ∩ {ydR/t = 1} = Yx,dR.
3.8. The “horizontal” lifting of the Hodge-Tate filtration. In this section, we con-
struct a splitting
Let s−1 ∈ ω−1A (Yx) denote the unique section such that
〈ιdR(s), s−1〉 = 1.
Then s−1 generates ω−1dR |Yx . Using the p-adic Legendre relation (73), we have the exact
sequence
(102) 0→ ω−1dR|Yx · t→ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Yx
∼−→
α−1∞
(OB+dR,Yx)⊕2 → ωdR|Yx → 0
where the second arrow is defined by sending s−1t 7→ α∞,1 − 1/z · α∞,2 and the penultimate
arrow is defined by sending α∞,2 7→ s and α∞,1 7→ 1/z · s.
By (73), we have the following relative OB+dR,Yx-Hodge-Tate decomposition on Yx:
ωdR|Yx ⊕
(
ω−1dR|Yx · t
)
= s · OB+dR,Yx ⊕ s−1t · OB+dR,Yx
ιdR−−→
∼
(
(xdR/t · α∞,1 + ydR/t · α∞,2)OB+dR,Yx
)⊕ ((α∞,1 − 1/z · α∞,2)OB+dR,Yx)
(73)
= OB+,⊕2dR,Yx
α∞−−→
∼
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Yx
(103)
Definition 3.31. Henceforth, let
xdR := xdR/t (mod t), ydR := ydR/t (mod t), zdR := zdR (mod t).
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Definition 3.32. Henceforth, let
O∆,Y = OB+dR,Y/(t)
and
ω∆,Y := ωA ⊗OY O∆,Y .
We will also let ωcan denote the image of ωcan from Definition 3.26 modulo (t).
Reducing (103) modulo (t), we get a relative O∆,Y |Yx-Hodge-Tate decomposition on Yx:
ω∆,Y |Yx ⊕ ω−1∆,Y · t|Yx = s · O∆,Y |Yx ⊕ s−1t · O∆,Y |Yx
ιdR−−→
∼
((xdR · α∞,1 + ydR · α∞,2)O∆,Y |Yx)⊕ ((α∞,1 − 1/z · α∞,2)O∆,Y |Yx)
(109)
= O∆,Y |⊕2Yx
α∞−−→
∼
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y |Yx
(104)
Definition 3.33. Henceforth, denote the projection to the first factor above the above
splitting by
(105) split : TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y |Yx ։ ω∆,Y |Yx .
One can use split to define a p-adic Maass-Shimura operator; however, for the purposes
of defining a differential operator with satisfactory properties, such as coinciding in value
at CM points with those of the complex Maass-Shimura operator, it will be necessary to
define a “horizontal” lifting of the relative Hodge-Tate filtration, i.e. such that the lifting is
generated by an element contained in the horizontal sections of the Gauss-Manin connection
∇. To be more precise, this means that we will define a line L ⊂ TpA ⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx such
that θ(L) coincides with the usual Hodge filtration in (40), and that this line is horizontal
means that ∇w(L) ⊂ L for any non-vanishing section w of Ω1Y ⊗OY O∆,Yx. That our L lifts
the Hodge filtration will be immediate from its construction (see (108)), and we prove the
horizontalness of L in Proposition 3.37; in fact, we show that L is the unique such line which
has both these properties (see Proposition 3.38).
Note that we have the natural map
(106) j : OY → OˆY ∼= B+dR,Y/(t) ⊂ OB+dR,Y/(t)
which is a section of θ : OB+dR,Y ։ OˆY , i.e.
(107) θ ◦ j = id,
since OY ⊂ OB+dR,Y
θ
։ OˆY is the natural inclusion. This embeds OˆY into the horizontal
sections of the OˆY -linear connection
∇ : OB+dR,Y/(t)→ OB+dR,Y/(t)⊗ Ω1Y
which is induced by the B+dR,Y-linear connection
∇ : OB+dR,Y → OB+dR,Y ⊗ Ω1Y
since t ∈ B+dR(Y) is a horizontal section.
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Definition 3.34. Let
z¯ = j(z)
and note that
(108) θ(z¯) = zˆ = θ(z)
and in particular
z− z¯ ∈ ker θ.
We may, at times, conflate the notations z and zˆ, as they denote the same section under
the natural map O → Oˆ.
3.9. The “horizontal” relative Hodge-Tate decomposition.
Proposition 3.35. We have
(109) xdR/z¯ + ydR ∈ O∆,Y(Yx)×.
Proof. By 73, we have
xdR
z¯
(
−
(z
z¯
− 1
)
+
(z
z¯
− 1
)2
− · · ·
)
+
xdR
z¯
+ ydR
= xdR/(z¯ + (z− z¯)) + ydR = xdR/z+ ydR = 1
and so
xdR
z¯
+ ydR = 1 +
xdR
z¯
((z
z¯
− 1
)
−
(z
z¯
− 1
)2
+ · · ·
)
∈ O∆,Y(Yx)×
since
(
z
z¯
− 1) ∈ ker θ. 
Henceforth, let
(110) L := ((α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2)O∆,Y |Yx) .
Now we have the following O∆,Y |Yx-Hodge-Tate decomposition
ω∆,Y |Yx ⊕L
ιdR−−→
∼
((xdR · α∞,1 + ydR · α∞,2)O∆,Y |Yx)⊕ ((α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2)O∆,Y |Yx)
(109)
= O∆,Y |⊕2Yx
α∞−−→
∼
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y |Yx
(111)
where the first factor in the above decomposition is given by
ιdR : ω∆,Y →֒ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx.
Definition 3.36. Henceforth, denote the projection to the first factor above the above
splitting by
(112) split : TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y |Yx ։ ω∆,Y |Yx .
Proposition 3.37. Let U → Yx be any proe´tale cover. We have that L|U is horizontal for
∇. That is, for any nonvanishing w ∈ Ω1Y ⊗OY O∆,Yx(U), we have
∇w(L|U) ⊂ L|U .
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Proof. Note that the kernel L of split is generated by the section α∞,1−1/z¯·α∞,2 by definition,
and so we can write any section of L|U as f · (α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2). Then
∇w(f · (α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2)) = ∇w(f) · (α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2) + f · ∇(α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2)
= ∇w(f) · (α∞,1 − 1/z¯ · α∞,2)
which is a section of L|U . 
Proposition 3.38. L is the unique line in TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx with θ(L) = ω−1A ⊗OY OˆYx (i.e. L
lifts the Hodge-Tate filtration as in (40)), and which is horizontal in the sense of Proposition
3.37.
Proof. For any line L′ ⊂ TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Yx with θ(L′) = ω−1A ⊗OY OˆYx = 〈α∞,1−1/zˆα∞,2〉·OˆYx ,
we must have L′ = 〈α∞,1 − (1/z¯ +X)α∞,2〉O∆,Yx where
(113) X ∈ ker(θ : O∆,Yx ։ OˆYx).
From the calculation in the proof of Proposition (3.37), we see that L is horizontal if and
only if X is a horizontal section of ∇ : O∆,Yx → O∆,Yx ⊗OYx Ω1Yx (recall that X being a
horizontal section means ∇(X) = 0). However, the sheaf of horizontal sections of ∇ (by its
construction) is simply the subsheaf j : OˆYx →֒ O∆,Yx as defined in (106), so ifX is horizontal
we have X ∈ j(OˆYx), say X = j(x). But from (107), we see that θ(X) = θ(j(x)) = x, and
so from (113) we have 0 = θ(X) = x, which implies X = j(x) = 0. 
By direct calculation, on Yx we have
(114) split(α∞,1) =
1
z¯ − zdR · ωcan
and
(115) ∇(ωcan) = ∇(ιdR(ωcan)) = ∇(−zdR · α∞,1 + α∞,2) = −α∞,1 · dzdR split7−−→ 1
zdR − z¯ · ωcan
where
dzdR := ∇(zdR).
Proposition 3.39. On the locus Y Ig ⊂ Yx, we have that
dzdR = d log T ∈ Ω1(Y Ig)
where T is the Serre-Tate coordinate defined in the statement of Theorem 3.13.
Proof. By (92) and Proposition 3.12, on Y Ig we have that
(116) σ(s⊗2) =
(ydR
t
)2
dzdR = dzdR
and hence by the commutativity of the diagram (88)
dzdR ∈ Ω1(Yx).
By the theorem cited in Definition (3.16) and (116), we must have dzdR = d log T .

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From the relative p-adic de Rham comparison theorem (49), by taking kth symmetric
powers of each side viewed as OB+dR,Y -modules, one has the comparison
SymkOY H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y ∼= SymkOB+dR,Y (H
1
dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y )
ιdR⊂ SymkOB+dR,Y (TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB
+
dR,Y )
(117)
compatible with the inherited connections and filtrations. Here, the filtration on the left
hand side is given by the convolution of the filtration on SymkOY H1dR(A) inherited from the
Hodge-de Rham filtration
(118) ω⊗kA ⊂ ω⊗k−1A ⊗OY H1dR(A) ⊂ ω⊗k−2A ⊗OY Sym2OY H1dR(A) ⊂ . . . ⊂ SymkOY H1dR(A)
with the filtration on OB+dR,Y . From (117), we have
SymkOY H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y ∼= SymkOB+dR,Y
(H1dR(A)⊗OY OB+dR,Y )
ιdR⊂ SymkOB+dR,Y
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y OB+dR,Y
)(119)
compatible with connections and filtrations. Reducing modulo (t), the splitting (112) induces
a splitting on symmetric powers:
Definition 3.40. Henceforth, denote the map on symmetric powers induced by (112) also
by
(120) split : SymkO∆,Y
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
|Yx ։ (ω∆,Y) |
⊗O∆,Y k
Yx .
3.10. The p-adic Maass-Shimura operator. In this section, we define our p-adic Maass-
Shimura operator using the horizontal splitting (120).
Definition 3.41. We define a map
∂k : (ω∆,Y) |
⊗O∆,Y k
Yx → (ω∆,Y) |
⊗O∆,Y k+2
Yx
as the following composition:
(ω∆,Y)
⊗O∆,Y k ιdR⊂ SymkO∆,Y
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
|Yx
∇−→
(
SymkO∆,Y
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
⊗OY Ω1Y
)
|Yx
σ−1−−→
(
SymkO∆,Y
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
⊗OY ωA|⊗2Y
)
|Yx
split−−→
(
(ω∆,Y)
⊗O∆,Y k ⊗OY ωA|⊗2Y
)
|Yx ∼= (ω∆,Y)|
⊗O∆,Y k+2
Yx .
(121)
3.11. The p-adic Maass-Shimura operator in coordinates and generalized p-adic
modular forms. Given any proe´tale U → Yx and
ω ∈ (ω∆,Y)⊗O∆,Y k(U),
we write
ω = F · (ωcan)⊗O∆,Y k ιdR7−−→ F · (−zdRα∞,1 + α∞,2)⊗OBdR,Y k
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where ωcan is defined in Definition 3.26. For brevity, write ω
⊗k
can = ω
⊗O∆,Y k
can and ιdR(ωcan)
⊗k =
ιdR(ωcan)
⊗O∆,Y k. Then ∂k(ω) is computed as the composition
ω 7→ ∇(ω) = ∇(ιdR(ω)) = ∇
(
ιdR(F · ω⊗kcan)
)
=
d
dzdR
F · ιdR(ωcan)⊗k ⊗ dzdR +
k∑
i=1
ιdR(ωcan)
⊗i−1 ⊗∇ (ιdR(ωcan))⊗ ιdR(ωcan)⊗k−i+1
=
d
dzdR
F · ιdR(ωcan)⊗k · dzdR +
k∑
i=1
ιdR(ωcan)
⊗i−1 · (−α∞,1 · dzdR)⊗ ιdR(ωcan)⊗k−i+1
=
d
dzdR
F · ιdR(ωcan)⊗k · dzdR − k · ιdR(ωcan)⊗k−1 · α∞,1 · dzdR
σ−1,(97) (mod t)7−−−−−−−−−−−→ d
dzdR
F · ιdR(ωcan)⊗k+2 − k · ιdR(ωcan)⊗k+1 · α∞,1
split7−−→
(
d
dzdR
+
k
zdR − z¯
)
F · ω⊗k+2can
where the third line uses the calculation
∇(ιdR(ωcan)) = ∇(−zdRα∞,1 + α∞,2) = −α∞,1 · dzdR.
and the last arrow uses (114).
Now given F ∈ O∆,Y(U), we define
δk : O∆,Y(U)→ O∆,Y(U)
by
∂k
(
F · ω⊗kcan
)
= (δkF ) · ω⊗k+2can ,
the above calculation (126) shows that
(122) δk =
d
dzdR
+
k
zdR − z¯ .
Definition 3.42. Given an open subset U ⊂ Y , k ∈ Z, and a subgroup Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp) with
U · Γ = U , we define a p-adic modular form F on U for Γ of weight k to be a F ∈ O∆,Y(U)
such that (
a b
c d
)∗
F = (bc− ad)−k(czdR + a)kF(123)
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ. We also make an analogous definition for k ∈ Z/(p−1)×Zp, provided
that (bc − ad)−k(czdR + a)k makes sense on U . (Note that we embed Z ⊂ Z/(p − 1) × Zp
diagonally to make all notions of weight compatible.) Let Mk,∆(Γ)(U) denote the space of
p-adic modular forms on U for Γ of weight k.
Recall the natural projection λ : Y → Y .
Proposition 3.43. Let U ⊂ λ(Yx) be an open subset, let U = λ−1(U), and let k ∈ Z≥0.
Then we have
ω⊗kA (U)
λ∗−→ ω⊗kA (U)→ ω⊗k∆,Y(U) ∼−→Mk,∆(GL2(Zp))(U) · ω⊗kcan
·(ω⊗kcan)−1−−−−−→
∼
Mk,∆(GL2(Zp))(U).
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Proof. The first arrow is obvious. Since s trivializes ωA(U), we can write any ω ∈ ω⊗kA (U) as
ω = f · s⊗k = f (ydR/t)k · ω⊗kcan.
Then (
a b
c d
)∗
f = (b/z+ d)kF(124)
and combining this with (64), we see that f (ydR/t)
k is a p-adic modular form on U for
GL2(Zp) of weight k. The rest of the arrows are obvious after invoking (95) and using the
fact that ωcan generates ω∆,Y(U) (Proposition 3.27).

Definition 3.44. We let
∂jk = ∂k+2j−2 ◦ ∂k+2j−4 ◦ · · · ◦ ∂k+2 ◦ ∂k
and
δjk = δk+2j−2 ◦ δk+2j−4 ◦ · · · ◦ δk+2 ◦ δk.
It is clear by its definition that ∂jk and δ
j
k are OˆY = B+dR,Y/(t)-linear.
Definition 3.45. Given an open subset U ⊂ Y , k ∈ Z, and a subgroup Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp) with
U · Γ = U , we define a p-adic modular form F on U for Γ of weight k to be a F ∈ OˆY(U)
such that (
a b
c d
)∗
F = (bc− ad)−k(czdR + a)kF(125)
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ. Let Mk,∆(Γ)(U) denote the space of p-adic modular forms on U for
Γ of weight k.
Proposition 3.46. We have
δjk : Mk,∆(Γ)(U)→Mk+2j,∆(Γ)(U)
and
(126) δjk =
j∑
i=0
(
k − 1 + j
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
(zdR − z¯)i
(
d
dzdR
)j−i
.
Proof. This is a direct calculation, using (35), (63) and (91). More precisely, one uses
induction: if F ∈ O∆,Y(U) has weight k′, then by direct computation one verifies that(
d
dzdR
+
k′
zdR − z¯
)
F
has weight k′ + 2 in the sense of (132). Another “coordinate free” proof is to observe that
each step in the construction of the assignment
f 7→ ∂k′f
is Γ-equivariant (and GL2(Zp)-equivariant if U = Yx). 
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Proposition 3.47. We have
∂jk = split ◦ ∇j ◦ ιdR
Proof. By definition, we have
∂jk = (split ◦ ∇ ◦ ιdR)j.
Since the p-adic de Rham comparison ιdR (see (54)) is compatible with connections, we have
(127) ιdR ◦ ∇ = ∇ ◦ ιdR.
By Proposition 3.37, we have
(128) ∇ ◦ split = split ◦ ∇.
Hence, we have
∂jk = (split ◦ ∇ ◦ ιdR)j
(127)
= (split ◦ ∇)j ◦ ιdR (128)= split ◦ ∇j ◦ ιdR
which is what we wanted to show. 
3.12. Comparison between the complex and p-adic Maass-Shimura operators at
CM points. Let K/Q be an imaginary quadratic field, with ring of integers OK .
Let ip : Q →֒ Cp denote our previously fixed embedding (21), and now fix an embedding
i∞ : Q →֒ C. Let A/Q be an elliptic curve with CM by an order O ⊂ OK . In the complex
counterpart of the Hodge-de Rham filtration, we have
H1,0(A/C) = Ω1A/C, H
0,1(A/C) = Lie(A/C),
and in fact these respectively correspond to the γ and γ-eigenspaces for any γ ∈ O =
End(A/Q), acting as scalars on these eigenspaces under the above embedding i∞.
Let τ denote the standard coordinate on the complex upper half-plane H+. The real-
analytic Hodge splitting of the complex Hodge-de Rham filtration gives rise to the complex
Maass-Shimura operator
dk =
1
2πi
(
d
dτ
+
k
τ − τ¯
)
.
The real-analytic Hodge splitting is induced by complex conjugation acting on the com-
plex structure of de Rham cohomology, in particular interchanging the Hodge pieces (i.e.
Hp,q(A/C) = Hq,p(A/C)) and giving rise to “opposing filtrations” in Deligne’s sense. Thus,
as for a CM curve A/Q we have
H1,0(A/C) := Ω1A/C = Ω
1
A/Q
⊗Q C = H1,0(A/Q)⊗Q C,
the splitting of the Hodge-de Rham filtration induced by the eigendecomposition under the
OK-action coincides with the Hodge splitting. In fact, we have the following coincidence
of the values of our p-adic and complex Maass-Shimura operators at CM points (Theorem
3.54). Let
d
j
k = dk+2j−2 ◦ dk+2j−4 ◦ · · · ◦ dk+2 ◦ dk.
Definition 3.48. Let A/Q be an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by an order O ⊂
OK , and let t be any Γ1(N)-level structure, α : Z⊕2p ∼−→ TpA be any Γ(p∞)-level structure. Fix
any ω0 ∈ Ω1A/Z, and fix an isomorphism C/O ∼= A which defines a differential 2πidz ∈ Ω1A/Q,
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where z is the standard coordinate on C. Define Ω∞(A, t) ∈ C× and Ωp(A, t, α) ∈ (B+dR)×
by
(129) 2πidz(A, t) = Ω∞(A, t) · ω0, ωcan(A, t, α) = Ωp(A, t, α) · ω0.
Definition 3.49. We recall the Shimura reciprocity law on Y . Fix an order O ⊂ OK . Let
If be the semigroup of ideals of OK prime to a fixed ideal f ⊂ OK . Let a ∈ I(pN) with a ⊂ O.
With A as in Definition 3.48, define
a ⋆ A := A/A[a]
where A[a] denotes the a-torsion subgroup of A using the identification EndQ(A) = O. Then
the natural projection πa : A։ a ⋆ A takes Γ1(N)-level structures to Γ1(N)-level structure,
and Γ(p∞)-level structures to Γ(p∞)-level structures, so that we have a natural action
a ⋆ (A, t) = (a ⋆ A, πa(t)), a ⋆ (A, t, α) = (A/A[a], πa(t), πa(α)).
Proposition 3.50. Now let ω0,a ∈ Ω1a⋆A/Kp be the unique differential such that π∗aω0,a = ω0
(viewing Ω1
A/Z
⊂ Ω1A/Cp using ip), and define Ω∞(a ⋆ (A, t)) ∈ C× and Ωp(a ⋆ (A, t, α)) ∈
(B+dR)
× by
(130) 2πidz(a⋆ (A, t)) = Ω∞(a⋆ (A, t)) ·ω0,a, ωcan(a⋆ (A, t, α)) = Ωp(a⋆ (A, t, α)) ·ω0,a.
Then
Ω∞(A, t) = Ω∞(a ⋆ (A, t)), Ωp(A, t, α) = Ωp(a ⋆ (A, t, α)).
Proof. This follows immediately from (129) and (130), after noting that by definitions (in
particular, the functoriality of the complex uniformization C/(Z + Zτ) ∼= A which defines
2πidz and the functoriality of the construction of ωcan as defined in Definition 3.26), we have
π∗a2πidz(a ⋆ (A, t)) = 2πidz(A, t), π
∗
aωcan(a ⋆ (A, t, α)) = ωcan(A, t, α).

Definition 3.51. Henceforth, let
djk = θ ◦ ∂jk
and
θjk = θ ◦ δjk = θ
(
j∑
i=0
(
k − 1 + j
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
(zdR − z¯)i
(
d
dzdR
)j−i)
=
j∑
i=0
(
k − 1 + j
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
θ(zdR − z¯)i θ ◦
(
d
dzdR
)j−i
=
j∑
i=0
(
k − 1 + j
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
(
−θ(ydR)
z
)i
θ ◦
(
d
dzdR
)j−i
(131)
where the first line follows from (126) and the last equality follows from (73).
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Definition 3.52. Given an open subset U ⊂ Y , k ∈ Z, and a subgroup Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp) with
U · Γ = U , we define a p-adic modular form F on U for Γ of weight k to be a F ∈ OˆY(U)
such that (
a b
c d
)∗
F = (bc− ad)−k(czdR + a)kF(132)
for any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ. We also make an analogous definition for k ∈ Z/(p−1)×Zp, provided
that (bc − ad)−k(czdR + a)k makes sense on U . (Note that we embed Z ⊂ Z/(p − 1) × Zp
diagonally to make all notions of weight compatible.) Let Mk,∆(Γ)(U) denote the space of
p-adic modular forms on U for Γ of weight k.
Proposition 3.53. We have
θjk : Mˆk(Γ)(U)→ Mˆk+2j(Γ)(U).
Proof. This follows from applying θ to Proposition 3.46. 
Theorem 3.54. Let A/Q be an elliptic curve with CM by an order O ⊂ OK, and let
α : Z⊕2p
∼−→ TpA be any p∞-level structure, and t ∈ A[N ] any Γ1(N)-level structure, and fix
ω0 ∈ Ω1A/Z as in Definition 3.48. Let ω ∈ ωA(U) for any U → Y , and write
ω = F · (2πidz)⊗k
and
ω|λ−1(U)∩Yx = f · ω⊗kcan
on λ−1(U) ∩ Yx. Suppose (A, t) ∈ U and (A, t, α) ∈ λ−1 ∩ Yx. Then for any j ∈ Z, we have
the following coincidence of values (in Q):
i−1p (θ(Ωp(A, t, α))
−(k+2j) · θjkf(A, t, α)) = i−1∞ (Ω∞(A, t)−(k+2j) · djkF (A, t, ω0)).
Proof. Let splitC : H1dR(A) ⊗Ohol Or.an. denote the antiholomorphic splitting of complex
relative de Rham cohomology. Using 2πidz, view djk as an operator ω
⊗k
A → ω⊗k+2jA , and
using ωcan, view δ
j
k as an opeartor ω
⊗k
A → ω⊗k+2jA . Since the Gauss-Manin connection is
holomorphically horizontal, i.e. for any holomorphic differential ω, ∇ω(ω′) = 0 for any
antiholomorphic ω′, then we have
d
j
k = splitC ◦ ∇j .
This is analogous with the horizontalness of our p-adic Maass-Shimura operator
∂jk = split ◦ ∇j ◦ ιdR
as proven in Proposition 3.47.
The statement of the Theorem can hence be reformulated as
(133) i−1p
(
θ
((
split ◦ ∇jf) (A, t, α))) = i−1∞ ((splitC ◦ ∇jf) (A, t))
for any section f ∈ SymkH1dR(A)(U) where U is as in the statement of the Theorem, where
(A, t, α) and (A, t) denote specialization to those points. First note that by functoriality of
θ, we have
θ
((
split ◦ ∇jf) (A, t, α)) = (θ ◦ split ◦ ∇jf) (A, t, α)
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and so (133) is equivalent to
(134) i−1p
((
θ ◦ split ◦ ∇jf) (A, t, α)) = i−1∞ ((splitC ◦ ∇jf) (A, t))
By the functoriality of θ ◦ split and splitC, for any section f ′ in
Sym⊗k+2jO∆,Y
(H1dR(A)⊗OY O∆,Y) (λ−1(U) ∩ Yx) ∩ Sym⊗k+2jO∆,Y (TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
(λ−1(U) ∩ Yx),
where the intersection is taken in
Sym⊗k+2jO∆,Y
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y · t−1
)
(λ−1(U) ∩ Yx)
using ιdR, letting f
′(A, t, α) denote its specialization to (A, t, α), that((
θ ◦ split) (f ′)) (A, t, α) = (θ ◦ split) (f ′(A, t, α))
and similarly for any section f of (H1dR(A)⊗Ohol Or.an.) (U), letting f(A, t) denote its spe-
cialization to (A, t), that (
splitC(f
′)
)
(A, t) = split(f ′(A, t)).
Thus taking f ′ = ∇jf , can rewrite (134) as
(135) i−1p
((
θ ◦ split)
(A,t,α)
((∇jf) (A, t, α))) = i−1∞ (splitC,(A,t) ((∇jf) (A, t)))
where
(
θ ◦ split)
(A,t,α)
and splitC,(A,t) denote the specializations of the splittings split and
splitC to the points (A, t, α) and (A, t), respectively. Now by (108), we have
θ ◦ split = θ ◦ split
where split is defined as in Definition 120. Hence (136) is in turn equivalent to
(136) i−1p
(
(θ ◦ split)(A,t,α)
((∇jf) (A, t, α))) = i−1∞ (splitC,(A,t) ((∇jf) (A, t)))
where again where (θ ◦ split)(A,t,α) and splitC,(A,t) denote the specializations of the splittings
split and splitC to the points (A, t, α) and (A, t), respectively.
Since ∇jf is a section defined over U → Y , then (∇jf) (A, t) = (∇jf) (A, t, α); moreover,
we have ∇jf(A, t) ∈ H1dR(A/Q) since (A, t) ∈ U(Q) by the theory of complex multiplication.
So now it suffices to show that
(137) i−1p
(
(θ ◦ split)(A,t,α)
)
= i−1∞
(
splitC,(A,t)
)
.
For this, we first note that the O = End(A/Q)-action induces a splitting
(138) H1dR(A/Q)
∼= Ω1A/Q ⊕H0,1(A/Q)
functorial in Q-algebras, where the first factor is the subspace on which O acts through
multiplication, and the second factor is the subspace on which O acts through the complex
conjugation of multiplication; by the compatibility of complex structures with the CM action,
(138) induces, upon tensoring with ⊗QC, the complex Hodge decomposition
(139) H1dR(A)(A, t) = H1dR(A/C) ∼= (H1,0(A)⊗Z C)⊕
(
H0,1(A)⊗Z C
)
.
Hence the projection onto the first factor in (138) is just splitC,(A,t), and projection onto the
first factor in (138) is just splitC,(A,t) restricted to H
1
dR(A/Q) ⊂ H1dR(A)(A, t).
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The CM action also induces a splitting
(140)
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
(A, t, α) ∼= ω∆,Y(A, t, α)⊕ ω−1∆,Y(1)(A, t, α)
where the first factor is the subspace on which O acts through multiplication, and the second
factor is the subspace on which O acts through the complex conjugation of multiplication.
Suppose that p is inert or ramified in K, so that complex conjugation acts on O ⊂ OKp.
Then looking at the action of O on the tangent space of A, the fact that the Hodge-Tate
filtration
ω−1∆,Y(1)(A, t, α) ⊂
(
TpA⊗Zˆp,Y O∆,Y
)
(A, t, α)
is the subspace on which End(A/Q) acts through the complex conjugation of multiplication
implies that the projection onto the first factor in (140) is given by split(A,t,α), and the projec-
tion onto the first factor in (138) is just split(A,t,α) restricted to H
1
dR(A/Q) ⊂ H1dR(A)(A, t).
When p is split in K, the latter statement follows from the well-known fact that the CM
splitting induces the unit root splitting upon base-change to Cp, see [19, Lemma 5.1.27].
Hence in all, we have
i−1p
(
split(A,t,α)
)
= i−1∞
(
splitC,(A,t)
)
.
Now we claim that there is a unique embedding Qp ⊂ O∆,Y(A, t, α) such that its compo-
sition with θ : O∆,Y(A, t, α)։ OˆY(A, t, α) = Cp is the natural inclusion. For this, note that
the proe´tale stalk O∆,Y ,y by Proposition 3.1 (reduced modulo t) is a power series ring over
the complete local ring OY ,y, and so is Henselian. Let m ⊂ OY ,y be the maximal ideal of
the local ring OY ,y. Then O∆,Y(A, t, α) = O∆,Y ,y⊗OY,y OY ,y/m is also a Henselian local ring,
with maximal ideal given by ker θ (generated by an indeterminate in the above power series
description of O∆,Y ,y) and residue field Cp. (Recall that the tensor ⊗OY,y is given by the
natural embedding OY ,y ⊂ OB+dR,Y ,y
mod t
։ O∆,Y ,y. We can thus describe the maximal ideal
of O∆,Y ,y as the ideal generated by the image of the maximal ideal of OY ,y under this embed-
ding, and ker θ.) Now since Qp ⊂ Cp, by Hensel’s lemma the inclusion Qp ⊂ O∆,Y(A, t, α)
lifts uniquely to an inclusion Qp ⊂ O∆,Y(A, t, α) whose composition with θ (the reduction
map to the residue field) is the natural inclusion Qp ⊂ Cp.
Since split(A,t,α) is defined over Qp and the the map
Qp ⊂ O∆,Y(A, t, α) θ−→ Cp
is just the natural inclusion, we have
θ
(
i−1p
(
split(A,t,α)
))
= i−1p
(
split(A,t,α)
)
and so
i−1p
(
(θ ◦ split)(A,t,α)
)
= θ
(
i−1p
(
split(A,t,α)
))
= i−1p
(
split(A,t,α)
)
= i−1∞
(
splitC,(A,t)
)
.
Now the rest of the Theorem follows from the definition of Ωp and Ω∞ (taken with respect
to the fixed ω0 ∈ Ω1A/Q).

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3.13. Relation of djk to the ordinary Atkin-Serre operator. Recall the Atkin-Serre
operator
dAS,k : ωA|⊗kYIg → ωA|⊗k+2YIg
which acts, with respect to the Serre-Tate coordinate T , as
dAS,k(F · ωKatz,⊗kcan ) = (θASF ) · ωKatz,⊗k+2can
where
θAS =
Td
dT
.
Note that the operator θjAS, defined in terms of the Serre-Tate coordinate T , does not depend
on the weight k, unlike θjk. Let d
j
AS,k = dAS,k+2j−2 ◦ · · · dk denote the j-fold composition, and
similarly with θjAS.
Proposition 3.55. On Y Ig, we have
djk = d
j
AS,k
and
θjk = θ
j
AS.
Proof. From the p-adic Legendre relation (73), we have on Y Ig
θ(1/(zdR − z¯)) = −θ(ydR)/θ(z) = 0.
Hence from (126), we have
(141) θjk = θ ◦ δjk = θ
(
d
dzdR
)j
.
By Proposition 3.39, we have
(142)
d
dzdR
=
d
d log T
=
Td
dT
and so combining (141) and (142), we have
djk = θ(d
j
AS,k) = d
j
AS,k
where the last equality follows from the fact that O ⊂ OB+dR θ−→ Oˆ is the natural inclusion.

Hence from now on, we can regard our theory of p-adic analysis on Yx using djk as an
extension of Katz’s theory of p-adic analysis on Y Ig using djAS,k.
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4. p-adic Analysis of djk
In this section, we analyze p-adic analytic properties of djk and θ
j
k, in particular how
θjkF behaves as a function of j for elements F ∈ O∆,Y ,y in the stalk at a geometric point
y ∈ Yx(Cp,OCp) of the period ring O∆,Y , which we view as the space of “germs at y of nearly
holomorphic functions”. Crucial to this study will be the “qdR-expansion map”
OY q−exp→֒ OˆYJqdR − 1K ⊂ O∆,Y ,
which on the supersingular locus factors the natural inclusion OYss ⊂ O∆,Yss (Proposition
4.5). The qdR-expansion map can be viewed naturally as analogue (or an extension) of
the Serre-Tate T -expansion map, and similarly is injective and so satisfies a “qdR-expansion
principle”. Indeed, on the natural cover Y Ig of Y ord, the qdR-expansion map recovers the
Serre-Tate T -expansion (Theorem 4.6). The coordinate descriptions (126) and (131) allow
us to compute the action of the p-adic Maass-Shimura operators djk and θ
j
k on qdR-expansions,
and hence study their p-adic analytic properties.
Understanding the analytic properties of θjkF will be important in Chapter 5.4 for con-
structing our p-adic L-function and establishing our p-adic Waldspurger formula.
4.1. qdR-expansions. We retain the notation of the previous sections and let U denote an
affinoid subdomain of Y . Let F be a complete nonarchimedean field with ring of integers
OF . Recall that the unit polydisc over Spa(F,OF ) given by
Spa(F 〈z〉,OF 〈z〉)
and the rational subdomain the adic open punctured polydisc of radius r over Spa(F,OF )
given by
D0r :=
⋃
π∈Cp,|π|<r
⋃
π′∈Cp,|π′|<|π|
Spa
(
F 〈π−1z, π′z−1〉,OF 〈π−1z, π′z−1〉
)
.
Also recall the adic torus
T = Spa
(
F 〈T±1〉,OF 〈T±1〉
)
and the rational subdomain (in fact an open polydisc) consisting of “units of distance less
than r away from 1”
T0r =
⋃
π∈Cp,|π|<r
⋃
π′∈Cp,|π′|<|π|
Spa
(
F 〈T±1, π−1(T − 1), π′(T − 1)−1〉,OF 〈T±1, π−1(T − 1), π′(T − 1)−1〉
)
.
Hence by our above convention, we identify
D0∞ = A
1 = P1x ⊂ P1
where z = −x/y in terms of the canonical homogeneous coordinates on P1 = P(F⊕2).
The p-adic exponential gives an isomorphism of adic spaces over Spa(F,OF )
(143) exp : D0p−1/(p−1)
∼−→ T0p−1/(p−1)
which sends
D0p−1/(p−1) ∋ z 7→ exp z = 1 + z +
z2
2!
+ . . . ∈ T0p−1/(p−1) ,
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with inverse given by the p-adic logarithm
(144) log : T0p−1/(p−1)
∼−→ D0p−1/(p−1)
which sends
Tp−1/(p−1) ∋ T 7→ log T = (T − 1)−
(T − 1)2
2
+
(T − 1)3
3
− . . . ∈ Dp−1/(p−1) .
Recall that for (F,OF ) = (Qp,Zp), the Hodge-Tate period map is a smooth map of adic
spaces (over Spa(Qp,Zp))
πHT : Yx → D0∞
which restricts to a proe´tale morphism on the open affinoid subdomain Y ssx := Yx ∩ Y ss
πHT : Y ssx → D0∞ ∩ Ω2
where we recall Ω2 ⊂ P1 is Drinfeld’s upper half-plane (an open rational subdomain of P1).
Now define
Ur = π−1HT(D0r), U ssr = Ur ∩ Y ss = π−1HT(D0r ∩ Ω2).
Note that the GL2(Qp) action induces isomorphisms
[pk] : Ur ∼−→ Urp−k , (A, α) 7→ (A, α) ·
(
1 0
0 pk
)
of adic spaces over Spa(Qp,Zp). (This is an isomorphism since the matrix is invertible.) We
interpret [pk] as “contracting toward the origin by a factor of pk”. Now we are supplied with
a family of morphisms
ρk := exp ◦πHT ◦ [pk] : Upk−1/(p−1) → T0p−1/(p−1) ⊂ T
which restrict to proe´tale morphisms
(145) ρk : U sspk−1/(p−1) → Tp−1/(p−1) ∩ Ω2 ⊂ T.
Let L be any algebraically closed perfectoid field containing Qp (for example, we could take
L = Cp). Base-change everything to Spa(L,OL) and, for the rest of this section suppress
the subscript “L” for brevity.
Now let y ∈ U ss
pk−1/(p−1)
be any geometric point, which under the natural proe´tale maps
λ : U ss
pk−1/(p−1)
→ Y and ρk : U sspk−1/(p−1) → T, induces geometric points λ(y) ∈ Y and
ρk(y) ∈ T. Since ρk is proe´tale, given any sheaf F on Yproe´t and G on Tproe´t, we have an
identification of proe´tale stalks
Fy = Fλ(y), Gy = Gρk(y).
If further F|ρ−1k (V) = ρ
∗
kG|V for any proe´tale neighborhood V → T of ρk(y), then
(146) Fy = Fλ(y) = Gρk(y).
Since ρk is proe´tale (in fact profinite-e´tale), by the first fundamental exact sequence for
Ω1 ([18, Proposition 1.6.3, 1.6.8]), we have
(147) Ω1Uss
pk−1/(p−1)
= ρ∗kΩ
1
T,ρk(y)
and so by (146), we have
(148) Ω1Y,λ(y) = Ω
1
Y ,y = Ω
1
T,ρk(y)
.
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Let Y +/Zp denote the adicifation of the (localization at p ∤ N of the) Katz-Mazur integral
model Y +/Z[1/N ] for Y , so that O+Y = OY + , and the exterior differential maps
(149) d : OY + → Ω1Y + .
which induces a map on any stalk
(150) d : OY +,x → Ω1Y +,x.
Hence we have
OY,λ(y) = OY ,y = OT,ρk(y)
and
(151) OY +,λ(y) = O+Y,λ(y) = O+Y ,y = O+T,ρk(y)
and by [29, Lemma 4.2 (ii)] and [9, Proposition 14.3.1], we have
(152) OY +,λ(y) = O+Y,λ(y) = O+Y ,y = O+T,ρk(y) = {f ∈ OY,λ(y) = OY ,y = OT,ρk(y) : |f(y)| ≤ 1}
where f(y) := f (mod py), where py is the prime ideal corresponding to the equivalence
class of valuations associated with y. Finally, we have by (148)
(153) Ω1Y +,λ(y) ⊂ Ω1Y,λ(y) = Ω1Y ,y = Ω1T,ρk(y).
Again, we have the description
Ω1Y +,λ(y)
= {w ∈ Ω1Y,λ(y) = Ω1Y ,y = Ω1T,ρk(y) : |w/w0(y)| ≤ 1 for any generator w0 ∈ Ω1Y +,λ(y)}
(154)
where the generator w0 exists above by the moduli interpretation of the Katz-Mazur integral
model Y + of Y .
Note that for any s ∈ Q, we have an isomorphism of adic spaces over Spa(L,OL)
ps : D0pr → D0pr−s
given by x 7→ psx. Choose any b ∈ Z such that s+ b ≥ 0. Now we define an e´tale map
ρsk : U sspk−1/(p−1) → T
given by the composition
ρsk = exp ◦ps+b ◦ πHT ◦ [pk]
(the b is necessary in the above definition so that pa+b ◦πHT ◦ [pk](U sspk−1/(p−1)) is in the radius
of convergence for exp). We denote
(155) qp
s
:= (ρsk)
∗T 1/p
b ∈ OY(Upk−1/(p−1) ×T T1/p
b
)
where q1/p
b ∈ OT(T1/pb) and
T1/p
b
:= Spa(L〈T±1/pb〉,OL〈T±1/pb〉) x 7→x
pb−−−−→ T
is the standard finite e´tale cover.
Recall that we have the canonical differential dq
q
∈ Ω1T,ρk(y). Now suppose that y ∈
U˜pk−1/(p−1)(L,OL) is a geometric point, so that the valuation group of the equivalence class
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of valuation associated wth y is Q, and let a ∈ Q be the smallest rational number such that
under the identification (153),
(156) pa
dq
q
∈ Ω1Y +,λ(y) ⊂ Ω1Y,λ(y) = Ω1T,ρak(y),
or in other words, such that pa dq
q
is a generator of Ω1Y +,λ(y); such a exists by (154). Now
pa
dq
q
=
dqp
a
qpa
and so since qp
a
= exp(pa log q) = exp(pa+n log q1/p
n
) (the last series is a convergent power
series in q1/p
n − 1 for all large n ∈ Z≥0, and so belongs to the proe´tale stalk since q1/pn ∈
OY +,λ(y)) is a unit in OY +,λ(y) = O+Y,λ(y) = O+Y ,y = O+T,ρk(y) under the identification (151), we
have
(157) dqp
a ∈ Ω1Y +,λ(y) ⊂ Ω1Y,λ(y) = Ω1T,ρak(y)
is a generator. Hence by (149) and (157), we have
(158)
d
dqpa
: O+Y ,y = OY +,λ(y) → OY +,λ(y) = OY +,y.
By standard theory, the completion (by maximal prime ideal corresponding to y) of the e´tale
stalk of OY + at y is isomorphic to the completion of the analytic stalk of OY + at y, which is
isomorphic to OCpJqpa − qpa(y)K. We can write the proe´tale stalk OY +,y as a direct limit of
e´tale stalks (which are henselizations of noetherian local rings, in particular subrings of the
completions), and so the proe´tale stalk maps to the direct limit of the completions of e´tale
stalks, each of which is isomorphic to the power series ring OCpJqpa− qpa(y)K. Hence there is
a natural inclusion of the proe´tale stalk OY +,y into OCpJqpa − qpa(y)K. Writing any element
f ∈ OY +,λ(y) as
f =
∞∑
n=0
an(q
pa − qpa(y))n, an ∈ OCp ,
we see by the usual Taylor coefficient formula that
an =
1
n!
(
d
dqpa
)n
(f)(y) ∈ OCp
and so by (152), we have
(159)
1
n!
(
d
dqpa
)n
: O+Y ,y = OY +,λ(y) → OY +,λ(y) = O+Y ,y.
Alternatively, to prove (159), we could have invoked [2, Chapter 2 Proposition 2.6, see
also Remark 2.7].
Applying Proposition 3.1 with respect to ρak : U sspk−1/(p−1) → T, we get
U˜ sspk−1/(p−1) := U sspk−1/(p−1) ×ρak ,T T˜ ∈ Yproe´t
where T˜ is defined in (55), on which we have an isomorphism of sheaves on the localized site
Ypro’et/U˜ sspk−1/(p−1)
OB+
dR,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
= B+
dR,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
Jqp
a − [qpa,♭]K
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where
qp
a
= (ρak)
∗T
is as in (155), and
qp
a,♭ = (qp
a
, (qp
a
)1/p, (qp
a
)1/p
2
, . . .) ∈ O+,♭Y (U˜ sspk−1/(p−1)),
so the Teichmu¨ller lift
[qp
a,♭] ∈ B+dR,Y (U˜ sspk−1/(p−1)) ⊂ OB+dR,Y (U˜ sspk−1/(p−1)).
Reducing modulo t, we have a natural local description of O+∆,Y
O+
∆,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
= Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
Jqp
a − θ(q)paK
where
qp
a
:= qp
a
(mod t),
and we note that
θ(q)p
a
= [qp
a,♭] (mod t).
Proposition 4.1. With the same notation as in the above discussion, let y˜ denote any
point in U˜ ss
pk−/1(p−1)
(L,OL) lying above y ∈ U sspk−1/(p−1)(L,OL). Then we have that the natural
inclusion
(160) O+Y ,y ⊂ O+∆,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
= Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
Jqp
a − θ(q)paK
factors through
(161) O+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
⊂ Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
Jqp
a − θ(q)paK.
Moreover, (161) extends to the p-adic completion
(162) Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
⊂ Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
Jqp
a − θ(q)paK.
Proof. Given f ∈ O+Y ,y, let
∞∑
n=0
an(f)(q
pa − θ(qpa))n, an(f) ∈ OˆU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
denote its image under the map (160). We have a commutative diagram
(163)
OU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
Ω1U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
OB+
dR,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
OB+
dR,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
⊗OU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
Ω1U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
∇
∇
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which, reducing mod t, trivializing Ω1U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
∼= OU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜ using the section dq
pa and
extending to the p-adic completion, implies that
(164)
OˆU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜ OˆU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
OˆU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜Jq
pa − θ(qpa)K OˆU˜ss
pk−1/(p−1),y˜
Jqp
a − θ(qpa)K
d
dqp
a
d
dqp
a =
d
d(qp
a
−θ(qp
a
))
is commutative. Note that since O ⊂ OB+dR θ−→ Oˆ is the natural inclusion, then (164) implies
that
an(f) = θ
(
1
n!
(
d
dqpa
)n)
.
Now by (159), we in fact we have that
an(f) = θ
(
1
n!
(
d
dqpa
)n)
∈ O+Y ,y = O+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
by identifying proe´tale stalks.
Now (162) follows because
Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
= lim←−
n
O+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
/pn.

Definition 4.2. Let y be as above. Henceforth, let
qp
a
HT := q
pa/θ(qp
a
) ∈ O∆,U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
so that θ(qp
a
HT) = 1. Also let
qdR := exp(zdR − θ(zdR)) ∈ O∆,Y(Yx)
where the fact that qdR defines a section on all of Yx follows from Proposition (3.23). We
also denote
dqdR := ∇(qdR).
Note that
dqdR = qdRdzdR.
Furthermore, for any b ∈ Q (and a choice of an element pb ∈ Cp with p-adic absolute value
|p|b = (1/p)b), we can define
q
1/pb
dR := exp
(
zdR − θ(zdR)
pb
)
.
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Lemma 4.3. Let y be as above. We have
(165) y2dR ·
dzdR
dqpa
∈ O×Y ,y.
As a consequence, we have
(166) θ(ydR)
2 · θ
(
dqdR
dqpa
)
∈ O×Y ,y.
Proof. By the calculation (100) and the diagram (88), we have
(167) σ(s⊗2) = y2dR ·
dzdR
dqpq
⊗ dqpq .
Then since s⊗2 trivializes ωA|Y ,y ∼= OY ,y and dqpa trivializes Ω1Y ,y ∼= OY ,y, so we must have
that (165) holds. For the second statement, we have that OY ,y ⊂ O∆,Y ,y
θ
։ OˆY ,y is the
natural inclusion, and so
θ(ydR)
2 · θ
(
dzdR
dqpa
)
∈ O×Y ,y.
Now the statement follows by observing
θ
(
dqdR
dqpa
)
= θ
(
qdR
dzdR
dqpa
)
= θ
(
dzdR
dqpa
)
since θ(qdR) = θ(1 + (zdR − θ(zdR)) + (zdR − θ(zdR))2/2! + . . .) = 1. 
Definition 4.4. Let b ∈ Q. We define the “q1/pbdR -expansion map” as
(168) q
1/pb
dR − exp : OYx →֒ OˆYxJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
given by
f 7→ f(q1/pbdR ) :=
∞∑
n=0
θ
(
1
n!
(
d
dq
1/pb
dR
)n
f
)
(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n.
Note that q
1/pb
dR −exp is an injection, since θ◦q1/p
b
dR −exp is the natural inclusion OYss ⊂ OˆYss ,
and in particular injective.
Note that we have a natural inclusion
(169) OˆYxJq1/p
b
dR − 1K ⊂ O∆,Yx
where OˆYx ⊂ O∆,Yx via (3.34), and q1/p
b
dR − 1 is naturally an element of O∆,Yx (and in fact is
in ker θ) by (4.2). Since dzdR generates Ω
1
∆,Yx by Proposition 3.27.
One checks that by construction, the map (168) commutes with connections, where the
connection on OYx is the natural one defined earlier, and the connection on OˆYxJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
is induced by the connection on O∆,Yx via the inclusion (169).
When b = 0, so that q
1/pb
dR = qdR, we abbreviate
qdR − exp = q1/p
b
dR − exp, f(qdR) = f(q1/p
b
dR ).
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Proposition 4.5. On Y ss, we have that the natural inclusion (169) is in fact an equality
(170) O∆,YssJq1/p
b
dR − 1K = O∆,Yss.
Then natural inclusion
(171) OYss ⊂ O∆,Yss
factors as
OYss
q
1/pb
dR −exp→֒ OˆYssJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
(170)
= O∆,Yss.
Proof. We want to show (170). First, note that as subsheafs of O∆,Yss (using (3.34)), we
have
(172) OˆYssJz − z¯K = OˆYssJzdR − θ(zdR)K = OˆYssJq1/p
b
dR − 1K.
The first equality follows from Proposition 3.30, since Y ss ⊂ Yx ∩Yy. The second equality is
a completely formal, given by a “change of variables”
zdR − θ(zdR)→ exp
(
zdR − θ(zdR)
pb
)
.
Under (172), (169) is given by
(173) OˆYssJz − z¯K ⊂ O∆,Yss
where OˆYss ⊂ O∆,Yss through (3.34), and z − z¯ 7→ z − z¯.
To construct the inverse of (173), we again follow the argument of ([29, 1.6.10]). We claim
it suffices to show that there is a unique map
(174) OYss →֒ OˆYssJz − z¯K
sending z 7→ z¯+(z− z¯) which is compatible with connections, and such that the composition
with the map θ : OˆYssJz− z¯K → OˆYss is the natural inclusion. Given (174), we have a natural
map
OYss ⊗W (κ) OˆYss → OˆYssJz − z¯K
by extending ⊗W (κ)OˆYss-linearly, which is easily checked to be the inverse of (173).
To prove the existence of (174), note that the Hodge-Tate period map gives a proe´tale
map Y ss → Ω ⊂ P1x = A1 =
⋃
r>0 Spa(L〈p−rz〉,OL〈p−rz〉). Now note that we have a map⋂
r>0
W (κ)[1/p]〈p−rz〉 → OˆYssx Jz − z¯K
given by z 7→ z¯ + (z − z¯). Now by the same argument as in Claim 3.2 using Hensel’s lemma
(mutatis mutandis), this extends uniquely to a homomorphism
OYss → OˆYssJz − z¯K
whose composition with θ : OˆYssJz − z¯K → OˆYss is the natural inclusion (which also shows
that it is an injection). So we have shown (174), and so we are done.
Now to prove the factoring statement, we recall that
(175) OYss ⊂ O∆,Yss = OˆYssJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
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(171) commutes with connections, and that it composed with θ : O∆,Yss ։ OˆYss is the
natural inclusion, hence given a section f of OYss , each coefficient of its image under (175)
is given by Taylor’s formula, and so its image is just f(q
1/pb
dR ). 
We have the following proposition relating qdR−exp to the Serre-Tate expansion. Given a
qdR-expansion f(qdR) = (qdR− exp)(f) or T -expansion f(T ) = (T − exp)(f), let f(qdR)(y) =
(qdR − exp)(f)(y) and (T ) = (T − exp)(f) denote the corresponding power series obtained
by evaluating each coefficient in the fiber at y (i.e. reducing modulo py, the prime ideal
corresponding to y).
Theorem 4.6. For a point y = (A, α) ∈ Y Ig where A is an ordinary elliptic curve with
complex multiplication, we have
qdR − exp(·)(y) = T − exp|D(y)(·)(y)
where T −exp is the Serre-Tate expansion map (see Definition 3.15), and D(y) is the preim-
age in Y Ig of the ordinary residue disc in Y ord centered around the geometric point of Y
corresponding to λ(y). (Recall that λ : Y → Y is the natural projection.)
Proof. First, note that by a strictly formal computation, for a formal variable Y , we have
that
θ
(
d
d exp(Y )
)n
|expY=1 = Pn
((
d
dY
)n
|Y=0
)
for some easily computable polynomial Pn(X) ∈ Q[X ]. On Y Ig, by Theorem 3.39, we then
have
θ
(
1
n!
(
d
dqdR
)n
f
)
=
1
n!
Pn
(
θ
((
d
dzdR
)n
f
))
=
1
n!
Pn
(
d
d log T
|log T=0f(y)
)
=
1
n!
(
d
dT
)n
|T=1f(y),
where for a section s of O|YIg , s(y) denotes evaluation at y (i.e. the image of s in the residue
field y). Now we are done by (84). 
Let
Y0r = Y (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(pr))
and recall that Y = Y1(N) = Y00. Recall the Up operator which can be viewed as a corre-
spondence Y0r ← Y0r → Y and and Vp viewed as a correspondence Y0r ← Y0r → Y . Hence
they can be viewed as Hecke operators which act on modular forms w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y0r) by consid-
ering the pullback w|Y0r+1, so that U∗p (w|Y0r+1), V ∗p (w|Y0r+1) ∈ ω⊗kA (Y0r+1). Given a modular
form w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y ), we can define the p-stabilization
(176) ((UpVp)
∗ − (VpUp)∗)w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y02).
We can find lifts of them in terms of the GL2(Qp) acting on the infinite level modular
curve Y ; in other words, we can find correspondences U˜p, V˜p on Y defined in terms of the
GL2(Qp)-action such that
U˜∗pw|Yx = (U∗pw)|Yx, V˜ ∗p w|Yx = (V ∗p w)|Yx.
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In fact, one such choice of U˜p, V˜p is given by
V˜p =
(
1 0
0 p
)
, U˜p =
1
p
p−1∑
j=0
(
p j
0 1
)
.
We recall here that GL2(Qp) acts on functions f by γ
∗f(x) = f(xγ).
Again, given a T -expansion f(T ) and a geometric point y ∈ Y(Cp,OCp), let f(T )(y) denote
the specialization of f(T ) at (i.e. image in the fiber at) y.
Theorem 4.7 ([3] Lemma 8.2, [26] Proposition A.0.1). Suppose that y ∈ Y Ig is an ordinary
CM point. Let w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y ), so that ((UpVp)∗ − (VpUp)∗)w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y02). Write w|YIg =
f · (ωKatzcan )⊗k in ω⊗kA (Y Ig). Then
(((UpVp)
∗ − (VpUp)∗)f)|YIg(T )(y) = (((U˜pV˜p)∗ − (V˜pU˜p)∗)f |YIg)(T )(y)
= f |YIg(T )(y)− 1
p
p−1∑
j=0
f |YIg(ζjpT )(y).
Furthermore, when k = 2, letting logw denote the p-adic logarithm Y → Cp associated with
w, and writing
F |Y = logw |Y ,
we have
lim
m→∞
(
Td
dT
)−1+pm(p−1)
((((UpVp)
∗ − (VpUp)∗)f)|YIg(T ))
=
(
lim
m→∞
θ
−1+pm(p−1)
AS ((UpVp)
∗ − (VpUp)∗)f
)
|YIg(T )
= (((UpVp)
∗ − (VpUp)∗)F )|YIg(T ) = (((U˜pV˜p)∗ − (V˜pU˜p)∗)F |YIg)(T )
= F |YIg(T )− 1
p
p−1∑
j=0
F |YIg(ζjpT ).
(177)
The last goal of this section is to prove our “Key Lemma”, which will be essential for our
p-adic analytic computations, in particular for showing the convergence of the sequence of
p-adic Maass-Shimura derivatives of a rigid function in stalks at supersingular CM points.
First, let b ∈ Q, and choose an element pb ∈ Cp (of absolute value |p|b = (1/p)b) such that
(178)
∣∣∣∣θ
(
dqdR
dqp
a
HT
)
(y)
∣∣∣∣ = |pb|.
Then recalling
q
1/pb
dR := exp
(
zdR − θ(zdR)
pb
)
,
we have by (178)
(179)
∣∣∣∣∣θ
(
dq
1/pb
dR
dqp
a
HT
)
(y)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1.
First, let
Ua := {|z| > a}.
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Lemma 4.8 (Key Lemma). Suppose that y ∈ Y(L,OL)∩Upp/(p
2−1)
where we recall that L was
the algebraically closed perfectoid field containing Qp fixed at the beginning of this section.
We have that
(180) qp
a ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K.
As a consequence, we have
(181) O+Y ,y ⊂ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
and this extends to the p-adic completion
(182) Oˆ+Y ,y ⊂ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K.
The argument essentially comes down to an application of the Dieudonne´-Dwork lemma.
We recall a result of Chojecki-Hansen-Johansson that in particular implies that the subgroup
〈α1 (mod p)〉
called the pseudo-canonical subgroup in by Chojecki-Hansen-Johansson, coincides with the
canonical subgroup on Upp/(p2−1) .
Lemma 4.9 ([6], Lemma 2.14). Assume that |z(A, α)| > pp/(p2−1). Then the pseudocanonical
subgroup 〈α1 (mod p)〉 ⊂ A[p] is in fact the canonical subgroup of A.
View Y as an adic space over Spa(W (Fp)[1/p],W (Fp)). By Lemma 4.9, the isogeny
A∞ → A∞ ·
(
1 0
0 p
)
=
(
A/〈α∞,1 (mod p)〉, α∞ ·
(
1 0
0 p
))
,
defined over Spa(F,OF ), gives rise via the universal property of (A, α∞) to a classifying map
φ : Yx = U0 → U0 = Yx such that
A∞ ·
(
1 0
0 p
)
= A∞ ×U0,φ U0.
The restriction
φ : Upp/(p2−1) → Upp/(p2−1)−1
gives a lifting of the p-power Frobenius morphism on the special fiber (this being Frobenius-
linear). Hence, by Lemma 4.9, the induced map
(183)
(
1 0
0 p
)∗
: O(Upp/(p2−1)−1)→ O(Upp/(p2−1))
is a lifting of the p-power Frobenius morphism.
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Note that by (91) and (35), and that by definition zdR = zdR (mod t),
then for any integer r ≥ 0 we have
(184)
(
1 0
0 pr
)∗
zdR = p
rzdR,
(
1 0
0 pr
)∗
(z − z¯) = pr(z − z¯)
and from Definition 4.2 we see that
(185)
(
1 0
0 pr
)∗
qdR = q
pr
dR,
(
1 0
0 pr
)∗
qHT = q
pr
HT.
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We now need the following modified version of the Dieudonne´-Dwork lemma, which ad-
dresses certain non-standard liftings of Frobenius (specifically, liftings of Frobenius to power
series rings in one variable X which do not send X 7→ Xp).
Lemma 4.10 (Dieudonne´-Dwork). Let F be a complete nonarchimedean field, and let p
denote the maximal ideal of OF . Suppose we have a lifting
φ : OF JXK → OF JXK
of the Frobenius morphism, in the sense that φ (mod p) is equal to the composition
(OF/pOF )JXK = FpJXK x 7→x
p−−−→ FpJXK = (OF/pOF )JXK,
and also suppose that φ(X) ∈ XOF JXK. Note that this extends to a morphism
φ : F JXK → F JXK
on generic fibers.
Let Q(X) =
∑∞
n=0 anX
n ∈ 1 +XF JXK, and assume that
(186) a1 ∈ OF .
Then Q(X) ∈ 1 +XF JXK is in 1 +XOF JXK with constant term in 1 + pOF if and only if
we have
(187)
φ(Q(X))
Q(X)p
∈ 1 + pXOF JXK.
Remark 4.11. We note that there is no analogue of the assumption (186) on a1 made in
the original Dieudonne´-Dwork lemma [12, Lemma 1]. It is made here because we address a
slightly modified version of the Frobenius lifting considered in loc. cit. Namely, instead of
specifiying that φ(X) = Xp, we consider a more general φ where φ(X) ∈ XOF JXK.
Proof of Lemma 4.10. We adapt the proof of [12, Lemma 1]. Let Q(X) =
∑∞
n=0 anX
n.
Suppose that Q(X) ∈ 1 +XOF JXK. Then since φ is a lifting of Frobenius, we have
Q(X)p ≡
∞∑
n=0
apnX
pn ≡ φ
( ∞∑
n=0
anX
n
)
= φ(Q(X)) (mod pOF JXK)
which gives one direction of the statement.
Now suppose that (187) is satisfied. Then we have
(188)
( ∞∑
n=0
anX
n
)p
=
( ∞∑
n=0
φ(an)φ(X)
n
)(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
bnX
n
)
where bn ∈ pOF for all n ≥ 0. We show that an ∈ OF for all n ≥ 0, proceeding by induction
on n. By assumption, a0 = 1 and a1 ∈ OF . Now assume that a0, a1, . . . , an−1 ∈ OF and
n > 1. Note that since φ(X) ∈ XOF JXK, then we can write φ(X) = X(Xp−1+ g(X)) where
g(X) ∈ pOF JXK. Now comparing terms of degree at most n on both sides of (188), we have
(189) panX
n +
n−1∑
j=0
apjX
jp ≡
n∑
j=0
φ(aj)X
j(Xp−1 + g(X))j (mod (p, Xn+1)OF JXK).
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Since aj ∈ Rˆ for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, we have
φ(aj)X
j(Xp−1 + g(X))j ≡ apjXjp (mod pOF JXK)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Hence we can clear all terms indexed by 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 from both sides
of (190), and we get
(190) panX
n ≡ φ(an)Xn(Xp−1 + g(X))n ≡ φ(an)g(0)nXn (mod (p, Xn+1)OF JXK).
Since g(0)n ∈ pnOF , say g(0) = pnu, (190) implies
(191) an − φ(an)pn−1u ∈ OF .
Note that since φ : OF → OF , then |φ(an)| > |an|. Now since n > 1, we have
|φ(an)pn−1u| < |an|, and so (191) implies that an ∈ OF . This completes the induction.

Now we return to our proof of Lemma (4.8). Consider
qp
a
HT =
∞∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n ∈ OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K.
By (152), we have
(192) Oˆ+Y ,y = {f ∈ OˆY ,y : |f(y)| ≤ 1}.
So now to check that
(193) qp
a
HT =
∞∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K,
it suffices to show that the element
qp
a
HT (mod py) =
∞∑
n=0
an(y)(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n ∈ (OˆY ,y/py)Jq1/p
b
dR − 1K = LJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
is actually in the subring of integral power series, i.e.
qp
a
HT (mod py) =
∞∑
n=0
an(y)(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n ∈ OLJq1/p
b
dR − 1K,
where py is the prime ideal associated with (the equivalence class of valuations corresponding
to) y, since then we would have |an(y)| ≤ 1 for all n ≥ 0 and so by (192) we have an ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y
for all n ≥ 0.
Now we apply Lemma 4.10 to
φ =
(
1 0
0 p
)∗
, X = q
1/pb
dR − 1, Q(X) = qp
a
HT (mod py)
so that letting y′ = y ·
(
1 0
0 p
)−1
, φ : OˆY ,y → OˆY ,y′ induces a lifing of Frobenius on residue
fields φ : L→ L, and since φ∗(qpaHT − 1) = (qp
a
HT)
p − 1 we have
φ(X) = X((X + 1)p−1 + (X + 1)p−2 + . . .+ 1)
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and by Definition (178) and (152), the assumption (186) on
a1 = θ
(
dqHT
dq
1/pb
dR
)
y
= θ
(
dzHT
dzdR
pb
)
y
is satisfied. (Here, the subscript y denotes the image in the proe´tale stalk at y.) Hence, we
have (193). Now (181) follows from (162) and (193), after making the identification
Oˆ+U˜ss
pk−1/(p−1)
,y˜
= Oˆ+Y ,y.
Finally, (182) follows because Oˆ+Y ,y = lim←−nO
+
Y ,y/p
n, so reducing (181) modulo pn for every
n ∈ Z≥0, one sees that (181) extends to the p-adic completion. 
Corollary 4.12. In the situation of Lemma 4.8, we have
y2dR ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p] = Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p].
Proof. By (165), we have
y2dR ∈
dqp
a
dzdR
pb · OY ,y = q1/p
b
dR
dqp
a
dq
1/pb
dR
· O+Y ,y[1/p]
(181)⊂ q1/pbdR
dqp
a
dq
1/pb
dR
· OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p]
= OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p].
Here the last equality follows because clearly
q
1/pb
dR = 1 + (q
1/pb
dR − 1) ∈ OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
and
dqp
a
dq
1/pb
dR
∈ OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
by (193). 
4.2. The p-adic Maass-Shimura operator θjk in qdR-coordinates. Now we can rewrite
(126) as
δjk =
j∑
i=0
(
j + k − 1
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
1
(zdR − z¯)i
(
1
pb
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j−i
,(194)
and (131) as
θjk =
j∑
i=0
(
j + k − 1
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
1
(θ(zdR)− θ(z¯))i θ ◦
(
1
pb
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j−i
=
j∑
i=0
(
j + k − 1
i
)(
j
i
)
i!
(
−θ(ydR)
z
)i(
1
pb
)j−i
θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j−i
=
∞∑
i=0
ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)
z
)i(
1
pb
)j−i
θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j−i
(195)
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where the second equality follows from the p-adic Legendre relation (73), and
(196) ci(j) :=
{(
j+k−1
i
)(
j
i
)
i! i ≤ j
0 i > j
.
Note that ci(j) extends to a p-adic continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp → Zp. Here
Z ⊂ Z/(p− 1)× Zp
is embedded diagonally and is dense with respect to the p-adic topology (by the Chinese
remainder theorem).
Note that
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
has the following simple action on power series
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
( ∞∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n
)
=
∞∑
n=1
nanq
1/pb
dR (q
1/pb
dR − 1)n−1
where an ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y. In particular, on polynomials, we can write
d∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n =
d∑
n=0
bn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n
for appropriate bn, and hence(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j ( d∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n
)
=
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j ( d∑
n=0
bn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n)
=
d∑
n=0
nj
(
bnq
1/pb
dR
)n
.
Now endow OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K with the p-adic uniform convergence topology, i.e. the metric
topology induced by the “p-adic Gauss norm”∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n
∣∣∣∣∣ := supn |an|.
Note that this induces a stronger p-adic topology on the image of OˆY ,y
(182)⊂ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR −
1K[1/p], since the weakest topology on Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p] into which the p-adic topology
on OˆY ,y embeds is just the weakest topology which makes θ : Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p] ։ OˆY ,y
continuous, and open sets in this latter topology consists of sets which induce open sets on
the constant term (recall θ takes a power series F (q
1/pb
dR ) to its constant term). Hence in order
to show p-adic analytic properties of an element of F ∈ O∆,Y , y where y ∈ Y ss, it suffices to
show such properties for F (q
1/pb
dR ).
Lemma 4.13. Suppose f ∈ OˆY ,y = Oˆ+Y ,y[1/p]. Then under the inclusion (182), we have
(197) ykdRf ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p]
for any even integer k ≥ 0. The same conclusion also holds if p > 2 for any k ∈ Z≥0.
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Proof. By (182), we have
f ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y[1/p] ⊂ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p]
and by Corollary 4.12, we have
y2dR ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p].
If p > 2, then we can use the Taylor series expansion of y2dR to see that
ydR ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K[1/p].
The conclusion now immediately follows. 
From this lemma, we see that integral properties of modular forms from finite level are
somewhat preserved upon passing to finite level. Suppose now that w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y +) (where we
recall Y +/Z[1/n] is the Katz-Mazur model of Y/Q) is a normalized eigenform. Then since
Yx ։ Y and ωcan = s/ydR and s trivializes ω∆,Y(Yx), we can write
w|Yx = ykdRf · ω⊗kcan
where f ∈ OY(Yx). Recall b ∈ Q as in (178). Let
(ydRf)
♭(q
1/pb
dR ) ∈ OˆYxJq1/p
b
dR − 1K
denote the p-stabilization of ykdRf , which is
pr(ykdRf)
♭(q
1/pb
dR ) := p
r(ykdRf)(q
1/pb
dR )−
1
p
p−1∑
j=0
pr(ykdRf)(ζ
j
pq
1/pb
dR )
=
∞∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n −
1
p
p−1∑
j=0
∞∑
n=0
an(ζ
j
pq
1/pb
dR − 1)n.
(198)
Let r ∈ Q be minimal such that
(199) pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ) ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K,
where the subscript y, as usual, denotes the image in the stalk at y. The fact that such
r ∈ Q exists follows from Lemma 4.13 and the definition of the stabilization (198). (One
can in fact use Theorem 2.2 in order to get upper and lower bounds on r in terms of f and
k.) Now let
pr(ykdRf)y(q
1/pb
dR ) =
∞∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n
where an ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y.
Theorem 4.14. Let f, y, ydR be as above satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 4.13, and
(200) |θ(ydR)(y)pb/z(y)| < p1/p−1
for y.
Then the function Z→ Oˆ+Y ,y defined by
j 7→ (pbθk)j((ykdRf)♭y(q1/p
b
dR )),
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where the subscript y denotes the image in the stalk at y, extends to a continuous function
in j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp → OˆY ,y by defining
(201) (pbθk)
j((ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR )) := limm→∞
(pbθk)
jm((ykdRf)
♭
y(qdR))
where writing j =
∑∞
n=0 αnp
n uniquely with 0 ≤ αn ≤ p − 1, then jm =
∑m
n=0 αnp
n. (In
particular, this limit exists.)
Moreover, for any j0 ∈ Z≥0, we have
(202) lim
m→∞
(pbθk)
j0+(p−1)pm((ykdRf)y(q
1/pb
dR )) = (p
bθk)
j0((ykdRf)
♭(q
1/pb
dR )).
Proof. By (194), we have
(203) (pbδk)
j((ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR )) =
∞∑
i=0
ci(j)
(pb)i
(zdR − z¯)iy
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j−i
((ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))
for j ∈ Z≥0, where again the subscript y denotes the image in the stalk at y.
By (195), we have
(204) (pbθk)
j((ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR )) =
∞∑
i=0
ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)p
b
z
)i
y
θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j−i
((ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))
for j ∈ Z≥0. Note that since the q1/p
b
dR -expansion map (168) is injective and commutes with
derivations, it suffices to prove all statements on q
1/pb
dR -expansions.
First, note that for any polynomial
g(q
1/pb
dR ) =
d∑
n=0,p∤n
bn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n
∈ Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR ] = Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR − 1],
we have (
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
g(q
1/pb
dR ) =
d∑
n=0,p∤n
njbn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n
which, by Fermat’s little theorem, is a continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp →
Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR ] = Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR − 1], where Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR − 1] has the p-adic uniform convergence topol-
ogy. (Note that it is important that bn ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y for all 0 ≤ n ≤ d for this last assertion.)
In particular, writing (
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
g(q
1/pb
dR ) =
d∑
n=0,p∤n
cn,j(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n,
by the above discussion we see that each coefficient cn,j is a continuous function in j ∈
Z/(p− 1)× Zp → Oˆ+Y ,y.
Moreover, note that for a more general polynomial
h(q
1/pb
dR ) =
d∑
n=0
bn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n
∈ Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR ] = Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR − 1],
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we have (
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
h(q
1/pb
dR ) =
d∑
n=0
njbn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n
.
Letting j = j0 + (p− 1)pm for any j0 ∈ Z, we thus clearly see that
(205) lim
m→∞
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j0+pm(p−1)
=
d∑
n=0,p∤n
nj0bn
(
q
1/pb
dR
)n
.
We now need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.15. Let pr be as in (199) for (ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ). Each coefficient of
(206)
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))(q
1/pb
dR ) =:
∞∑
n=0
a0,n,j(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n,
where a0,n,j ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y, is a continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp → Oˆ+Y ,y.
Moreover, for any j0 ∈ Z, we have
(207) lim
m→∞
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j0+pm(p−1)
((ykdRf)y(q
1/pb
dR )) =
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j0
((ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR )).
Proof of Lemma 4.15. Note that since a0,n,j can be expressed recursively in terms of a0,n,j−1
and a0,n+1,j−1, then a0,n,j can be expressed entirely in terms of the coefficients a0,n,0, a0,n+1,0, . . . a0,n+j,0.
Hence for any N ≥ 0, there exists a polynomial truncation
(pr(ykdRf)
♭)(N)y (q
1/pb
dR ) =
N∑
n=0
an(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y[q1/p
b
dR − 1]
of (pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR ) such that letting
(208)
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
(pr(ykdRf)
♭)(N)y (q
1/pb
dR ) =
N∑
n=0
a
(N)
0,n,j(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n,
we have
a0,n,j = a
(N)
0,n,j
for all n + j ≤ N . By the previous paragraph, we know that each a(N)0,n,j is a continuous
function j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp → Oˆ+Y ,y. In particular, all the a(N)0,n,j’s patch together and
show that a0,n,j is continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp → Oˆ+Y ,y. Moreover, by the
uniform convergence of the coefficients from the previous paragraph, we have that (208) is
a continuous function in j, giving OˆY ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K the uniform convergence topology.
Now write for any j ∈ Z≥0(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
(ykdRf)y(qdR) =
∞∑
n=0
b0,n,j(q
1/pb
dR − 1)n.
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Then (207) follows by the same argument as above, expressing b0,n,j in terms of the coeffi-
cients b0,n,0, b0,n+1,0, . . . b0,n+j,0, then considering truncations b
(N)
0,n,j and using (205).

Fix any j0 ∈ Z≥0. By (203), we have(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
((pbδk)
j0(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR ))
=
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j ∞∑
i=0
ci(j0)
(pb)i
(zdR − z¯)iy
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j0−i
(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))

 .
(209)
Note that for all large i≫ 0, we have
ci(j)
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
(pb)i
(zdR − z¯)iy
= ci(j)
d
dzdR
(pb)i+1
(zdR − z¯)iy
= −ci(j) i(p
b)i+1
(zdR − z¯)i+1y
θ7→ −i ·
(
θ(ydR)p
b
z
)i+1
y
∈ Oˆ+Y ,y
(210)
where the last inclusion follows since
(211) ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)p
b
z
)
y
∈ Oˆ+Y ,y
for all large i ≫ 0; this follows from our assumption (200), the fact that i!|ci(j) for all
j ∈ Z≥0, |i!| becomes arbitrarily close to p1/p−1 as i→∞, and (152). In particular, one can
see from Lemma 4.15, (209) and (210) that
(212) θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)j
(((pbδk)
j0pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR )) = aj0,0,j
is a continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp → Oˆ+Y ,y. Now we can rewrite (204) as
(213) θjk+2j0((p
bδk)
j0(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR )) =
∞∑
i=0
ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)p
b
z
)i
y
aj0,0,j−i
where we see by the previous paragraph that each aj0,0,j−i is a continuous function in j ∈
Z/(p− 1)× Zp → OˆY ,y.
Now we show that the extension of j 7→ (pbθk)j(pr(ykdRf)♭y(q1/p
b
dR )) to j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp is
well-defined (i.e. the limit in (201) exists).
For this, given j =
∑∞
n=0 αnp
n ∈ Z/(p−1)×Zp where 0 ≤ αn ≤ p−1, let jm =
∑m
n=0 αnp
n.
Given any ǫ > 0, choose N > 0 such that |pN | < ǫ and such that
(214) |ajN ,n,x − ajN ,n,y| < ǫ
for any x, y ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp with |x− y| < pN and for all n ∈ Z≥0. For each individual n,
we can do this since Z/(p − 1) × Zp is compact and Z/(p − 1) × Zp ∋ x 7→ ajN ,0,x ∈ Oˆ+Y ,y
as in (212) are analytic and hence continuous, and hence uniformly continuous. The fact
that such N exists for all n ∈ Z≥0 simultaneously follows from the statement that (208) is a
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continuous function in j giving Oˆ+Y ,yJq1/p
b
dR − 1K the uniform convergence topology, which we
proved above.
Note that for all m > N , we have for any |x| ≤ |pN |,
(215) |ci(x)| ≤ |pN |, |ci(1− k + x)| ≤ |pN |
if i > 0, by Definition (196). Then we have for all m,m′ > N , since
|(pbθk)jm(pr(ykdRf)♭y(q1/p
b
dR ))− (pbθk)jm′ (pr(ykdRf)♭y(q1/p
b
dR ))|
= |θjm−jNk+2jN ◦ (pbδk)jN (pr(ykdRf)♭y(q
1/pb
dR ))− θjm′−jNk+2jN ◦ (pbδk)jN (pr(ykdRf)♭y(q
1/pb
dR ))|
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
i=0
ci(jm′ − jN )
(
−θ(ydR)
z
)i
y
θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)jm′−jN−i
((pbδk)
jN (pr(ykdRf)
♭)(q
1/pb
dR ))
−
∞∑
i=0
ci(jm − jN )
(
−θ(ydR)
z
)i
y
θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)jm−jN−i
((pbδk)
jN (pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR ))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
|jm−jN |≤|p|N ,(215)≤ max

|pN |,
∣∣∣∣∣∣θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)jm′−jN
((pbδk)
jN (pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR ))
−θ ◦
(
q
1/pb
dR d
dq
1/pb
dR
)jm−jN
((pbδk)
jN (pr(ykdRf)
♭
y)(q
1/pb
dR ))
∣∣∣∣∣∣


(214)
= max
(|pN |, ∣∣ajN ,0,jm′ − ajN ,0,jm∣∣) < ǫ.
(216)
So we have shown that {
(pbθk)
jm(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))
}
m∈Z≥0
is a Cauchy sequence in the p-adic topology. Now the statement that (201) exists follows
from the fact that OˆY ,y is p-adically complete.
We now show that the function defined by (201) is continuous in j ∈ Z/(p−1)×Zp → OˆY ,y.
Consider the sequence of truncations
(217) (pbθk)
j(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))
(N) =
N∑
i=0
ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)p
b
z
)i
y
a0,0,j−i
each of which is a continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp → Oˆ+Y ,y, since the a0,0,j−i as in
(212) are continuous.
We claim that the sequence (pbθk)
j(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR ))
(N) for N ∈ Z≥0 converges uni-
formly to (pbδk)
j(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR )) as a function in j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp → OˆY ,y, and hence
(pbδk)
j(pr(ykdRf)
♭
y(q
1/pb
dR )) is a continuous function in j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp → OˆY ,y by the
standard argument from analysis.
Let us now show the uniform convergence. Given j ∈ Z/(p−1)×Zp, suppose we are given
any ǫ > 0. Choose t ∈ Z≥0 so that |pt| < ǫ. Note that for all i ≥ pt
(218) ci(j) ∈ ptZp
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for all j ∈ Z/(p − 1)× Zp (since one sees from the definition of ci(j) that for every residue
class Zp/(p
t), ci(j) is divisible by some representative of that residue class). Then for all
N ≥ pt, we have
|(pbθk)j(pr(ykdRf)♭y(q1/p
b
dR ))− (pbθk)j(pr(ykdRf)♭y(q1/p
b
dR ))
(N)|
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=N
ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)p
b
z
)i
y
a0,0,j−i
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ max
N≤i<∞
(
ci(j)
(
−θ(ydR)p
b
z
)i
y
a0,0,j−i
)
(211),(212),(218),
≤ |pt| < ǫ.
This gives the desired uniform convergence.
Now (202) follows from (207) in Lemma 4.15 and the calculation (210).

5. The p-adic L-function and p-adic Waldspurger formula
In this section, let K be an imaginary quadratic field. We construct a one-variable p-adic
L-function for Rankin-Selberg families (w, χ−1), where f is an eigenform of weight k for
Γ1(N) and χ runs through central anticyclotomic characters of K. This will be done by ap-
plying Theorem (4.14) in the case where y is a supersingular CM point. We hence construct
a p-adic L-function, which is a continuous function on a space of p-adic Hecke characters (the
closure of p-adic central critical characters for f inside the space of functions A
×,(p∞)
K → OCp ,
where A
×,(p∞)
K is the group of ide`les prime to p∞, with the uniform convergence topology).
We use Theorem 3.54 to show that our p-adic L-function satisfies an “approximate interpo-
lation property”, namely that special values of our p-adic L-function are limits of algebraic
normalizations of central L-values L(w, χ−1, 0) := L((πw)K × χ−1, 1/2) as χ varies through
a sequence of central critical characters in the interpolation range.
We conclude by showing that in the case k = 2, a special value of our p-adic L-function
is equal to the evaluation at a certain Heegner point of the formal logarithm of a certain
differential in the same Hecke isotypic component away from p as that of f . We show that
if this special value is nonzero, then the Heegner point descends to a point of infinite order
in Af (K) for a GL2-type abelian variety Af attached to f . In particular, combined with the
approximate interpolation property described in the previous paragraph, this gives a new
criterion to produce a point of infinite order in Af (K), namely showing that a sequence of
central critical L-values has a non-zero limit. We make a few remarks on how this criterion
can be combined with a method (and some results) of Rubin in the case when f is congruent
modulo p with an Eisenstein series in order give new congruence criteria for producing points
of infinite order in Af (K).
5.1. Periods of supersingular CM points. Now fix an imaginary quadratic field K =
Q(
√−d), where d is squarefree, and with fundamental discriminant dK . Let O ⊂ OK be a
fixed suborder. Let H denote the ring class field over K associated with O.
Suppose that A/H is an elliptic curve with CM by O. For any field extension F/H , there
is a canonical algebraic splitting
(219) H1dR(A/F )
∼= H1,0(A/F )⊕H0,1(A/F ) = Ω1A/F ⊕ (Ω1A/F )∗
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of the Hodge-de Rham sequence
0→ H1,0(A/F ) = Ω1A/F → H1dR(A/F )→ H0,1(A/F ) = (Ω1A/F )∗ → 0
given by the action of O: for γ ∈ O = End(A/F ), γ∗ acts on H1dR(A/F ) as multiplication
by γ on H1,0(A/F ) and as multiplication by γ on H0,1(A/F ). In fact, for any integral model
A/OF the O-action also induces an algebraic splitting
(220) H1dR(A/F )
∼= H1,0(A/OF )⊕H0,1(A/OF ) = Ω1A/OF ⊕ (Ω1A/OF )∗
of the Hodge filtration:
(221) 0→ H1,0(A/OF ) = Ω1A/OF → H1dR(A/OF )→ H0,1(A/OF ) = (Ω1A/OF )∗ → 0.
By virtue of it splitting the Hodge filtration, this splitting is also compatible with Poincare´
duality, that is, under the specialization of the Poincare´ pairing (i.e. the de Rham cup
product)
H1dR(A/OF )×H1dR(A/OF )→ OF
we have that H1,0(A/OF ) = Ω1A/OF and H0,1(A/OF ) are dual.
Moreover, recall the integral Hodge-Tate complex as recalled in Theorem 2.2
0→ Lie(A/OCp)(1)
(HTA)
∨(1)→ TpA⊗Zp OCp HTA−−→H1,0(A/OF )⊗OF OCp
= Ω1A/OCp → 0.
(222)
Consider (A, α) ∈ Y(Cp,OCp) for any p∞-level structure α : Z⊕2p ∼−→ TpA. Specializing
Proposition 3.29 to to (A, α), we have an injective map
(223) Ω1A/F ⊂ Ω1A/F ⊗F O∆,Y(A, α)
ιdR(A,α)⊂ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)
θ
։ TpA⊗Zp Cp
whose composition with the natural map TpA ⊗Zp Cp HTA−−→ Ω1A/Cp is the natural inclusion
Ω1A/F ⊂ Ω1A/Cp . The next proposition gives more information on (223) in the case where A
has complex multiplication.
Proposition 5.1. For an elliptic curve A with CM by some O ⊂ OK, the map (223) factors
through an injective map
Ω1A/OF →֒ TpA⊗Zp OCp .
As a result, the map
HTA : TpA⊗Zp OCp → Ω1A/OCp
from (222) is surjective. Furthermore, if |z(A, α)| ≥ 1, then
s(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OCp
is a generator.
Proof. Recall our map
θ : O∆,Y(A, α)
θ
։ OˆY(A, α) = Cp.
Let
O∆,Y(A, α)+ := θ−1(OCp).
Then the first part of the statement follows if we can show that
ιdR(A, α)(Ω
1
A/OF ) ⊂ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+.
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From (220), we have a subspace H0,1(A/OF ) ⊂ H1dR(A/OF ) with orthogonal complement
Ω1A/OF under the de Rham cup product on H
1
dR(A/OF ). For brevity, for the rest of the proof
of the Proposition, denote the specialization of t(A, α) of t ∈ B+dR(Y) simply by t = t(A, α).
Recall that by Proposition 3.17, we have that the de Rham cup product composed with
ιdR(A, α) coincides with t
−1 times the Weil pairing 〈·, ·〉 · t−1. Hence
H0,1(A/OF )(1)⊗OF O∆,Y(A, α),
being the t times the Poincare´ dual of Ω1A/OF ⊗OF O∆,Y(A, α), viewed naturally via ιdR(A, α)
as a subspace of TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α), is identified with the dual of
ιdR(A, α)(Ω
1
A/OF ⊗OF O∆,Y(A, α))
under the twisted Weil pairing 〈·, ·〉·t−1. By the p-adic Legendre relation (73) and Proposition
2.3, this dual subspace is the Hodge-Tate filtration
H0,1(A)⊗OY O∆,Y(A, α)
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α).
In summary, we have a natural identification
(224)
H0,1(A/OF )(1)⊗OF O∆,Y(A, α) = H0,1(A)⊗OY O∆,Y(A, α)
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)
which identifies this subspace with the dual of ιdR(A, α)(Ω
1
A/OF ⊗OF O∆,Y(A, α)) under the
twisted Weil pairing 〈·, ·〉·t−1. Tensoring with⊗O∆,Y (A,α) (O∆,Y(A, α)/(ker θ)) = ⊗O∆,Y (A,α)Cp,
we get the natural inclusion
(225) H0,1(A/OF )(1) →֒ H0,1(A/OF )(1)⊗OF Cp = Lie(A/Cp)(1)
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp Cp.
On the other hand, we have from the second arrow in (222) that
Lie(A/OCp)(1)
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp OCp
and so (225) factors as
H0,1(A/OF )(1) ⊂ Lie(A/OCp)(1)
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp OCp.
Hence, in turn we see that (224) factors through
(226) H0,1(A/OF )(1)
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+.
By the above discussion, the Weil pairing gives a duality
〈·, ·〉 · t−1 : (TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+)(−1)× (TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+)→ O∆,Y(A, α)+
compatible under ιdR(A, α) with Poincare´ duality. Hence we see from (226) that the Poincare´
dual Ω1A/OF of the subspace
H0,1(A/OF )
(HTA)
∨(1)→֒ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+
is mapped into
TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+
by ιdR(A, α); in other words,
ιdR(A, α)(Ω
1
A/OF ) ⊂ TpA⊗Zp O∆,Y(A, α)+
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which is what we wanted to show.
For the second part of the Proposition, recall that
HTA ◦ (223) = id,
and so from the first part of the Proposition, we have that
Ω1A/OF →֒ TpA⊗Zp OCp
HTA−−→ Ω1A/OCp
is the natural inclusion. Extending by ⊗OFOCp-linearity, we see that
Ω1A/OCp →֒ TpA⊗Zp OCp
HTA−−→ Ω1A/OCp
is the identity. In particular, the second arrow is surjective.
For the final claim, suppose that |z(A, α)| ≥ 1. Recall that s(A, α) = HTA(α2) ∈ Ω1A/OCp ,
and that
HTA(α1) = HTA(α2)/z(A, α) = 1/z(A, α) · s(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OCp .
Since 1/z(A, α) ∈ OCp , we see that s(A, α) generates the image of
HTA : TpA⊗Zp OCp → Ω1A/OCp .
But by the previous part of the Proposition, HTA is surjective, and so s(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OCp is a
generator.

Corollary 5.2. Let y = (A, α) ∈ Y(Cp,OCp) be a CM point (i.e. A is an elliptic curve with
CM by some order O ⊂ OK). In the notation of Definition 3.48 and (178) for y, we have
|pbθ(Ωp(A, α))2| = 1.
Proof. Let ω0 ∈ Ω1A/OQ be an integral generator as in Definition 3.48. From (165), we have
(227)
ω⊗20
θ(Ωp(A, α))2
= ωcan(A, α)
⊗2 =
s(A, α)
ydR(A, α)2
σ7→ pb · 1
pb
θ
(
dqdR
dqpa
)
(A, α)⊗ dqpa(A, α).
By (156), we have that dqp
q
(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OCp is an integral generator, and by (178), we have
that ∣∣∣∣ 1pb θ
(
dqdR
dqpa
)
(A, α)
∣∣∣∣ = 1,
and so
ω′0 :=
1
pb
θ
(
dqdR
dqpa
)
(A, α) · dqpa(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OCp
is also an integral generator. Hence from (227), we have
ω0 = p
bθ(Ωp(A, α))
2 · ω′0.
Since ω0 and ω
′
0 are integral generators, we have that
|pbθ(Ωp(A, α))2| = 1
as desired. 
Using Proposition 5.1, we now analyze the Hodge-Tate, de Rham and Ωp periods of points
in C(O). We first deal with the case where p is ramified in K.
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Proposition 5.3. Suppose p is ramified in K. Then suppose A is an elliptic curve with
CM by O ⊂ OK , say O = Z + cOK with c ∈ Z>0. Then there is a p∞-level structure
α : Z⊕2p
∼−→ TpA such that z(A, α), zdR(A, α) ∈ Kp, and
z(A, α) = −1/(c√−d), zdR(A, α) = 1/(c
√−d), θ(ydR)(A, α) = −1/2.
Furthermore, if p > 2, we have that b = 0 as defined in (178) for y = (A, α) ∈ Y(Cp,OCp),
and
|θ(Ωp(A, α))| = 1
for Ωp(A, α) as defined in Definition 3.48.
Proof. Consider the element c
√−d ∈ OK , and let [c
√−d] ∈ End(A/H) denote the corre-
sponding endomorphism. Note that the composition
A
[c
√−d]−−−−→ A [c
√−d]−−−−→ A
is simply multiplication by −c2d. Hence the composition of the induced maps on Tate
modules
TpA
[c
√−d]−−−−→ TpA [c
√−d]−−−−→ TpA
is also multiplication by −c2d. We can thus choose a level structure α : Z⊕2p ∼−→ TpA such
that (e1, e2) is a rational canonical basis for [c
√−d] and the induced linear map
Z⊕2p
α−→
∼
TpA
[c
√−d]−−−−→ TpA α
−1−−→
∼
Z⊕2p
is the matrix
[c
√−d] =
(
0 1
−c2d 0
)
∈ GL2(Qp).
For this choice of α, we have by (35) and (91)
[c
√−d]∗z(A, α) = −1/(c2d · z(A, α)), [c√−d]∗zdR(A, α) = −1/(c2d · zdR(A, α)).
(228)
On the other hand, by the discussion at the beginning of the section, we have
[c
√−d]∗z(A, α) = z(A, α), [c√−d]∗zdR(A, α) = zdR(A, α).(229)
Hence from (228) and (229), we have
(230) z(A, α) = ±1/(c√−d), −xdR(A, α)/ydR(A, α) = zdR(A, α) = ±1/(c
√−d).
Now from the p-adic Legendre relation (73) and (60), we have
±ydR(A, α) + ydR(A, α) = ±xdR(A, α) · c
√−d+ ydR(A, α)
= xdR(A, α)/z(A, α) + ydR(A, α) = t(A, α)
(231)
and where the precise sign in ± in (231) is the same sign for which
z(A, α) = ±zdR(A, α)
holds. Since t(A, α) 6= 0 (since t(A, α) generates Fil1B+dR), we thus have
z(A, α) = −zdR(A, α) = ±1/(c
√−d)
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and
xdR(A, α)/t(A, α) = ±1/(2c
√−d), ydR(A, α)/t(A, α) = ±1/2.
Now the first part of the statement follows upon noting that θ(ydR/t) = θ(ydR).
Now suppose that p > 2. Since by the first part of the Proposition we have |z(A, α)| =
|1/(c√−d)| ≥ 1, then by Propositon (5.1) we have that s(A, α) ∈ ΩA/OCp is a generator.
Hence by (167), we have
|θ(ydR(A, α))2| ·
∣∣∣∣θ
(
dzdR
dz
)
(A, α)
∣∣∣∣ = 1.
Since we have shown |θ(ydR(A, α))| = |1/2| = 1, then this implies that∣∣∣∣θ
(
dzdR
dz
)
(A, α)
∣∣∣∣ = 1
and so b = 0 as in Definition (178). Now that |θ(Ωp(A, α))| = 1 follows from Definition 3.48,
since ωcan(A, α) = s(A, α)/ydR(A, α)
2, |ydR(A, α)| = |1/2| = 1.

To deal with the p inert in K case, we need to recall another result on canonical subgroups.
For an abelian variety A over OCp , let Ha(A) denote the Hasse invariant, truncated so that
|Ha(A)| ∈ [1/p, 1].
Proposition 5.4 (Theorem 4.2.5 of [11], see also p. 2 of [10]). Suppose A is an elliptic curve.
Then A admits a canonical subgroup (of order pn) if and only if |Ha(A)| > p−1/pn−2(p+1).
Proposition 5.5. Suppose p is inert in K. Then suppose A is an elliptic curve with CM by
OK . Then for any p∞-level structure α : Z⊕2p ∼−→ TpA, we have z(A, α), zdR(A, α) ∈ Kp, and
|z(A, α)| = 1, |zdR(A, α)| = 1, |θ(ydR(A, α))| = |θ(ydR(A, α))| = 1.
In fact z(A, α), zdR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp. Furthermore we have b = 0 as defined in (178) for y =
(A, α) ∈ Y(Cp,OCp), and
|θ(Ωp(A, α))| = 1
for Ωp(A, α) as defined in Definition 3.48. Moreover, for any two choices (A, α), (A, α
′) of
points of Y(Cp,OCp) above (A) ∈ Y (F,OF ), we have that
θ(Ωp)(A, α)/θ(Ωp)(A, α
′) ∈ O×Kp.
Proof. Since p is inert in K, by Deuring’s theorem A is supersingular and so |Ha(A)| < 1.
Since Ha(A) ∈ Kp, its p-adic valuation is an integral power of p, and so |Ha(A)| = 1/p. Now
by Proposition 5.4, we have that A does not have a canonical subgroup. Hence, by Lemma
4.9, |z(A, α)| ≤ pp/(p2−1) for any p∞-level structure α on A.
By the discussion at the beginning of this section, the Hodge-Tate sequence splits over
Kp. Hence, for any α, we have
α1 + 1/z(A, α)α2 = s
−1(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OKp ⊂ TpA⊗Zp OKp
α−1−−→ O⊕2Kp .
Hence z(A, α) ∈ Kp. In fact, by [17, Theorem 1.2 (2)], we have
(232) Kp = Qp(z(A, α)).
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In particular |z(A, α)| is an integral power of p, and so the previous paragraph implies that
|z(A, α)| ≤ 1. Since this holds for all (A, α), repeating the argument with (A, α) ·
(
0 1
1 0
)
and using the fact that
z
(
(A, α) ·
(
0 1
1 0
))
= 1/z(A, α),
we also obtain |z(A, α)| ≤ 1, so in all we have |z(A, α)| = 1.
Recall that for any field extension F/H , complex conjugation switches the H1,0(A/F ) and
H0,1(A/F ) pieces of H1dR(A/F ). Let α
c : Z⊕2p
∼−→ TpA denote the p∞-level structure obtained
from applying c to α (note that αc is well-defined since all the p-power torsion points of A/F
are defined over Q), and let
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp)
such that α · γ = αc. By the above discussion c switches the lines given by the Hodge and
Hodge-Tate filtrations, and hence we have
(233) zdR(A, α) = z(A, α
c)c =
dz(A, α)c + b
cz(A, α)c + a
which implies
(234) zdR(A, α) ∈ Kp.
From (233), we have
(235) |zdR(A, α)| = |dz(A, α)
c + b|
|cz(A, α)c + a| .
From (232), since |z(A, α)| = 1 we see that z(A, α) (mod p) generates the residue field Fp2
of OKp over Fp, and hence the same is true for z(A, α)c. Hence,
dz(A, α)c + b, cz(A, α)c + a 6≡ 0 (mod p)
and thus (235) implies that |zdR(A, α)| = 1. Hence in all, z(A, α), zdR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp.
Note that since |z(A, α)| = 1, then (A, α) ∈ Yx. By the p-adic Legendre relation (73), we
have
(236) ydR(A, α) =
z(A, α)
z(A, α)− zdR(A, α) .
Since on the special fiber A ⊗OKp OKp/pOKp, the ±1 eigenspaces of the CM action O =
End(A/H) are linearly independent (i.e. the lines on which O acts through multiplication
and the complex conjugation of multiplication, respectively, are linearly independent), then
we must have
z(A, α) 6≡ zdR(A, α) (mod pOKp)
and so
z(A, α)− zdR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp .
Hence, by (236), we have
(237) ydR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp.
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Now since zdR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp , then
−xdR(A, α)/ydR(A, α) = zdR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp.
Hence, by (237), we have;
(238) xdR(A, α) ∈ O×Kp.
For the second part of the Proposition, note that since |z(A, α)| = 1 from the first part of
the Proposition, then by Proposition 5.1, s(A, α) ∈ ΩA/OCp is a generator. Hence by (167),
we have that
|θ(ydR(A, α))2| ·
∣∣∣∣θ
(
dzdR
dz
)
(A, α)
∣∣∣∣ = 1.
Since we have shown |θ(ydR(A, α))| = 1, then this implies∣∣∣∣θ
(
dzdR
dz
)
(A, α)
∣∣∣∣ = 1
and so b = 0 as in Definition (178). Now that |θ(Ωp(A, α))| = 1 follows from Definition 3.48
since ωcan(A, α) = s(A, α)/ydR(A, α)
2, |ydR(A, α)| = 1 and s(A, α) ∈ Ω1A/OKp is a generator.
Finally, we show that given any two choices α, α′ of p∞-level structure, we have
(239) θ(Ωp)(A, α)/θ(Ωp)(A, α
′) ∈ O×Kp.
We can write
(A, α′) =
(
a b
c d
)
for some (
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp).
Recall from 3.26 that
ωcan((A, α
′)) = (bc− ad)(czdR((A, α)) + a)−1 · ωcan((A, α)),
whereas for ω0 ∈ Ω1A/F as in Definition 3.48,
ω0 = ω0((A, α)) = ω0((A, α
′)).
So now from Definition 3.48, we see that
Ωp((A, α
′)) = (bc− ad)−1(czdR((A, α)) + a) · Ωp((A, α))
which implies
θp(Ωp)((A, α
′)) = (bc− ad)−1(cθ(zdR)((A, α)) + a) · θ(Ωp)((A, α)).
From (234) we see that zdR((A, α)) ∈ Kp and so θ(zdR)((A, α)) ∈ Kp (since Kp ⊂ B+dR
θ
։ Cp
is the natural inclusion). Hence θ(Ωp)((A, α))/θ(Ωp)((A, α
′)) ∈ Kp. Now from Corollary 5.2
and (239) we have
|θ(Ωp)((A, α))| = |θ(Ωp)((A, α′))|.
This, combined with θ(Ωp)(y)/θ(Ωp)(y
′) ∈ Kp implies θ(Ωp)(y)/θ(Ωp)(y′) ∈ O×Kp. Now we
are done.

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5.2. The supersingular CM torus. In this section, we study the geometry of the super-
singular CM torus at infinite level, as well as properties of its periods in order to show that
Corollary (4.14) applies to y in this locus.
Consider orders Of = Z+ fOK ⊂ OK ⊂ K, where K = Q(
√−d) with d > 0 squarefree is
an imaginary quadratic field in which p is inert or ramified, let dK denote the fundamental
discriminant ofK/Q, and let p ⊂ OK denote the prime ideal above p. Suppose that conductor
c of Oc is prime to p. Let Kp denote the p-adic completion of K (under the embedding
ip : Q →֒ Qp from (21)). Let Cℓ(Oc) denote the class group of K.
For the rest of this section, assume the Heegner hypothesis for N , namely
for each prime ℓ|N , we have ℓ is split or ramified in K, and if ℓ2|N then ℓ is split in K.
Let
(240) ε =
{
0 p inert in K
1 p ramified in K.
Then Npε also satisfies the Heegner hypothesis. (Recall that we assumed p ∤ N .)
Let Zˆ :=
∏
ℓ<∞ Zℓ. Let Kn(Np
ε) ⊂M2(Zˆ) be the order
Kn(Np
ε) =
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ M2(Zˆ) : b ≡ 0 (mod pnZˆ),
c ≡ 0 (mod pn+εNZˆ), d ≡ 1 (mod pnZˆ)
}
.
Let α, β ∈ Z such that α2 − 4Npεβ = c2dK . Fix an embedding
(241) i : AK →֒ M2(AQ)
given at a place v of K for xv + yv
c2dK+c
√
dK
2
∈ Kv, where xv, yv ∈ Qℓ and ℓ is the prime
below v, by
xv 7→
(
xv 0
0 xv
)
, yv
c2dK + c
√
dK
2
7→ yv ·
(
c2dK+α
2
−1
Npεβ c
2dK−α
2
)
so that K ∩K0(Npε) = Oˆc = Oc ⊗Z Zˆ, and more generally
K ∩Kn(Npε) = Oˆc × (1 + pnpεOKp).
Note that (241) also gives rise to an embedding of algebraic groups over Q,
ResK/QGm →֒ GL2/Q.
Let Yn := Y (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(pε) ∩ Γ(pn)), and let us briefly once more consider Yn as an
algebraic scheme (and not its associated adic space). In particular, Y0 = Y (Γ0(p
ε)). Let
Kn(Np
ε)× := (Kn(Npε) ∩GL2(AQ)) ⊂ GL2(AQ)
denote the open compact subgroup corresponding to Γ1(N)∩Γ(pn). Recall the uniformization
Yn(C) = GL2(Q)\H± ×GL2(AQ,f)/Kn(Npε)×
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with Hecke action GL2(AQ,f) given by right multiplication. Let Cn(Oc) denote the scheme
consisting of points with CM by an order Oc ⊂ OK and pnpε-level structure, so that as a
complex space we have
Cn(Oc)(C) := K×\A×K,f/
(
Oˆ×c × (1 + pnpεOKp)
)
.
Then Cn(Oc) is a scheme defined over Q, where the right action A×K,f ⊂ GL2(AQ,f) is given
by the Hecke action. For simplicity, denote C0(Oc) = C(Oc).
Then the embedding (241) induces an embedding
OKp →֒M2(Zp)
and hence
O×Kp →֒ GL2(Zp)
so that we may view Cn(Oc) ⊂ Yn as a subscheme. Recall that the main theorem of
complex multiplication says that every point of Cn(Oc)(K) is defined over the maximal
abelian extension Kab of K, and that the Galois action Gal(Kab/K) is given by the action
of A×K →֒ GL2(AQ) under the reciprocity law. Now viewing Cn(Oc) and Yn once more as
adic spaces over Spa(Qp,Zp), define an object C(Oc) ∈ C(Oc)proe´t by
C(Oc) = lim←−
n
Cn(Oc) ⊂ lim←−
n
Yn = Y ,
so that the Galois group of any geometric fiber of C(Oc)→ C(Oc) is O×Kp if p is inert in K,
and is 1 + pOKp if p is ramified in K, viewed naturally inside the Galois group Gal(Y/Y ) =
GL2(Zp) via the embedding (241) above. By construction, we see that C(Oc) ⊂ Y is a closed
adic subspace.
Proposition 5.6. The Hodge-Tate, Hodge-de Rham, and θ(ydR) periods of all points y ∈
C(Oc)(Kp,OKp) all have the same p-adic valuation.
In other words, given any y, y′ ∈ C(Oc)(Kp,OKp) as above, we have
z(y)/z(y′), zdR(y)/zdR(y′), θ(ydR)(y)/θ(ydR)(y′) ∈ O×Kp
and so in particular
|z(y)| = |z(y′)|, |zdR(y)| = |zdR(y′)|, |θ(ydR)(y)| = |θ(ydR)(y′)|.
In fact, we have z(y), zdR(y) ∈ Kp for all y ∈ C(Oc)(Kp,OKp), as well as
|z(y)| =
{
1 p inert in K
|1/(c√−d)| p ramified in K , |zdR(y)| =
{
1 p inert in K
|1/(c√−d)| p ramified in K ,
|θ(ydR)(y)| =
{
1 p inert in K
|1/2| p ramified in K .
(242)
Moreover, we have that the numbers a, b ∈ Q defined as in (156) and (178), as well as the
p-adic absolute value |θ(Ωp)(y)|, are the same for any y ∈ C(Oc)(Kp,OKp). In fact, for any
y, y′ ∈ C(Oc)(Kp,OKp) we have
θ(Ωp)(y)/θ(Ωp)(y
′) ∈ O×Kp.
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If p > 2 or p is inert, we further have b = 0 and |θ(Ωp)(y)| = 1 for any y ∈ C(Oc)(Kp,OKp).
Proof. Note that the GL2(Qp)-action on Y than the action of the local Hecke algebra
GL2(Qp) ⊂ GL2(AQ). As discussed in the beginning of this section, using the embed-
ding i : A×K →֒ GL2(AQ) from (241), the A×K-action on C(Oc) acts through the Hecke action,
and by the main theorem of complex multiplication this coincides with the Artin reciprocity
map. This action of A×K hence factors through the ray class group (over K of conductor p
∞)
(243) K×\A×K/(
∏
v<∞,v∤p
O×Kv · C×),
which acts simply transitively on C(Oc), and O×Kp acts simply transitively on any geometric
fiber of C(Oc)→ C(Oc) (and can be identified as the Galois group of any geometric fiber in
C(Oc)→ C(Oc)).
Now we can view (243) as
Cℓ(Oc)O×Kp
and through the Hecke (i.e. GL2(Qp))-action this acts simply transitively on the sublocus
C(Oc)(Kp,OKp). Now the representatives of Cℓ(Oc) can be chosen to be units at p, and
so these representatives act trivially through the GL2(Qp)-action and hence do not affect
Hodge-Tate periods. So now to prove the Lemma, it suffices to show that for any single
y ∈ C(Oc)(Kp,OKp) and any g ∈ O×Kp
i⊂ GL2(Zp), that
|z(y · γ)| = |z(y)|, |zdR(y · γ)| = |zdR(y)|, |θ(ydR(y · γ)| = |θ(ydR)(y)|.
For this, when p is inert in K fix any point y = (A, α) ∈ C(Kp,OKp). When p is ramified,
let y = (A, α) be as in Proposition 5.3; the projection of y along Y → Y (Γ1(N) ∩ Γ0(N))
gives rise to a point (A, t, A[p]) (i.e. a point in C(Oc)(Kp,OKp)) because α was chosen to
be a rational canonical basis for the endomorphism c
√−d ∈ Oc = End(A/F ) = End(Aˆ/F ),
the kernel of which is A[p]. Then by Propositons 5.3 and 5.5, we have
|z(y)| =
{
1 p inert in K
|1/(c√−d)| p ramified in K , zdR(y)| =
{
1 p inert in K
|1/(c√−d)| p ramified in K ,
|θ(ydR(y))| =
{
1 p inert in K
|1/2| p ramified in K .
(244)
If p is inert in K, then y · γ for any γ ∈ O×Kp also falls under the purview of Proposition
5.5, and so we have that y · γ satisfies the same equations (244) as y and the ratios of all
the relevant periods associated with y and y · γ are in O×Kp and so we are done with the first
part of the Proposition in this case.
If p is ramified in K, then since γ ∈ (O×Kp ∩ Γ0(p)) = 1 + pOKp ⊂ GL2(Zp) is induced by
(241), we have
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
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for some a, b, c, d ∈ Zp necessarily with a ∈ Z×p (in order for γ to have determinant in Z×p )
and c ∈ pZp. Hence by (35), (91) and (64) we have
z(y · γ) = dz(y) + b
cz(y) + a
, zdR(y · γ) = dzdR(y) + b
czdR(y) + a
,
θ(ydR)(y · γ) = (cθ(zdR)(y) + a)(bθ(z)−1(y) + d)(bc− ad)−1θ(ydR)(y).
(245)
Moreover, since a ∈ Z×p and c ∈ pZp we have
|dz(y) + b| = |z(y)|, |cz(y) + a| = 1, |dzdR(y) + b| = |zdR(y)|, |czdR(y) + a| = 1
|cθ(zdR(y) + a| = 1, |bθ(z)−1(y) + d| = 1, |(bc− ad)| = 1.
and so
|z(y · γ)| =
∣∣∣∣dz(y) + bcz(y) + a
∣∣∣∣ = |z(y)|, |zdR(y · γ)| =
∣∣∣∣dzdR(y) + bczdR(y) + a
∣∣∣∣ = |zdR(y)|,
|θ(ydR)(y · γ)| = |(cθ(zdR)(y) + a)(bθ(z)−1(y) + d)(bc− ad)−1θ(ydR)(y)| = |θ(ydR(y))|.
(246)
Recall from Proposition 5.3 that we have z(y), zdR(y), θ(ydR)(y) ∈ K×p . From (245) we see
that z(y · γ), zdR(y · γ), θ(ydR)(y · γ) ∈ Kp and furthermore from (246) we see that
z(y)/z(y · γ), zdR(y)/zdR(y · γ), θ(ydR)(y)/θ(ydR)(y · γ) ∈ O×Kp
and so we have proven the first part of the Proposition in the ramified case.
Now we prove the second part of the Proposition. Letting y′ = (A, α) as before, we have
by the above that |zHT(y′)| = |z(y)|, |zdR(y′)| = |zdR(y)|, |θ(ydR)(y′)| = |θ(ydR)(y)| for all
y′ ∈ C(Oc)(Kabp ,OabKp). Now applying the same arguments as in the proofs of the last parts
of Propositions 5.3 and 5.5, we have proven the statement on a, b.
Now we address the periods θ(Ωp)(y). Letting y
′ = y · γ as above, from Definition 3.26,
we see that
ωcan(y
′) = (bc− ad)(czdR(y) + a)−1 · ωcan(y),
whereas for ω0 ∈ Ω1A/F as in Definition 3.48,
ω0 = ω0(y) = ω0(y
′).
So now from Definition 3.48, we see that
Ωp(y
′) = (bc− ad)−1(czdR(y) + a) · Ωp(y)
which implies
θp(Ωp)(y
′) = (bc− ad)−1(cθ(zdR)(y) + a) · θ(Ωp)(y).
Again, from (the proofs of) Propositions 5.3 and 5.5 we see that zdR(y) ∈ Kp and so
θ(zdR)(y) ∈ Kp (since Kp ⊂ B+dR
θ
։ Cp is the natural inclusion). Hence θ(Ωp)(y)/θ(Ωp)(y
′) ∈
Kp. Now from Corollary 5.2 and the previous paragraph we have
|θ(Ωp)(y)| = |θ(Ωp)(y′)|.
This, combined with θ(Ωp)(y)/θ(Ωp)(y
′) ∈ Kp implies θ(Ωp)(y)/θ(Ωp)(y′) ∈ O×Kp. Now we
are done. 
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5.3. Weights. In this section, we slightly refine our study of the notion of weights for the
operator (pbθk)
jf (for b as in (178)), and apply it restrictions of sections to the closed adic
subspaces V ⊂ Yx of the open affinoid subdomain Yx of Y . Recall our fixed embedding
K →֒ M2(Q) from (241), which induces an embedding OKp →֒ M2(Zp) and O×Kp →֒ GL2(Zp)
in the case when p > 2 or p is not inert in K. In particular, one sees by the proof of
Proposition 5.6 that for such embeddings, we have
(247) |czdR(y) + a| = 1
for any (
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp)
with Γ = 1 + pOKp when p is ramified in K, and Γ = O×Kp when p is inert in K.
Given a closed immersion of adic spaces
i : V →֒ Yx,
let OV denote the proe´tale structure sheaf on the adic space V, with p-adic completion OˆV .
Henceforth, denote
OˆYx |V := i−1OˆV
the restriction of OˆYx to V.
Note that since Y ss ⊂ Y is an open affinoid subdomain, then Yord ⊂ Y is a closed adic
subspace, and so Yordx := Yx ∩ Yord ⊂ Yx is a closed adic subspace of Yx.
Definition 5.7. Let Γ ⊂ GL1(OKp) = O×Kp ⊂ GL2(Zp), where V ⊂ Yx is an affinoid open
or closed adic subspace, be a subgroup such that V · Γ = Γ. A section F ∈ OˆYx |V if V ⊂ Yx
is closed and OYx(V) if V is open is said to have weight k for Γ on V if(
a b
c d
)∗
F = (ad− bc)−k(cθ(zdR)|V + a)kF
for all
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ.
Remark 5.8. Note that if F ∈ O∆,Y(Yx) is of weight k in the sense of Definition 3.45 for
any subgroup Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp), so that Y ss · Γ = Y ss, then θ(F ) ∈ Oˆ(Y ss) is of weight k on Y ss
for Γ in the sense of Definition 5.7. Moreover, if V · Γ = V then θ(F )|V has weight k for Γ
on V.
Proposition 5.9. Suppose F ∈ O∆,Y(Yx) has weight k for Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp) in the sense of
Definition 3.45, and suppose V · Γ = V. Then for any j ∈ Z≥0, θjkF |V has weight k + 2j for
Γ on V.
Proof. This follows immediately from Remark 5.8 and by Proposition 3.53.

Proposition 5.10. Suppose that F has weight k on Yx for a subgroup Γ ⊂ GL2(Zp) as
defined in Definition 3.45, and let V ⊂ Y be an open affinoid subdomain or closed adic
subspace V · Γ = V. Then the limit
lim
m→∞
θ
j0+(p−1)pm
k F |V
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exists for j0 ∈ Z, then it has weight k + 2j0 for Γ on V.
Proof. Note first that |cθ(zdR) + a| = 1 by (247), and so
lim
m→∞
(cθ(zdR) + a)
j0+2(j0+(p−1)pm) = (cθ(zdR) + a)
k+2j0.
For any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ, we compute, using Proposition 5.9, that
(
a b
c d
)∗
lim
m→∞
θ
j0+(p−1)pm
k F |V
= lim
m→∞
(
a b
c d
)∗
θ
j0+(p−1)pm
k F |V
= lim
m→∞
(ad− bc)k+2(j0+(p−1)pm)(cθ(zdR) + a)j0+2(j0+(p−1)pm)θj0+(p−1)p
m
k F |V
= lim
m→∞
(ad− bc)k+2(j0+(p−1)pm) lim
m→∞
(cθ(zdR) + a)
j0+2(j0+(p−1)pm) lim
m→∞
θ
j0+(p−1)pm
k F |V
= (ad− bc)k+2a(cθ(zdR) + a)k+2j0 lim
m→∞
θ
j0+(p−1)pm
k F |V .

5.4. Construction of the p-adic L-function. In this section, we construct our 1-variable
anticyclotomic p-adic L-function attached to a given normalized eigenform (i.e. newform
or normalized Eisenstein series). Again let w ∈ ω⊗kA (Y ) correspond to a normalized new
eigenform of level Γ1(N) and weight k (where k ≥ 0 is an integer) and of nebentype ǫ, as
in the statement of Theorem 3.54. Note then that letting Nǫ denote the conductor of ǫ, we
have Nǫ|N .
5.5. Preliminaries for the construction. Retaining the notation of the previous section,
let K/Q denote an imaginary quadratic field with K = Q(
√−d) and d > 0 squarefree.
Henceforth let dK denote the fundamental discriminant of K. We will make the following
Heegner hypothesis for N , namely
for each prime ℓ|N , we have ℓ is split or ramified in K, and if ℓ2|N then ℓ is split in K.
We make the Heegner hypothesis primarily for convenience in this document, and plan to
remove or weaken this assumption in forthcoming work. The Heegner hypothesis guarantees
the existence of an integral ideal N ⊂ OK such that
OK/N = Z/N.
We henceforth fix a choice of such an N. Since Nǫ|N , this determines an ideal Nǫ|N such
that
OK/Nǫ = Z/Nǫ.
Recall the fixed embedding ip : Q →֒ Qp (from (21), which determines a p-adic completion
Kp →֒ Qp of K. Let q denote the order of the residue field of OKp.
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Definition 5.11. Henceforth, given a complex-valued Hecke character χ : K×\A×K → C×
(which we henceforth assume arises from an algebraic Hecke character of “type A0” in Weil’s
sense), we let χˇ denote its p-adic avatar. We let f(χ) denote the conductor of χ.
We call a Hecke character χ over K central critical with respect to w if it is of infinity type
(k + j,−j) for j ∈ Z and if it satisfies the following compatibility of central characters:
χ|A×
Q
= ǫ−1.
Let NK : A
×
K → C× denote the norm character normalized to have infinity type (1, 1).
Let πw denote the unitary automorphic representation of GL2(AQ) generated by w, and
πχ−1 the unitary automorphic representation of GL2(AQ) generated by θχ−1 . Central crit-
icality forces the automorphic representation πw × πχ−1 to be self-dual, and the center of
L(πw × πχ−1 , s) the functional equation to be s = 1/2. The Heegner hypothesis implies that
the local root number
ǫℓ(πw × πχ−1 , 1/2) = ǫℓ((πw)K ⊗ χ−1, 1/2) =
∏
v|ℓ
ǫv((πw)K ⊗ χ−1, 1/2) = +1
for all rational primes ℓ and primes v of K, where here (πw)K denotes the base-change of
πw to K. Hence we satisfy the Saito-Tunnell local conditions so that the period integrals,
whose squares we eventually relate to L-values via a calculation of Waldspurger, which
we interpolate are not a priori 0. More precisely, we can view these period integrals as
functionals on the (unitary) automorphic representation (πw)K × χ−1 over AK attached to
the pair (w, χ−1), or in other words as elements of the restricted tensor product
′⊗
v
HomK×v ((πw)K ⊗ χ,C).
By the well-known theorem of Saito and Tunnell (see, for example, [33, Chapter 1, Theorem
1.3]), this space is of dimension less than or equal to 1, and is of dimension 1 if and only if the
local root numbers ǫv(w, χ
−1, 1/2) = +1 for all finite places v of K, and ǫ∞(w, χ−1, 1/2) =
−1. In particular, the global root number satisfies
ǫ(w, χ, 1/2) = −1.
Example 5.12. As an example a family of central critical characters {χj} with ǫ = 1, we
can take the character defined on ideals by
χ−k/2+hKwt(a) = NK(a)
k/2
(a
a¯
)wt
where a ∈ K× is a generator of ahK , where hK = #Cℓ(OK) and w = #O×K/2. (One can check
that the value χj(a) does not depend on the choice of a.) Then letting j = −k/2+hKwt, χj
gives rise to a Hecke character which is unramified at all finite places, and which has infinity
type (k + j,−j).
Let
Oc := Z+ cOK ⊂ OK , Oˆ×c =
∏
v∤∞
(Oc ⊗OK OKv)×, Oˆ×K =
∏
v∤∞
O×Kv ,
Nc = N ∩ Oc, Nǫ,c = Nǫ ∩Oc.
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Henceforth, as in [1, Section 4] and [3, Section 8.2], we say a Hecke character φ : K×\A×K →
C× has finite type (c,N, ǫ) if we have c|f(χ)|cNǫ and
χ|Oˆc× = ψǫ
where here, ψǫ is the composition
Oˆ×c ։ (Oˆc/(Nǫ,cOˆc))× = (OK/Nǫ)× = (Z/NǫZ)× ǫ
−1−−→ C×.
One can check that each member of the family of examples in Example 5.12 has finite
type (c,N, 1) (in fact each member has finite type (1, 1, 1)).
6. Construction of the continuous p-adic L-function
Let Σ denote the set of central critical characters χ of infinity type (k+j,−j), where j ∈ Z
and j ≥ 0 or −1 ≥ j ≥ 1 − k, and of finite type (c,N, ǫ), and which satisfy the following
conditions on the local signs of the functional equation:
ǫℓ(w, χ
−1) = +1 for all finite primes ℓ.
Under our assumptions, this holds automatically except for ℓ in the set
Sw := {ℓ : ℓ|(N, dK), ℓ ∤ Nǫ}.
Let Σ+ ⊂ Σ denote the subset of such χ with j ≥ 0 and Σ− = Σ\Σ+. Then given χ ∈ Σ+,
χ is central critical with respect to w. Using Waldspurger’s calculation involving the Rankin-
Selberg formula, we will interpolate (square roots of) central values L(πw×π(χφ)−1 , 1/2) when
χ ∈ Σ+. Let Σˇ ⊂ Homcts(Γ−,OCp) denote the set of p-adic avatars of elements of Σ, and
similarly with Σˇ+ and Σˇ−. We consider Σˇ as a subspace of the space Fun(A
×,(p∞)
K ,OCp)
of functions A
×,(p∞)
K → OCp equipped with the uniform convergence topology. We let Σˇ+
denote the closure of Σˇ+ in Fun(A
×,(p∞)
K ,OCp). One can in fact show, using Example 5.12,
that Σˇ− ⊂ Σˇ+.
Henceforth, let hc = #Cℓ(Oc) and let {a} be a fixed full set of representatives of Cℓ(Oc)
which are prime to Ncp. Recall the Shimura action of the ideals IpN of Oc which are prime
to pN on the set of elliptic curves A with CM by Oc:
a ⋆ A = A/A[a], πa : A։ a ⋆ A
as in Definition 3.49. Then πa sends Γ1(N)-level structures to Γ1(N)-level structures and
Γ(p∞)-level structures to Γ(p∞)-level structures, and so gives an action of IpN on pairs (A, t)
and triples (A, t, α)
a ⋆ (A, t) = (a ⋆ A, πa(t)), a ⋆ (A, t, α) = (a ⋆ A, πa(t), πa(α)).
Given a differential ω ∈ Ω1A/Cp , let ωa ∈ Ω1(a⋆A)/Cp be the unique differential such that
π∗aωa = ω.
Now fix a CM elliptic curve A/H , a Γ1(N)-level structure t : Z/N
∼−→ A[N] ⊂ A[N ], and
a Γ(p∞)-level structure α : Z⊕2p
∼−→ TpA for any (A, α) = (A, t, α) ∈ Y(Cp,OCp) above the
point (A, t) ∈ Y (Cp,OCp). Now write the pullback of the normalized eigenform w to Yx as
w|Yx = ykdRf · ω⊗kcan,
where f ∈ O(Yx). Let (ykdRf)♭(qdR) be as in (198).
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Recall the complex-analytic universal cover H+ → Y , where H+ denotes the complex
upper half-plane, and write
w|H+ = F · (2πidz)⊗k
where dz is induced by the standard holomorphic differential on C via the uniformization of
the universal elliptic curve C/(Z+ Zτ).
Let χ ∈ Σ+ be a central critical character for w of infinity type (k+j,−j) where j ≥ 0 and
of finite type (c,N, ǫ). We recall the classical result of Waldspurger relating the algebraic
part of the central critical value
L(F, χ−1, 0) := L((πw)K × χ−1, 1/2)
to the toric period, as explicitly calculated in our situation by Bertolini-Darmon-Prasanna.
Theorem 6.1 ([1] Theorem 5.4). Let χ ∈ Σ+ be as above, and suppose that c and dK are
odd, and let wK = #O×K . Then we have
(248) C(w, χ, c) · L(F, χ−1, 0) = σ(w, χ) ·

 ∑
[a]∈Cℓ(Oc)
(w,NjKχ)
−1(a)djkF (a ⋆ (A, t))


2
,
where the representatives a of classes of Cℓ(Oc) are chosen to be prime to Nc, and
C(w, χ, c)
=
1
4
πk+2j−1Γ(j + 1)Γ(k + j)wk|dK|1/2 · c · vol(Oc)−(k+2j) · 2#Sw ·
∏
ℓ|c
ℓ− ǫK(ℓ)
ℓ− 1 ∈ C
×
and
σ(w, χ) ∈ C×, |σ(w, χ)| = 1,
are constants depending on w, χ and c. (For a precise definition of σ(w, χ), see (5.1.11)
of loc. cit. and the discussion preceding it.) Here, we note that the sum (248) is well-
defined (i.e., independent of the choice of representatives a of elements of Cℓ(Oc)) by the
central-criticality and (c,N, ǫ)-finite typeness of χ.
Assumption 6.2. Now let y = (A, α) = (A, t, α) ∈ C(O)(Kp,OKp) for C(O) as defined in
Section 5.2. Hence 〈α1 (mod p)〉 = A[p] if p is ramified in K. (Recall that p ⊂ OK is the
prime above p.)
Then Theorem 3.54 along with Proposition 3.50, Proposition 5.6 and Propositon 5.5 (in
the case when p = 2 is inert) establishes the equality of algebraic numbers
i−1∞
(
C(w, χ, c)σ(w, χ)−1
Ω
2(k+2j)
∞
· L(F, χ−1, 0)
)
i−1∞

 1
Ω
2(k+2j)
∞ (A, t)
·

 ∑
[a]∈Cℓ(Oc)
(w,NjKχ)
−1(a)djkF (a ⋆ (A, t))


2

= i−1p

( 1
pbθΩp(A, t, α)2
)k+2j
·

 ∑
[a]∈Cℓ(OK)
(NˇjK χˇ)
−1(a)(pbθjk)(y
k
dRf)(a ⋆ (A, t, α))


2
 .
(249)
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We note that
|pbΩp(A, t, α)2| = 1
by Corollary 5.2.
Again the sum in the last line of (249) is well-defined, which is seen as follows. For any
a ∈ K× which is prime to pcN, if we change all representatives a to aa, then using our
previously fixed embeddings K× →֒ GL2(Q)
ip→֒ GL2(Qp) and invoking Proposition 3.46, we
have
(pbθk)
j(ykdRf)(aa ⋆ (A, t, α)) = (p
bθk)
j(ykdRf)(a ⋆ (A, t, α · a))
= ak+2jǫ(a)(pbθk)
j(ykdRf)(a ⋆ (A, t, α)).
(250)
We also have
(NjKχ)
−1(aa) = a−(k+2j)ǫ−1(a)(NjKχ)
−1(a),
since χ has infinity type (k+j,−j) and finite type (c,N, ǫ). This with (250) gives the desired
invariance.
Definition 6.3. Recall that A/F is a fixed elliptic curve with CM by Oc ⊂ OK , and
(A, α) = (A, t, α) is chosen to be as in Assumptions (6.2). For this choice, we define the
anticyclotomic p-adic L-function attached to w as a function
Lp,α(w, ·) : Σˇ+ → Cp
given by
Lp,α(w, χˇ) :=
∑
[a]∈Cℓ(OK)
(NˇjKχˇ)
−1(a)(pbθk)j((ykdRf)
♭(qdR))(a ⋆ (A, t, α))
if χˇ|O×Kp (xp) = x
k+j
p xp
−j .
Proposition 6.4. The p-adic L-function Lp,α(w, ·) depends on the choice of α in the fixed
point (A, t, α) ∈ Y(Cp,OCp) as in Assumption 6.2 up to a continuous character Σˇ+ → O×Kp.
Proof. Let (A, t, α), (A, t, α′) be as in Assumption 6.2. Then we can write
(A, t, α′) = (A, t, α) ·
(
a b
c d
)
for some γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp). By Theorem 4.14 and Proposition 5.10, we see that
((ykdRf)
♭(qdR))(a ⋆ (A, t, α) · γ)
= (bc− ad)−(k+2j)(czdR(A, y, α) + a)k+2j((ykdRf)♭(qdR))(a ⋆ (A, t, α)).
Now by Propositions 5.5 and 5.6, we see that
(bc− ad)−(k+2j)(czdR(A, y, α) + a)k+2j ∈ O×Kp
and hence we have that Lp,α′(w, ·)
Lp,α(w, ·) : Σˇ+ → O
×
Kp
is a character given by
χˇ 7→ (bc− ad)−(k+2j)(czdR(A, y, α) + a)k+2j
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if χˇ|O×Kp (xp) = x
k+j
p xp
−j . 
Theorem 6.5.
Lp,α(w, ·) : Σˇ+ → Cp
is a continuous function.
Proof. Let χˇ1, χˇ2 ∈ Σˇ+ with χˇi|O×Kp (xp) = x
k+ji
p xp
−ji for i = 1, 2 and which satisfy
χˇ1(a) ≡ χˇ2(a) (mod pmOCp)
for a ∈ A×,(p∞)K . Then evaluating on ide`les congruent with 1 (mod N),, we see that
j1 ≡ j2 (mod (p− 1)pm−1).
Now the continuity of Lp,α(w, ·) follows from the continuity statements in Theorem 4.14. 
6.1. Interpolation. We have the following “approximate interpolation property” for Lp,α(w, ·).
Here we make the assumption that dK is odd in order to use Theorem 6.1, though we expect
to remove this assumption in the future.
Theorem 6.6. Suppose that the fundamental discriminant dK is odd, and suppose {χj} ⊂
Σ+ is a sequence of algebraic Hecke characters where χj has infinity type (k + j,−j), such
that χˇj → χˇ in Σˇ+ \ Σˇ+. Then we have
Lp,α(w, χˇ)2
= lim
χˇj→χˇ
(
1
pbθ(Ωp)(A, t, α)2
)k+2j
i−1∞
(
C(w, χj, c)σ(w, χj)
−1
Ω∞(A, t)2(k+2j)
· L(F, χ−1j , 0)
)
.
(251)
Proof. This follows immediately from (249) and Theorem 4.14 (in particular, from (202)).

Remark 6.7. One can show that the Euler factor at p which one usually removes from the
L-value in a p-adic interpolation formula is constant for the L-values L(F, χ−1j , 0). Hence
it is possible that the terms in the right-hand side of the limit in (251) form a p-adically
continuous function. One strategy to address this, which is part of forthcoming work, is to
base-change to a degree 4 CM extension where the unique prime above p in the maximal
totally real field (a real quadratic field) splits in the CM extension. In this case one can
construct an analytic anticyclotomic p-adic L-function with the usual p-adic interpolation
property, using Serre-Tate coordinates. In particular, it interpolates L-values and their
quadratic twists whose limits give rise, as in (251), to a product of our anticyclotomic p-adic
L-function times some constant Euler factors. Hence values of the product of our p-adic
L-function and a quadratic twist are specializations of an analytic function, from which one
may draw conclusions regarding the continuity questions raised above.
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6.2. The p-adic Waldspurger formula. Retain the notation and setting of the earlier
part of this chapter. In particular p ∤ Nc, (c, N) = 1, N satisfies the Heegner hypothesis
with respect to K which determined an ideal N|N , and A was a fixed elliptic curve with CM
by Oc and Γ1(N)-level structure t determined by the cyclic ideal N. We have the following
special value formula (Theorem 6.8) in the case when k = 2. We view this as analogous to
the p-adic Waldspurger formulas of [1] and [26] in the case where p is inert or ramified in K.
For the Eisenstein case, we view this formula as an analogue of the “p-adic Kronecker limit
formula” in [21, Chapter X]. In fact our approach can be used to recover these special value
formulas, using the fact that the qdR-expansion recovers the Serre-Tate expansion (Theorem
3.39) on the cover Y Ig → Y ord and Theorem 3.55.
As before, let w be a weight k = 2 normalized Γ1(N)-new eigenform with nebentype ǫ. In
this section, we will briefly consider compactified modular curves X(Γ) = Y (Γ), where we
recall that Y (Γ) is the modular curve associated with a finite-index subgroup Γ ⊂ SL2(Z).
Recall ε as defined in (240), and let
X(N, pn, ǫ) = X(Γ1(N) ∩ Γ(pn) ∩ Γ1(pn+ε)), J(N, pn, ε) := Jac(X(N, pn, ǫ)).
Then let
hn : X(N, p
n, ε)→ J(N, pn, ε)
denote the (analytification of the usual algebraic) Abel-Jacobi map over Q, sending the
cusp at infinity (∞) 7→ 0. Thus w = h∗0ω where ω = g(q)dq/q ∈ Ω1J(N,pn,ε))/Q and g(q) =∑∞
n=0 anq
n is the q-expansion of w. Then the p-stabilization w♭ as in (176) satisfies h∗2ω
♭ = w♭
where ω♭ = g♭(q)dq/q ∈ Ω1J(N,pn,ε)/Q and g♭(q) =
∑∞
n=0,p∤n anq
n is the q-expansion of w♭,
viewed as a form of level Γ1(N) ∩ Γ(p2); it is an old eigenform. Let
logw♭ : J(N, p
2, ε)(Cp,OCp)→ Cp
be the formal logarithm attached to ω♭, obtained by integrating the q-expansion g♭(q)dq/q in
the residue disc containing the origin, specifying that it takes the value 0 at the origin, and
then extending linearly. From its q-expansion, we see that logw♭ is rigid on the residue disc
containing the origin and hence extends uniquely via linearity to a locally analytic function
on all of J(N, p2, ε). Pulling back by h∗2, we have a locally analytic function
logw♭ := h
∗
2 logw♭ : X(N, p
2, ε)(Cp,OCp)→ Cp.
We know from [26, Proposition A.0.1] that logw♭ is a Coleman primitive of w
♭.
Let Hc denote the ring class field attached to Oc, and for 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞ let Hc(pr) denote
the compositum of Hc and the ray class field K(p
r) of conductor pr, viewed as an extension
of Hc (recall p ∤ c). Then
Gal(Hc(p
r)/K) ∼= Cℓ(Oc)×
(
O×Kp/(1 + prOKp)
)
.
Then let Kpr/K denote the abelian extension corresponding to the quotient of Galois groups
Gal(Hc(p
r)/K)/Gal(Hc/K) ∼= O×Kp/(1 + prOKp).
Now fix (A, t, α) ∈ C(Kp,OKp) as in Assumption 6.2 (note that by Proposition 5.5 and
Theorem 4.14 that b = 0 for all (A, t, α) ∈ C(Kp,OKp)). Given a point P ∈ X(N, pn)(Cp,OCp),
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let [P ] denote its associated divisor. Let χ : Cℓ(Oc) → Q× be a character. In the notation
of Definition 3.49, define a Heegner point
PK,α(χ)
=
∑
[a]∈Cℓ(Oc)
χ−1([a])([a ⋆ (A, t, (α1(mod p
2+ε), α2(mod p
2))]− [(∞)])
∈ J(N, p2, ε)(Hc[p2])χ
where J(N, p2, ε)(Hc[p
2])χ denotes the χ-isotypic component of the action of the group
Gal(Hc[p
2]/K[p2]) ∼= Gal(Hc/K). Note that the trace of the above Heegner point
PK(χ) :=
∑
σ∈Gal(Kp2/K)
P σK,α ∈ J(N, p2, ε)(Hc)χ
where J(N, p2, ε)(Hc)
χ denotes the χ-isotypic component of the action Gal(Hc/K). We note
that when χ = 1, we have PK,α(1) ∈ J(N, p2, ε)(Kp2) and also PK(1) ∈ J(N, p2, ε)(K).
Theorem 6.8 (“p-adic Waldspurger formula”). Assume that p > 2 or p is inert in K. Let
(A, t, α) ∈ C(Kp,OKp) = C(Kabp ,OKabp ) (we recall the last equality follows from the theory of
CM). We have, for any ring class character χ : Cℓ(Oc)→ Q×
Lp,α(w, NˇKχ) =
{
1
p2(p2−1) logw♭ PK(χ) p is inert in K
1
p3(p−1) logw♭ PK(χ) p is ramified in K
.
In particular, if Lp,α(w, NˇKχ) 6= 0, then PK(χ) projects via a modular parametrization
to a non-torsion point in Aw(Hc)
χ, where Aw/Q is the GL2-type abelian variety associated
uniquely up to isogeny with w.
Proof. We need to slightly refine the statement of Theorem 4.14. Recall the qdR-expansion
map from Definition 4.4.
(252) OYx →֒ OˆYxJqdR − 1K
which is an injective map of proe´tale sheaves. Letting y = (A, t, α) as in the statement, and
recall that we have b = 0 in this situation, by Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 4.14. From
Lemma (4.13), we have
(253) (y2dRf)y ∈ Oˆ+Y ,yJqdR − 1K[1/p].
Localizing (252), we have
(y2dRf)y ∈ OYx,y = lim−→V→U∋y
OˆYx(V)JqdR − 1K
where V → U ∋ y runs over proe´tale open neighborhoods of y, where U ⊂ Yx is a rational
open set. In particular, by (253) there is some proe´tale open neighborhood of y V → U ∋ y,
where U ⊂ Yx is a rational open set, such that
(254) (y2dRf)|V ∈ Oˆ+Y (V)JqdR − 1K[1/p].
In fact, since y2dRf ∈ O∆,Yx , and in particular is a section defined on Yx, we have that (254)
descends down to U ⊂ Yx, i.e.
(255) (y2dRf)|U ∈ Oˆ+Y (U)JqdR − 1K[1/p].
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Now consider U ss := U ∩ Y ss, which is affinoid since it is the intersection of two affinoids
(recall Yx = {z 6= 0}, which is evidently affinoid, and U is a rational open and so is affinoid);
note that y ∈ U ss(Cp,OCp) still, since y ∈ Y ss(Cp,OCp). Now consider the open subdomain
U ′ := U ss ∩ {|θ(ydR)/z| < p1/p−1}
and we note that y ∈ U ′ since p > 2 by Proposition 5.6. Then we can take the restriction
(y2dRf)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′)JqdR − 1K[1/p]
from (255). In fact, we will show
θjk(y
2
dRf)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′)JqdR − 1K[1/p]
for any j ∈ Z≥0, and moreover
θjk(y
2
dRf)
♭(qdR)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ(U ′)
for any j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp as follows. Let r ∈ Q such that
pr(y2dRf)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′)JqdR − 1K.
Clearly (
qdRd
dqdR
)j
(pry2dRf)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′)JqdR − 1K
by a easy computation. Moreover, on U ′ we have∣∣∣∣∣ci(j)
(
θ(ydR)
z
)i∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
for all i ≫ 0, since i|ci(j) and |i!| → p−1/(p−1) as i → ∞ in Z≥0. In particular, from (195)
(recalling b = 0 in our situation) we see that for some s ∈ Q we have
(256) θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′)
for all j ∈ Z≥0. Moreover, one sees that
lim
m→∞
θ
j0+pm(p−1)
k (p
r+sy2dRf)|U ′ → θj0k (pr+sy2dRf)♭(qdR)|U ′
in Oˆ+Y (U ′), which in particular implies that
(257) θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)
♭(qdR)|U ′ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′)
for all j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp.
Now we examine the GL2(Zp) action on the above sections. Let
Γ0(p
r) :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp) : c ≡ 0 (mod pr)
}
consider the open subdomain of Yx
U ′0(p) = U ′ · Γ0(p) =
⋃
γ∈Γ0(p)
U ′ · γ.
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We claim that θj2(y
2
dRf)|U ′ extends to U ′0(p) for all j ∈ Z/(p−1)×Zp, which we see as follows.
For any
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ0(p), by Proposition 3.53, we have
γ∗
(
θj2(y
2
dRf)|U ′·γ
)
= (bc− ad)−(2+2j)(cθ(zdR) + a)2+2jθjk(y2dRf)|U ′
and so
(258)
∣∣((bc− ad)−(2+2j)(cθ(zdR) + a)2+2j) |U ′∣∣ = 1
for all j ∈ Z/(p − 1) × Zp by the definition of U ′ above. Hence, from (256) and (257), we
have that
θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)|U ′·γ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′ · γ)
for all j ∈ Z≥0 and
θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)
♭(qdR)|U ′·γ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′ · γ)
for all j ∈ Z≥0. In fact from (258), we see that
θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)
♭(qdR)|U ′·γ ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′ · γ)
for all j ∈ Zp × Z/(p− 1). This implies that
θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)|U ′0(p) ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′0(p))
has weight 2 + 2j for Γ0(p) on U ′0(p) (in the sense of Definition 3.52) for any j ∈ Z≥0, and
θjk(p
r+sy2dRf)
♭(qdR)|U ′0(p) ∈ Oˆ+Y (U ′0(p))
has weight 2 + 2j for Γ0(p) on U ′0(p) for any j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp.
Now we consider the closed subspace Y Ig ⊂ Yx, recall that Y Ig → Y ord is a Z×p × Z×p -
proe´tale covering, and on this subspace the restrictions θj2(y
2
dRf)|YIg and θj2(y2dRf)♭(qdR)|YIg
as defined in Section 5.3. By Proposition 5.9, we have that
θj2(y
2
dRf)|YIg
has weight 2 + 2j for Z×p × Z×p on Y Ig (in the sense of Definition 5.7) for all j ∈ Z≥0, and
θj2(y
2
dRf)
♭(qdR)|YIg
has weight 2 + 2j for Z×p × Z×p on Y Ig for all j ∈ Z/(p− 1)× Zp.
Now consider the adic subspace Y Ig ⊔ U ′0(p) (where this is a disjoint union by the con-
struction of U ′). Then we have the section
θ−1k (p
r+sy2dRf)
♭(qdR)|YIg⊔U ′0(p) ∈ Oˆ+YIg(Y Ig)× Oˆ+YIg(Y Ig)
which is of weight 0 for Z×p × Z×p on Y Ig, and of weight 0 for Γ0(p) on U ′0(p). Recall the
projection
λΓ0(p) : Y → Y (Γ0(p)),
and let
U ′0(p) = λΓ0(p)(U ′0(p)),
and let Y Ig0 (p) = λΓ0(p)(Y Ig); we note that we have a natural section Y → Y (Γ0(p)) for the
natural projection ρ : Y (Γ0(p))→ Y (GL2(Zp)) = Y , which is moreover an open immersion,
given by the canonical subgroup, which gives a canonical rigid-analytic (and hence adic)
identification Y ord ∼= Y Ig0 (p). Moreover, the Galois group of Y Ig → Y Ig0 (p) ∼= Y ord is (1 +
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pZp) × Z×p . Now by piecewise descent along (1 + pZp) × Z×p on Y Ig → Y Ig0 (p) ∼= Y ord and
along Γ0(p) on U ′0(p)→ U ′0(p), we have a (rigid analytic) section
G := θ−1k (p
r+sy2dRf)
♭(qdR)|YIg⊔U ′0(p) ∈ OˆY (Y
Ig
0 (p) ⊔ U ′0(p))
on the affinoid open Y Ig0 (p) ⊔U ′0(p)) ⊂ Y (Γ0(p)). (We see that this latter domain is affinoid
open because U ′0(p) is the image of the open U ′0(p) under λ, and Y Ig0 (p) ∼= Y ord, which is
affinoid open.)
We know that
(259) G|Y Ig0 (p) = logw♭ |Y Ig0 (p)
by Theorems 3.55, 4.7 and 4.14. Hence applying the exterior differential
d : OˆY (Γ0(p)) → OˆY (Γ0(p)) ⊗OY (Γ0(p)) Ω1Y (Γ0(p)),
we hence see that
dG ∈ OˆY (Γ0(p)) → OˆY (Γ0(p)) ⊗OY (Γ0(p)) Ω1Y (Γ0(p))(Y
Ig
0 (p) ⊔ U ′0(p))
is rigid, and that
dG|Y Ig0 (p) = w
♭|Y Ig0 (p)
which implies by rigidity, since Y Ig0 (p) ⊂ Y (Γ0(p)) is open (admissible) affinoid, that
dG = w♭.
Now by uniqueness of Coleman integration ([26, Proposition A.0.1], or more specifically [7,
Corollary 2.1c]), by (259) we have
(260) G = logw♭ |Y Ig0 (p)⊔U ′0(p).
Now we apply the entire above argument to y = a ⋆ (A, t, α), for any a ⊂ Oc prime to pN.
Now by Definition 6.3, we have
(261) Lp,α(w, NˇKχ) (260)= logw♭ PK,α(χ).
Now we claim that for any γ ∈ O×Kp ⊂ GL2(Zp), letting (A, α′) = (A, α) · γ, we have
(262) Lp,α(w, NˇKχ) = Lp,α′(w, NˇKχ).
But this follows directly from Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 251 for j = −1.
Applying this to a set of α′i such that {α′ (mod p2)}
#Gal(Kp2/K)
i=1 = {ασ}σ∈Gal(Kp2/K), where
one observes
#Gal(Kp2/K) =
{
p2(p2 − 1) p is inert in K
p3(p− 1) p is ramified in K ,
then from (261) and (262) we have
(263) Lp,α(w, NˇKχ) (260)= logw♭ PK,α(χ)
(262)
=
1
#Gal(Kp2/K)
logw♭ PK(χ)
which is what we wanted to show.
Now for the final statement of the Theorem, we note that ω♭, viewed as a form on
Y (Γ0(p
2, ε)) is in the same Hecke isotypic component as that of ω, which is a new eigen-
form on Y , outside of the prime p. Hence PK(χ) ∈ J(N, p2, ε)(Hc)χ is non-trivial in the
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old part of the Eichler-Shimura decomposition corresponding to the new eigenform ω from
level Γ1(N). This latter component is isomorphic to the direct product of some number of
copies of Aω(Hc)
χ. Hence, given the nonvanishing of (263), we see that PK(χ) projects to
a non-trivial point in this latter group, and hence projects non-trivially into some copy of
Aω(Hc)
χ. 
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